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INTRODUCTION I

James F. Fisher
The papers collected in this volume arc the fruits of
facuIty labors in a new_ iQ!ltilution in Nepal: the Central
Department of Sociology ali<j" Anthropology of Tribhuvan
University. Though thc institution is new to Nepal, the
disciplines are not; for close to three decadGs Nepal was a happy
hunting ground for scores of foreign anthropologists and the
occasional sociologist. Their numbers and activities have
continued to increase at an exponential rate. Every now and Ihen
a Nepalese field assistant would be trained abroad, but there was
no sustained, systematic instruction in anthropology or sociology
available anywhere in the counu)'2
This imbalance began to be corrected in late 1981, when
classes were initiated for the first 'batch' of M.A. students of the
recently established Department of Sociology and Anthropology
on the Kirtipur Campus of Tribhuvan University. II was my
privilege to be invited to scrve as Visiting Fulbright Professor
from 1984 till 1986 in the Department (then known awkwardly,
but officially, as the Instruction Committee), where J alTived .iust
before the first M.A. theses were being presented in 1985. 3
Present at the creation, morc or less, and as a teaching memher of
the faculty, J experienced the ferment and enthusiasm of rhe
nascent Department as an ingredient in its mix. One of my
assignments was to serve as editor of our first volume of

Occasional Papers.
Despite the lace of a perduring institutional base, there has
been considerable discussion in recent years both of what
sociology and anthropology might become, and what they should
do in Nepal. Programmatic statements on these issues were
issued in published proceedings of two national conferences on
social science held in 1973 and 1983 4 Whether or not it is
faithful to the original bluepJints, the Department is now a going
concern, and it seemed to me it was time for a stocktaking. Alkr
the clarion calls and exhortatOl)' rhetOlic have faded, what kind of
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research and teaching were we in fact doing? That is the question
each of the following essays, in its own way, answers.
The 'theme' of this volume, then, is its intention: to
illustrate the breadth and depth of our intellectual interests, both
pedagogical and research, as they have developed in these first
few years. Some of the essays describe the vision we have of our
mission. Bista draws on a lifetime of anthropological experience
and distinguished scholarship to stake out the distinctive kind of
anthropology and sociology that Nepal needs to nurture. His
view of a pragmatic, developmental discipline is echoed in
Bhattachan's careful assessment of the cunicular possihilities and
constraints. My own view endorses these positions and
buttresses them with some theoretical caveats. I further argue that
development problems demand a range of research horder than
that which is conventionally considered under this rubric.
Chhetri's essay exemplifies the possibilities inherent in
investigating such an ostensibly "non-development" topic as
cultural identity. Yet inter-ethnic dynamics clearly must be
sensitively attended to in policy planning, especially in Nepal,
where migration (Chhetri's main focus) has become the key
political and social issue of the 1980' s. The articles by Guru ng,
Pandey, and Upadhyay also take ethnicity and stratification illlo
account, but their major focus is on the use of resources. Gurung
examines not only the problems of forest management, hut also
the generally unheralded measures hill villagers have devised as
solutions to them. Pandey shows how poverty in a Tarai village
results from a lack of fundamental resources, primarily land.
exacerhated by population shifts. Upadhyay addresses resources
of a different kind, specifically people, and reminrls us that no
material improvement can he made without adequme education
and training of young people. Most of the youth of Nepal, like
the rest of its population, lives in I1Iral areas, making the sohnion
to the prohlem Upadhyay has identified difficult. None of the
essays here offers panaceas, hut pinpointing crucial prohlems is
always the first step towards their solution.
Similarly, Mishra makes no pretense of providing a set of
easy answers to the fundamental prohlems he raises, hut his
incisive and devastating analysis of "development" exposes

conundrums that are otherwise all too easily ignored by the
burgeoning development industry. He makes it clear that the
mindless pursuit of empirical studies, no matter how "applied"
the orientation, is not enough. Rather, a clear sense of history
and theory must infonn our research efforts, and these must in
tum be imparted to the next generation as they pass through the
educational system.
That is exactly where the efficacy of the ideas in this
volume will be put to the test -- in the students who emerge by
confronting them. We have not attempted to draw up a final timetable for the development of either sociology and anthropology in
Nepal, or of its society, but we have tried to make a beginning.
These essays constitute a benchmark against which we may test
the future progress and relevance of the Department, the
disciplines, the faculty, and students.
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NOTES

I. I am grateful to Navin K. Rai for his careful reading of and
helpful suggestions on the entire manuscript.
2. See Bhattachan's essay for a summary of sporadic, though
abortive, attempts prior to the 1980's to introduce
sociology/anthropology into the university system.
3. The roster of M.A. Theses illustrates the range of interests of
the first group of students:
Pandey, Tulsi, Poverty and State Policy
Upreti, Laya Prasad, The Role of Forests in the Village
Economy
Chaulagai, Tilak Prasad, The Gllthi System among the
Newars of Kirripur
Bhatlarai, Tika Prasad, BricU1hasramka BricU1haharll
Rajbhandari, Bhupadas, Patterns of Forest Use in
Aiselukharka Village
Ojha, Hari Kumar, Women's Participation in the Handloom
Industry
Pokharel, Chintamani, The Community Fish Fanning System
Prasai, Jivanath, An Anthropological Study ofthe Satars
Chhetri (Bista), Gyanu, A Socio-economic Study of the
Gaine of Pokhara
Pandey, Chandrakant, The Role of Emigration in the Life (){
the Magars
Sharma, Shrikrishna, An Anthropological Study af Festivals
Basnyat, Sandhya, Farming, Carpet Weaving, and Women
Khatri, Naniram, A Study on the Supply of Firewood by
Women
Sharma, Reshraj, Attitudes of Graduate Studems Towards
Abortion
Olee, Seeta, A Socio-economic Profile of the Danuwars of
lhapa
Laudari, Rajendra Prasad, A Study of the Chepang
Community of Shaktikhor
Manandhar, Bimaia, Fertility History of Working Women
Pokharel, Bindu, Breast-Feeding Behaviour of Working
Mothers Koirala, Prayagraj, The Role of Domestic
Animals in Peasant Economy

4. Social Science in Nepal, Institute for Nepal and Asian
Studies, Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu, 1974; Social
Sciences in Nepal: Infrastructure and Programme
Development, Institute of Humanities and Social
Sciences, Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu, 1984.
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NEPAL SCHOOL OF SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY

Dar Bahadur Bista
In Nepal, where tradition dominates so much of our lives,
it is ironic that with regard to sociology and anthropology we
have no tradition at all to follow, but only one to establish. This
also makes our task relatively simple: all we have to do is make
an honest effort without any pretensions, because we cannot be
any better or worse than we really are. We must remember that in
the field of sociology and anthropology we are starting with a
clean slate. We have to admit with all humility that we do not
know exactly what design will ultimately emerge. But that need
not deter us from acting, because if we hesitate and fumble,
others will make their advances.

We have already made two important beginnings: first,
the decision to construct a single course of study for students of
Sociology and Anthropology; and second, the decision to find a
single professional association for Sociologists and
Anthropologists. Thus the dye is already cast. All we have to do
now is to apply our principles to the tasks at hand.
Nepal (compared to many other countries around the
world) has had the unique advantage of developing the discipline
of anthropology in a relatively short span of time. Until 1950,
Nepal was isolated and inaccessible to outsiders except for
peoples from adjacent and contiguous areas. So there was no
way anthropology, which was primarily developed by Western
societies during their colonial period, could have developed or
been practiced in Nepal until scholars from Western societies
were admi.tted into the country and allowed to conduct their
studies. As a land with a multitude of linguistic, cultural and
ethnic groups living in a relatively small land area, Nepal attracted
Western scholars and students in increasing numbers from the
50' s up through the present.
All this activity has produced a considerable amount of
literature, published mainly in the West in the form of journal

articles, monographs, reports, and dissertations submitted to
graduate departments of sociology and anthropology. Even
though some of the reports and most of the dissertations do not
ever appear or become accessible to Nepalese readers, they can
nevertheless be read by serious students with a certain amount of
initiative and effort. In addition to this, there is also quite a
substantial ethnographic literature published in Nepal in English
and Nepali, mainly by the teaching staff of the Panchayat
Training Institutes, the Royal Nepal Academy, and many other
Nepalese who are working in other sectors of the government or
at the university.
.
Since materials written in Nepali are rarely read by
foreigners, the fragmented nature of the reports available so far in
Western languages has produced a very curious image of
Nepalese in the eyes of Western people, something which is
often reflected in the questions they sometimes ask about us. In
other words, the separate, specialized studies do not add up to a
general and composite picture of Nepalese society at large. Most
of the works done so far talk only about one micro-situation or
another, representing only a fragment of the total truth about
Nepal. Some reports -- studies of the contact zones showing
conflict or co-ordination -- also represent only a small area and
depict localized small communities. None of these materials
explain much that is useful and meaningful for the planning or
administrative purposes of the country. Some of them, however,
are useful for the development of the science of the discipline
itself. There are anthropologists who consider that this is the limit
of what anthropology can contribute, but this view is largely
outdated. Anthropology can certainly study not only separate
communities but also the process of integration among different
ethnic groups and castes. Applied anthropology is a widely
accepted discipline.
That anthropology in Nepal should "come of age" as in
many developed countries around the world is obvious, as it
serves two important functions. First, it promotes and defends
the national culture and helps maintain the national identity of the
country and its people. Second, it studies (to whatever possible
extent) all the aspects of different Nepalese cultures, in addition
to other outside cultures, and joins together the International
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community of social scientists for the promotion of science and
for the broader cause of service to humanity. It is time that we
share the burden and responsibility of the international
community of anthropologists. This is what is meant by "coming
of age". Nepalese anthropologists can certainly work towards the
development of theoretical concepts, modes, paradigms, and
processes based on their studies of the different aspects of
Nepalese society and culture while acting as a catalyst in the
process of national economic development.
Studies for the sake of science so far have been conducted
mainly by foreign anthropologists. It seems that this will continue
to be the case for some time to come. But what about the
promotion and defense of our own national culture? This is what
Nepalese anthropologists alone can do; outsiders can not be
expected to do this. Nepalese anthropologist will have to study
various societies at the micro-level before they can talk
meaningfully about the promotion and defense of a national
culture. The plural Nepalese society still needs to develop a
composite culture acceptable to the majority, so that the Nepalese
population can identify with it, and derive a sense of belonging,
pride and satisfaction from it. This can happen only if all are
given the freedom to play their own role without one dominating
the other. The present competition and disorder among different
ethnic, linguistic and religious groups cannot continue forever. It
is unrealistic to expect that a single group could win out in all the
spheres of language, religion, lifestyle values and material
culture. The state will have to promote an integrative approach.
This is where Nepalese anthropologists could playa very crucial
role in the coming decades, and that is why I see the need for a
Nepalese school of anthropology as not only obvious but
absolutely essential. Nepalese anthropologists cannot continue to
play the clownish role of an adjunct to an alien style of thinking
nor remain a slave to sterile and outdated life-style. They will
have to create their own little arena where the future of Nepall~
taken constantly into consideration in their deliberations,
writings, researche and publications. Kinship and marriage,
religion and social control, as separate institutions, cannot occupy
all our time forever.

9

An.thr!Jpology may need..,-to mainl!J.in. the tra.ditio.n of
western tlunking for Its own saxe m some blg.cname unIversities.
They can afford to do so. Their departmenlS of anthropology
usually are one among dozens of other disciplines and in a
university which is one among several hundreds. As such, those
scholars and graduate students, if counted among millions of
graduates of their own society, are only an infinitely small and
msignificant minority. But Nepalese graduates or scholars in
anthropology are among the extremely privileged few who are
expected to play very significant roles in theIr country, even
when comparatively their number is just as insignificant as the
number of scholars in the West. I~agine the burden of
responsibility a Nepalese graduate of anthropology would
shoulder in the continuing process of modernization of the
country. This is not the case with most anthropologists of the
industrially advanced and affluent societies of the world.
Anthropologists from such societies should continue to conduct
research for their own sake. A few individuals may even continue
their Bohemian style. In contrast, the Nepalese graduates of
sociology and anthropology can have very responsible jobs in the
near future if they are encouraged to adopt a constructive attitude
towards work, their society, and their training. By constructive
attitude I mean a positive and future-oriented attitude in place of
over-romanticized nostalgia, or an insecure and thoughtless
mimicry of the West. Is It not obvious that we cannot really
mimic and follow the style of thinking of our Western
counterparts no matter how competent and qualified they
themselves may be?
Qualified they all are. In technical fields or in hard
sciences, which do not regard human sentiments and institutions
as important, we can continue to be guided by the West in the
future. But in areas involving human institutions, sentiments,
values, and cultural behavior generally we cannot rely on or seek
advice from our Western gurus and advisors beyond a certain
limit. In generalizations and in abstractions our Western
colleagues can still be very helpful. The best among them have
had much broader and global perspective. But we cannot rely too
much on an expert on one ethnIC, regional, or caste group to
forever advise courses of action. Nevertheless, we can
complement each other if we carefully steer our courses of
development in the field of anthropology.

II
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Hence the need for the Nepal school of anthropology is
quite pressing. We will have to keep all of this in mind when we
develop the curriculum for the Department of
Sociology/Anthropology, as we will have to do this when the
first group of undergraduate students fmish their courses of study
by the end of summer 1987. Unless we keep in mind the need of
the country in coming years and the possible role our graduate
students will be playing in shaping the future course of Nepalese
society, it is possible that we will have provided a very outdated
orientation and a useless nonfunctional education to our young
people.
Departments of sociology and anthropology at some other
universities may not be doing exactly what we want to do. So we
may not be able to find a model anywhere. Visiting scholars or
graduate students from outside cannot be models either. Their
needs and values are different from ours. Our students will have
to be strongly oriented towards the observation of the process
and dynamics of emergent Nepalese society at an all
encompassing level. This will be our Nepal school of
anthropology. At this stage, we should not concern ourselves too
much with whether or not our graduates will be recognized by
one or the other famous universities around the world; that is not
yet our priority. Anthropology in its application has always
served the interests of the people who have used it. It began as a
handmaiden of Western Christian missionaries, followed by
colonial governments who used it quite extensively in many parts
of the non-western and non-Christian world. In recent decades,
applied anthropology has been used by U.N. agencies, WHO,
World Bank, and international aid organizations for various types
of development activities. Recently, it is also being used by
industries and multinational corporations for sales promotions
and production expansions.
Our priority at the moment is for graduates who
understand the dynamics of Nepalese society and have the ability
to project a better future for the people at the lower economic
levels and provide a wider base for participation in the creation of
a resilient and progressive national culture with a strong national
identity. This will be Nepal's own school.of anthropology.

SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROI'OLOGY CURRICULUM
AND THE NEEDS OF NEPAL

Krishna B. BhalTac/wn
I

Introduction
Although sociology and anthrop'ology emerged in the
West during the first quarter of the nineteenth century, the
disciplines entered Nepal only during the early 1950's at the
research level and in 1981 at the teaching level. the latter in a
combined form. Thus, sociology and anthropology, so rich and
mature in theories and methods, is just five years old in Ncpal.
Until 1981, Sarana and Sinha's statement about the status of
anthropology in Asia was coneCl: "To the best of our knowJcd~e.
anthropology has not been accorded independent acaderilic
recognition in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Nepal, and Bangladcsh.
although there are some anthropologists working in basically
non-anthropological institutions" (1976:210).
In Nepal, however, the situation has changed since thcn.
Sociology and anthropology are now taught at the Master's Icvel
at Tribhuvan University. A Master's level program is taught at
the Kirtipur campus, and at four other campuses -- Pokhara,
Kathmandu, Patan, and Biratnagar -- a B.A. level program has
just been introduced. We must now evaluate our past
perfonnancc and take stock of what we possess of wciology and
anthropology cuniculum, its relevance to the needs fJf Nepal, and
future demands, needs, and pliorities.
With these facts in mind, this paper will outline the
development of the sociology and anthropology curriculum.
critically review the current nature and the needs of Nepal, and
discuss the problems and issues in curriculum de·Jelopmcnl.
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II

DeyelQpment Qf SQciQIQ~Y and

AnthropQIQ~Y

Curriculum in

~

The sociQIQgy curriculum was develQped in nQn-academic
institutiQns, like the training centre under the aegis Qf the Village
Development Program (VDP), which was established in 1953 in
Kathmandu. The program offered a CQurse on rural sociQlogy,
Qne Qf the majQr subjects in the curriculum, to familiarize rural
field workers, social Qrganizers, block development Qfficers, and
extension agents with the rural social structure and its problems.
The paper Qn rural sociology focused on rural society, rural
family, folk !ife, and community development (Thapa, 1973: 46).
In 1968, when VDP became the Panchayat Training Centre
(PTC), the curriculum was revised to focus Qn rural society,
group dynamics, cQmmunicatiQn, IQcal leadership, panchayat
development, social survey, and sQcial planning (Thapa,
1973:47).
Only tQwards the end Qf the 1960's did the concern~d
intellectuals of Tribhuvan University gradually feel the need lor
separate departments of sociology and anthropolQgy for the
promQtion of teaching and research. Macdonald recalls, "As a
result of concern expressed by the Vice ChancellQr of Tribhuvan
University about the absence Qf a SQciQlogy department,
Professor Ernest Gellner of the London School Qf Econom ics
visited Nepal" in September 1970, with a view to preparing a
repQrt on this questiQn" (1973:27). The department of Sociology
and AnthropolQgy, one of the majQr wings in the Institute of
Nepal and Asian Studies (INAS) was established Qn July 15,
1973, to train post-graduate research assistants and students 10
M.A. or Ph. D. programs.
INAS earnestly planned to develop a B.A. curriculum and
to start an M.A. dissertatiQn program (MacdQnald, 1973:28). Btl!

all their high aspiratiQns, hopes, promises and enthusiasm later
turned into a fiasco as INAS, entangled by ,ts own lOternal
problems, CQuid produce Qnly two M.A.'s in anthropolQgy by
dissertation before it was denied the right to grant M.A. or Ph.D.
degrees (Dabal, 1985:39). At first, this appeared to be a major

setback for the institutional development of sociology and
anthropology (Bista, 1980:3). If the Research Centre for Nepal
and Asian Studies (CNAS), the successor to INAS, had
continued the tradition Qf granting degrees, it would have badly
affected the establishment of a separate department under the
Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences. In addition, the
Centre would have produced many anthropologists strong in field
experience but weak in general theoretical and conceptual
knowledge. In other words, it WQuid have completely damaged
the growth of sociQlogy in Nepal.
However, this "setback" eventually proved tQ be useful in
develQping a department of sociQlogy and anthropology, under
the IHSS at the Kirtipur campus. The ending of the degree
program at INAS stimulated and stirred the minds of some
concerned academicians at Tribhuvan University. They increased
efforts, under the direction of the IHSS, to establish a department
of SociolQgy and AnthropQlogy at the M.A. level at the Kinipur
campus.
In March 1978, a meeting was held in Kathmandu, under
the chairmanship of Chandra B. Shrestha, chairman Qf the
Geography department, tQ explore the feasibility of Qpening a
Department of SociQlogy and Anthropology. The eommillee was
comprised of eleven members l , representing the fields of
Political Science, English, Culture, History, Nepal, Home
Science, PsyehQlogy, and SociolQgy. This cQmmiuee was
reshuffled in 19792, adding five sociology and two anthropology
members, and then was again reorganized into another
committee 3 , now headed by Dr. Soorya Lal Amatya, Dean of
IHSS. This new committee included noted SQciQIQgists and
anthropologists, such as Prof. DQr Bahadur Bista, Bihari
Krishna Shrestha, Dr. Chaitanya Mishra, T.S. Thapa, Dr.
Hikrnat Bista, and Dr. Linda Stone. They formed a Curriculum
and Draft Action Committee (CDAC)4 to prepare a Master's level
sociology/anthropology curriculum (IHSS, 1986). The CDAC
prepared a curriculum for a Master of Arts degree in
sociology/anthropology which was approved by the .Subject
Committee of IHSS and the Faculty Board of Tnbhuvan
University.
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The two year program consisted of eight papers. The first
four concerned the History of Social Science, Human
Adaptation, Social Organization and Economy, and Methods of
Social Research (IHSS, 1980). The second four concerned
Nepalese Culture and Society, Population Studies, Social
Change, and Dissertation and Field Trip (IHSS, 1980). All
papers were required of both sociology and anthropology
students. Each student completing the degree program would
receive a combined M.A. degree in sociology/anthropology. The
primary aim of this curriculum was to produce inter-disciplinary
experts who would be able to work in planning, managIng,
guiding, teaching, and research (IHSS, 191\0: I). This curriculum
was rather lacking in organization and theme. All five faculty
members 5 , including the chairman of the department, disliked
this curriculum from the very day the department opened. They
immediately redesigned the four courses required for the first part
of the M.A. program. This new curriculum was later approved
by the Subject Committee and the Faculty Board in 1981 6 . The
same year: the Faculty Board also approved the awarding of
separate degrees in sociology and anthropology.
At the end of 1981, the task of redesigning the cun;culum
was given to the Steering Committee of the Subject Committee of
Sociology and Anthropology7. Their revised curriculum was
approved by the Subject Committee as well as by the Faculty
Board. This curriculum contains eight papers, four each for part I
and II: Theories in Sociology/Anthropology, Human Evolution
and Pre-Historic Culture (formerly Human Adaptation), Social
Organization, Methodology of Social Research, Nepali Society
and Culture, Sociological Perspectives on Contemporary Nepal,
Population Studies (sociology option) or Ecology and
Subsistence (anthropology option), and Field Research and FIeld
Report (Dissertation). The Steering Committee wished to otTer
specialized papers to M.A. sociology and anthropology studel11s,
but because of manpower constraInts In the department and lack
of sociological and anthropological orientation of the students at
the B.A. level, all papers except number seven (Population
Studies or Ecology and Subsistence) were required of all
students.
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.So far,. students holding a B.A. detiree in any of the
folloWIng subjects -- History, Political SCIence, Geography,
Culture, Home SCIence, Psychology, Economics Sociology and
Anthropology -: are eligible to apply for the degr~e program. The
M.A. level cumculum W<l$. presumIng that a majority of students
come from dIfferent fieldslS.
In 1985, Tribhuvan University decided to teach
undergraduate level sociology and anthropology at four
campuses: Tnchandra campus, Kathmandu; Patan campus,
Lahtpur; PnthwI Narayan campus, Pokhara; and Mahendra
Morang campus, Blratanagar. The Steering Committee of the
Subject Committee 9 developed three papers at the B.A. level:
IntroductIOn to SoclOlogy/Anthrorology, Nepali Culture and
SocIety, and Methodology of Socia Research. The objectivcs of
~IS program arc to prepare students as middle level professionals
ln the fIeld, to develop SOCIOlogical/anthropological
understandIng of Nepali society and culture, and to conduct
SOCIOlogIcal/anthropological rcsearch independently (IHSS,
1985:1). From the next year onwards, the department of
SOCIOlogy/anthropology at the Kirtipur campus will admit those
students who have majored in sociology/anthropology in
und~rgraduate studIes. Because of this, the existing M.A.
cumculum should be completely revised. More advanced courses
should be offered, as they will already be familiar with many
courses offered now at the M.A. level.
Sociology, it should be noted here, is offercd in some
other depat1ments as one of the compulsory papers. For instance,
SOCIOlogy of ChIld Development, and Community and Culture
are offered. to M.A. Home Science students as compulsory
papers. SImilarly, SOCiology of Education is offered to the M.
Ed. students. At the Medical school, M.B.B.S. students are
offered a paper on Community Medicine. Two papers on
SOCIOlogy -- SOCIOlogy of Rural Development, and Sociology of
MIgratIOn -- are offered to the B. Sc. students in Agriculture at
the Institute of Agriculture and Animal ~cience, Rampur. A paper
on Rural Sociology IS offered to certificate level students In lh~
Instllute of Forestry, Hetauda. Most of this undergraduate level
sociology curriculum is not good enough and therefore needs to
be revised tq make it more relevant, useful, a~d up-to-d~te.
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III
Critical Review of the Existin~ Curriculum in the Li~ht of the
Needs of Nepal
In most of the departments under IHSS, graduate
students devote at least two years on campus studying general
theories and methods. All the graduate courses are designed so
that they have little application to everyday life. Af~er c?mpletion
of their studies, students will have to work, expenencll1g thll1gs
which have nothing to do with what they have learned in
classrooms for two years. This is exactly why the social sciences
are losing their prestige, compared with technical subjects hke
engineering, medicine, agriculture, and forestry. Nepalese
sociologists and anthropologists, however, realized this fact well
before the creation of a sociology/anthropology department. They
are determined not to repeat the mistakes others have made.
Therefore, maximum efforts have been made to relate the M.A.
and tlhe B.A. level sociology and anthropology curriculum to the
needs of Nepal.
Mishra, while discussing the challenges for sociology in
the 1980's, has aptly pointed out that:
"the first question sociologists will ask themselves in the
immediate future will be of the form: what problem areas do
we work on? what sociology do we teach? what sociology do
we learn? and, finally, what we as sociologists, can do?"
He further queries:
"should sociology focus primarily on ethnography') on
ideologies, values, and norms? on development, national
integration, and 'modernization'? on education? on poverty?
on population and family planning? on land? on other
resources? on ecology in general? on defined 'social
problems' and 'social welfare'?".
(Mishra, 1981:4)
Sociology and anthropology should throwaway
ethnography as well as studies on ideologies, values and norms.
It should address issues and problems.of contemporary interest

like poverty, ecology, planning, resource managcment, and
de.velopment, wIth more substantive concern. In this light,
Mlshra suggests that theoreticallr sociology and anthropology
should move away from their tradlUonal preoccupations with the
study of Ideolog)i and forms of ideological expression;
method?loglcally, It should move away from positivism and
empm~Ism; ~nd substantially, it should move away from an
exclusIve rehance on non-local knowledge (1980: 1-2). Given
these, the courses of study, as suggested by Mishra, may focus
on themes of social organization, current theolies, epistemology
and methodology ?f socIal research, population studies, political
economy and society, social stratification, social change, and
current critical issues.
In the above scenario, efforts were made to develop and
.
II1troducepapers on different aspecIs of Nepal when Ihe M.A.
level curnculum was redesigned in 198 I. All five papers of Ihe
first pan of the M.A. program -- Nepali Society and Culture,
SOCIOlogIcal Perspectives on Contemporary Nepal, Ecology and
Subsistence, Population Studies, and Field Research and Field
Report -- exclusively. focus on Nepal. Nepali Culture and
Society, an ethnographiC paper, concentrates more on continuity
and change in various social/cultural institutions. Sociological
Perspecllves on Contemporary Nepal is more critical and
analytic, primarily with substantial concern for the political
economy of Nepal. Two other papers -- Population Studies, and
Ecology and Subsistence -- focus on important issues in present
day Nepal. In addition, students are encouraged to calTy out field
research in different areas like landlessness, fishery, poverty,
forest resources, population (fertility, migration, breast feeding,
family planning), resource management, ecology, and local
cooperative organizations like guthi, parma, and dhikur.
In brief, the nature of the curriculum is equally divided
between SOCIOlogy and anthropology. Working within the given
ul1lverslty framework as a combined depar..ment, it is a Herculear.
task to do justice to either sociology or anthropology. The
curriculum is loaded with social and cultural anthropology fused
with sociology. Of the three other major wings of anthropology,
Physical Anthropology and Archaeology are only minimally
represented, and Linguistics is absent altogether.
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Cuniculum: Research Oriented or TheQO' Oriented?
SQme SQciQIQgists and anthrQpQIQgists are Qf the view
that the Qverall focus Qf the curriculum should be tQ give enough
theoretical orientatiQn tQ the students. TherefQre, if QUI' aim is tQ
produce SQciolQgists and anthropQIQgists who are able tQ cQmpete
with their Western counterparts, research methQdQIQgy Qr
research work shQuld nQt be the main emphasis. They insist that
Qur aim is not Qnly tQ produce researchers but alsQ tQ produce
planners, administratQrs, and teachers. I, however, am in favQr
of giving priQrity to research-oriented curriculum because theQry
and research shQuld gQ together.

eCQnQmy, educatiQn, sQcial stratification, sQcial change
natiQnal integration, natiQnal issues, ethnicity, PQverty:
and social problems.
4. MQre emphasis shQuld be given tQ first-hand field research
experience instead Qf purely theQretical QrientatiQn.
Students shQuld get practical research experience by
develQping a research prQpQsal, participating in variQus
research activities, such as basic research, actiQn
research, applied research, participatQry research, and
sQcial survey.

IV

5. The cuniculum should incQrporate Qn-the-spQt QuservatiQn
Qf variQus institutiQns and Qn-gQing programs related tQ
develQpment and change in I1Iral as well as urban areas.

The M.A. level SQciQIQgy and anthropQIQgy curriculum
shQuld fQCUS Qn the fQIIQwing:

6. PeQple whQ have experience in the relevant areas -planning develQpment programs, extensiQn programs,
and research-- should be invited tQ share this expelience
with students.

Main Focus Qf the Curriculum

A. PhilQsQphy/Objective
The PhilQSQphy Qf the M.A. sQciology/anthropology
curriculum should be geared tQ enable students tQ become
planners, administrators, develQpment experts, advisQrs and
sQcial researchers who will cQntribute tQ expediting the
process of development and change in Nepal.
B. Programs
With regards tQ the abQve mentioned Qbjective, the M.A.
level cuniculum may incQrpQrate the follQwing programs:
I. The WhQle curriculum should be related tQ the needs of
Nepal. In other wQrds, Nepal-oriented papers shQuld be
intrQduced right from the first year.
2. General sociological and anthrQpological theories and
research shQuld be utilized tQ better understand Nepali
culture, sQciety, and econom y.
3. Separate full-fledged papers should be develQped in majQr
areas such as agriculture, forestry, rural develQpment,
development planning, health/medicine, people's
participation, population, urbanization, ecology, political

7. Reading assignments and bQQk/article reviews shQuld be
required Qf each student in Qrder tQ substantiate lectures.
8. Each student should develQp and present at least Qne
seminar paper each academic year.
9. EducatiQnal tQurs in different parts Qf I1Iral Nepal shQuld
be included fQr practical experience Qf village life.
10. MQre specialized and QptiQnal papers shQuld be Qffered to
bQth SQciQIQgy and anthropQIQgy groups.
I I. TQ CQver more topics and fields, each paper should be
divided intQ tWQ groups cQntaining tWQ different tQpics.
This will provide scope fQr 14 tQpics (excluding
dissertation) instead Qf Qnly 7 tQpics.
12. Some CQurses Qn cQmputer programming, such as word
processing and data processing, shQuld be prQvided to
secQnd year M.A. students.
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v
Problems and Issues
The following problems and issues related to the
sociology and anthropology curriculum have a bearing on its
growth in Nepal:
SocioloeY and anthropoloeY: Fusion or Fission?:
Although sociology and anthropology in Nepal have been fused
so far, the debate on its fusion or fission is still going on, and
there are many arguments and counter-arguments. This debate
has a significant bearing on the pattern of the sociology and
anthropology curriculum as well as the growth of these
disciplines in Nepal.
The very first sentence of the curriculum developed in
1980 states: "It is unnecessary in the Nepalese perspective to
separate sociology/anthropology as two distinctive fields of
study" (lHSS, 1980: 1). Dahal (1985: 43), as mentioned earlier,
sees this effort as a purely administrative problem and not an
academic one. He writes: "This type of common effort negates
the academic excellence of a student who is pursuing a higher
degree either to become an anthropologist or a sociologist"
(Dahal, 1985: 45). Dahal's argument is partially valid. Some
sociologists and anthropologists believe that a separate
department of sociology will face neither an administrative
problem nor an academic problem, but a separate department of
anthropology could not exist alone.
Many sociologists and anthropologists fail to understand
and appreciate the unification of sociology and anthropology.
Neither administrative nor purely academic considerations was a
determining factor in the creation of a combined department of
sociology· and anthropology. Instead, deeply rooted in a
philosophical base, i.e., the theoretical perspectives and
methodological tools of both disciplines, when synthesized
together, would enable to better understand and analyze Nepali
society and culture. Therefore, at least in Nepal, the tree of
sociology and anthropology should be grafted for its proper
growth and development

&.us on General SocioloeY and AnthropoloeY in Nepal'
Many Nepali social scientists, including sociologists and
anthropologists, think that the sociology and anthropology
curriculum should focus more on general concepts, theories,
principles, and methodologie:s with less emphasis on one's own
society. However, many disajgree with this idea and argue that it
always should refer to and focus on everyday problems of Nepal.
This means we should deve:lop papers exclusively concerned
with various contemporary is!;ues of Nepal. If the students spend
their whole academic year in understanding different aspects of
Nepalese society, this knowleGlge gained in ·the classroom will be
useful afterwatrds when they \\Iork in international, national, or
private orgarti2:ations in various capacities.
Different Lahel- Same _.content. or Different Lahel Different Contrnl1;, This issue is dosely related with the earlier
issue of fusion or fission of socio.logy and anthropology. It has
come up because of the existing plrovision of granting an M.A.
degree of eithelr sociology or anthropology by offering a paper on
Population Studies or Ecology and Subsistence -- all other papers
being the same: for both groups. It has created some technical
problems, such as whether a student who has completed an M.A.
in either sociology or anthropology is entitled to get another
degree by studying the next optional paper only. If the answer is
"yes," some so,eiologist, anthropo logists, and other social
scientists argue: 'how can a student get two degrees by studying
the same courses with the exception of a single paper? If the
answer is "no," why can he not do thM? Why should he study aU
seven papers, which he has already s:tudied and passed, to get
an0her degree?
These, I think, are very serious technical problems which
need to be solved immediately by the Subject Committee:
.c~,um: Ideal Of Praematic?~ The curriculum designer
always faces a. dilemma whether to desi,gn an ideal or a pragmalil.
curriculum; t'lle former implies quality while the latter Ignores 11.
The pra.gma.tic· curriculum designer d'esigns cumc.ulum. wllh
regards to expertise of the available teachers, avatlablhty of
textbooks earlier orientation of students in concerned fields, etc.
. These: cOll::siderations ultimately damage the quality of curriculum.
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In contrast, the ideal curriculum designer designs curriculum in
regard to the needs of the society regardless of the ability of
teachers, the availability of text books, the ability of students, etc.
Instead, the quality and standard of the curriculum is maintained
at any cost.
Quality or Performance' This issue is also related to the
earlier issue of an ideal or pragmatic curriculum. If the curriculum
is prepared in accordance with the needs and priorities of our
society, some teachers may not be qualified enough to teach, and
also many students will discover a problem of getting appropriate
text books on the subject. Qn the other hand, if the curriculum is
prepared in accordance to the performance of teachers and
students, the curriculum would not maintain quality teaching and
learning activities.
Curriculum Standard: Indian. Western Qr Mixed: Some
sociologists and anthropQlogists assert that the curriculum shQuld
fQlIQW the curriculum of Indian universities, while others argue it
should follow that of Western universities. Still some other
SQciologists and anthropologists insist on borrowing the best of
anywhere. But I think we should take the best curriculum we can
find and modify it in accordance with Qur own needs and
priQrities. We need nQt to follow the curriculum format of any
particular university.
Curriculum: Continuation or Chan!:e?: Many sociolQgists
and anthropolQgists agree that curriculum should be updated
every year. But frequent changes in curriculum create many
prQblems for the proper administratiQn of examinations. Because
of such complications, the university has decided nQt to change
the syllabus for five years once it is approved by the Faculty
Board. Thus, in the existing system, if the curriculum is not up tQ
standard, or if necessary changes are to be made, it would not be
possible to· do so for at least five years. But to up-date the
curriculum and relate it to the needs of Nepal it is essential tQ
review the existing curriculum every year and make necessary
changes as and when required.

VI

CQnclusiQn
The Department of Sociology and AnthropolQgy in
Ttibhuvan University is growing rapidly. ThQugh the dcpartmcnt
was established only in 1981, the M.A. level curriculum of
sociology and anthropology has gradually "come of age". Sincc
the very beginning it has aptly related itself to the needs of Ncpal.
Despite several administrative and technical prohlems,
sociologists and anthropQlogists in Nepal'are looking fOlward to
happier years.
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NOTES

1. The following committee members attended the meeling on
Chaitra 28, 2034:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Dr. Chandra Bahadur Shrestha
(Geography), Chairman
Dr. Loka Raj Baral (Political Science)
Dr. Yugeswor Verma (English)
Dr. Prem Raman Upreti (History)
Dr. Hit Narayan lha (Culture)
Dr. Basudev Tripathi (Nepali)
Naresh Man Singh
Rajyashree Pokharel (Home Science)
Sarala Thapa (Psychology)
Dr. Chaitanya Mishra (Socioiogy)

2. The following committee members attended the meeling held
on Baisakh 18,2035:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Dr. Chandra Bahadur Shreslha
(Gcography), Chairman
T.S. Thapa (Sociology)
Dr. Khem Bahadur Bisla (Anlhropology)
Dilli Ram Dahal (Anthropology)
Sudha Paneru (Sociology)
Prabhakar Lal Das (Sociology)
Dr. Prem Raman UpreLi (Histoi'y)
Sita Sharma (Sociology)
Daya Chandra Upadhyaya
Dr. Chaitanya Mishra (Sociology)
Dr. Bal Kumar K.C. (Geography)

3. The following committce members attended the meeting held
on Baisakh 8, 2037:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dr. Soorya Lal Amalya (Geography), Dean
Prof. Dor Bahadur Bista (Anthropology),
Chairman of Subject committee of Sociology and
Anthropology
Prof. Madhav Raj Pandey (History)
Dr. Hikmat Bista (Anthropology)

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Ram Niwas Pandey (Culture)
Dr. Bed Prakash Upreti (Anthropology)
Dr. Chaitanya Mishra (Sociology)
Sudha Paneru (Sociology)
Padma Dikshit (Sociology)
T.S. Thapa (Sociology)
Bihari Krishna Shrestha (Anthropology)
Dr. Linda Stone (Anthropology)
Dr. Khem Bahadur Bista (Anthropology)

4. Curriculum Draft Committee (CDC) members:
1.
2.
3.

Dr. Hikmat Bista
Sudha Paneru
T.S. Thapa

5. Dr. Chaitnya Mishra, Krishna B. Bhatlachan, Padam Lal
Devkota, Ram B. Chhelri, and Padma Dikshil.
6. The Subject committee meeting held on Paush 9, 2038 was
attended by the following mem bers:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II.

Dr. Soorya Lal Amatya (Geography), Dean
Prof. Dar Bahadur Bista (Anthropology),
Chairman
Dr. Chaitanya Mishra (Sociology) Chairman of
Department of Sociology and Anthropology
Padam Dikshit (Sociology)
Ram Bahadur Chhelri (Anthropology)
Padam La! Devkota (Anthropology)
Dr. Khem Bahadur Bista (Anthropology)
Dr. Hikmat Bista (Anthropology)
Krishna Bahadur Bhattachan (Sociology)
S.M. Zahid Parwez (Soliology)
Ram Niwas Pandey (Culture)

7. The working group was comprised of:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dr. Chaitnya Mishra, Coordinator
Dr. Hikmat Bista
Krishna Bahadur Bhattachan
Ram Bahadur Chhetri
Padam La! Devkota
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8. Many Students with a B.A. degree in Law and Journalism;
with a B. Sc. and M. Sc. degree in Physics, Chemistry,
Botany, Zoology, and Agriculture; with a B. Com. and
M. Com. degree have shown a strong desire to join the
department. As of now they are not eligible to apply for
admission. I personally think that those interested
students having degrees in science, medicine, forestry,
engineering, and management should be made eligible to
apply for admission in sociology and anthropology. They
are often more competent than students having degrees in
social sciences. Here it should be noted that many wellestablished sociologists and anthropologists all over the
world have backgrounds in disciplines other than
sociology and anthropology, hut even so they have been
able to contribute much in sociology and anthropology.
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"ROMANTICISM" AND "DEVELOPMENT"
IN NEPALESE ANTHROPOLOGY 1
James F. Fisher
It has become almost a public mantra, repeated by high
and low government officials, foreign observers of the
contemporary scene, and increasingly, the citizenry at large, that
"development" now occupies pride of place in the national agenda
of Nepal. From that stance it is but a short step to the position
that "development" is what anthropology should be all about in
Nepal too; in this view, without such a development orientation
anthropology would be merely a frivolous luxury the country can
ill afford.

The preeminence of "development" having been thus
established -- for the country and for the discipline -- the next
point in the argument is that anthropologists in Nepal are
uniquely situated to spot forms of social organization and decode
cultural patterns, both of which are frequently seen to be
obstacles to "development," with which myopic economists,
provincial political scientists, and culture-bound psychologists
have been unable to cope. The anthropologist, so attuned to the
minute and exotic differences that exist between this ethnic group
and the one in the next valley, will stride onto the scene and, like
Manjusri at Chobar, cut through the developmental impasse that
seems to stymie us at every turn.
Despite the cogency of this argument not all anthropology
(so the critical line goes) is development-oriented. In fact, the
besetting sin of most foreign anthropology (and until recently
most Nepalese anthropology has been foreign) is that rather than
being development-oriented it is just the opposite -- that is to say,
it is entangled in the false consciousness of "romanticism" and,
therefore, !'lot relevant to the country's needs.
I should be clear from the outset on two points: one is that
I agree wholeheartedly with the position of my colleagues in the
Department of Sociology and Anthropology (including the.
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contributors to this volume), which has been sharply articulated
by Professor Bista: namely, that the first order of business for
Nepalese anthropology is that it be bent to the service of the
natIon. The second pomt is that I myself am an unabashed and
incurable romantic -- like many anthropologists, I am drawn to
other cultures because I can't stand my own. The rest of this
paper attempts to reconcile this apparent antinomy.
The romanticism charge has been leveled by several of
my friends and colleagues. For example, my colleague, Mr.
Devkota, writes of the "unfortunate trend" of the "traditional
romantic approach" which western anthropologists have
mtroduced. For hIm It IS a matter of shame that western
anthropologists are romanticizing our people like the bhakk!,"
(animal for ceremonial sacrifice?). Instead Devkota calls tor
"action-oriented analysis which can provide means and schemes
for the betterment of the concerned people's lot" (1984:50).
In a similar vein, Gauchan's recent M.A. thesis in Home
Science (l986) suggested that the voluminous writings by
foreign scholars on the Thakalis had often romanticized them. Dr.
Harka Gurung wrote in a recently published essay that it was
"romanticization of the rural" -- a notion introduced from
developed countries -- not to recognize that rapid and extensive
urbanization is an essential ingredient for successful development
(1984:249). Professor Bista, in this volume, cautions,Nepalese
students against indulging themselves in "over-romanucized
nostalgia."
Nor is the accusation of "romanticism" hurled only by
Nepalese at foreigners. Sherry Ortner began her book on Sherpa
ritual by saying:
"Nepal is certainly one of the more romanticized places on
earth, with its towering Himalayas, its abominable snowmen,
and its musically named capital, Kathmandu, a symbol ot all
those faraway places the imperial imagination dreamt abollt.
And the Sherpa people ... are perhaps one of the mor:e
romanticized people of the world, renowned for tb~.lr
mountaineering feats, and found congemal by Westerners tor
their warm, friendly, strong, self-confident style."
(1978: I0)
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The essential ingredient missing in all these views is an
explicit statement of what is meant by either "romanticism" or
"development," for without such an understanding such
discussion can easily degenerate into either exhortatory
sloganeering (a modem version of the tribal chant) or mere namecalling, neither of which advances Nepal's developmental
interests. As for the definition of "development", we have been
unusually unreflective and wishy-washy, even by the
conventionally evasive standards of the academy. As no one
seems to have a clear concept of what the definition is, we have
tried to hide our ignorance by looking for an equivalent term in
Nepali. Since there is no term in Nepali for "development," we
have indulged ourselves in the ultimate obscurantism of ferreting
out a Sanskirt word -- "vikas" (in Nepali, bikas) -- to use as a
label for all the things we are doing, trying to do, or trying to
prevent, in improving living standards in Nepal.
A working definition of development as it is currently
practiced would include as essential components the faetthat it I)
attracts large amounts of foreign currency, 2) most of which is
used to buy foreign goods, or 3) employ foreigners (many of
whom are unemployable in their own countries), to do jobs
which, increasingly, many Nepalese are qualified to hold. (The
final irony is that although many of these foreigners maintain a
standard of living they could scarcely dream of in their own
countries, they are paid a 25% bonus because Kathmandu is a
"hardship post.") Add to that the open secret that most foreign aid
benefits primarily the Nepalese elite, and one can define
"development", not without reason, as the process by which the
wealth of poor people in rich countries is transferred to the rich
people of poor countries. I offer this characterization of
"development" only to show the extentLO which it has become an
intellectual wasteland of vast proportions. Rather than merely
farming ourselves out to the highest development bidder, we
sociologists and anthropologists should look at development
critically as part of an effort to cultivate this wasteland so that it
yields more than it has so far.
While I think anthropology in Nepal can, should, and has
to be "development" oriented, and while I agree that some
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scholarship has been "romantic," I also think that in casual use
these terms are vacuous and that the former arguably includes as
many sins as the latter. In what follows I propose a much boarder
program for anthropology in Nepal, based on a revisionist
understanding of "development" and "romanticism".
Whatever Nepalese critics may mean by it, I understand
the term "romanticism" to refer to two distinct types of scholarly
phenomena. The first is simply "inaccuracy" of a certain,
systematic kind in ethnographic reporting. Since I have accused
my friends and colleagues of being imprecise in their use of this
term, let me give a specific example of what I mean by it.
Professor Furer-Haimendorf (1964) ,described the
Sherpas as people unfettered by the hierarchical constraints of
orthodox Hindu society and its concern with pollution and purity;
in this view Sherpas are, unlike Hindus, free, open, democratic,
and egalitarian. Later on Ortner discovered that Sherpas do
indeed have an elaborate conception of pollution (1973) and that
their society is fairly saturated with hierarchy (1978).
Haimendorf's view of the Sherpas is romantic because it distorts
ethnographic facts, by down playing the importance of the
khadeulkhamendeu distinction and eliminating Kamis from
Sherpa society all together. This is akin to glorifying free
Athenian society while neglecting the fact that it also included
slaves. Thus the Sherpas become portrayed in an idealized,
romanticized fashion -- as jolly little gnomes. I think I understand
the reason for Haimendorf's error. He approached the Sherpas
after a lifetime of research experience with tribal groups
surrounded by the much more conspicuously hierarchical Hindus
of peninsular India; lacking knowledge of the Sherpa language
which would have given him the necessary clues, he therefore
overlooked or minimized Sherpa concern with pollution and
hierarchy. It is one of many kinds of ethnographic mistake, and
we can see its source, but it is still a mistake that needs to be, and
in this case has been, corrected.
But there is anther, significantly different kind of foreign
anthropological reporting which has been labeled "romanticism."
The second reason foreign researchers often strike Nepalese
scholars as "romantic" is that the former are practicing in the field

the same ancient and honorable tradition they preach in the

clas~room, namely the anthropological doctrine of cultural

relauVlsm.

. The notion of cultural relativism goes back to the roots of
Arnencan anthropology, to its founder, Franz Boas, and his
students, Ruth Benedict and Margaret Mead. The basic idea of
cultural relativism is that each culture has to be judged on its own
ments and by Its own values not by the ethnocentric yardstick of
an alien, technologically more ad~anced, usually more Western
culture. For Boas and Benedict, cultural relativism was an
absolutely necessary antidote to seeing the world exclusively
through Western eyes. It was also an effort to find positive value
In the. non-Western world, rather than scorning it as merely
pnmluve and backward. It was an attempt to jolt the Amelican
public out of their gratuitous and arrogant assumptions of
supenonty and Into the realization that parts of the world beyond
Arnencan shores have positive contributions to make to our
modest planet.
.
All Nepalese, whether they realize it or not, are
nnmensely sophisticated in their knowledge and appreciation or"
cultural differences. It IS a rare Nepalese indeed who knows how
to speak only one language. Those who have not lived in the
U.S. may find it hard to appreciate how a transcontinental,
~onolmgual, monocultural milieu can construct a nearly
Impenetrable, self-serving, insufferably parochial world view.
Probably no other nation, with the possible exception of China,
has been more arrogantly unquestioning of its own assumed
supenonty.
All this emphasis on cultural relativism sounds
enlightened and progressive enough, but its implications are quite
profound for both anthropology and development. For the
Western .anthropologist a prime objective becomes capturing the
way of life of non-Western people in all sympathetic a light as
pOSSible. It IS true that people in Nepal are very poor, and Bista
correctly argues that the primary mission of Nepalese
anthropology will be to contribute to the understanding and
transformation of that poverty.
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That contribution is fundamental and critical, but there is
more to say about the people of Nepal than that their average per
capita income is low. One can also descnbe the posItIve aspects
of their lives, including their sense of community and morahty,
their religion and worldview, their ntuals, mUSIC, folklore, and
sense of humor, their honesty, tolerance, and honor, ~nd the
meanings they construct of poverty and beauty, authonty and
oppression, beauty and violence, love and prestIge. If the rest of
the world has been consulted on these matters, Nepal also
deserves to be entered into the record. Nepal's accomphshmen~
deserve equal time with its problems. That is, one can ldentdy
and explain all the factors that contribute to huma~ misery -- as
Oscar Lewis (1951) did in the MeXIcan Village 01 Ttl~?ztlan-
and still repon and describe the elements that make hie ",,:onh
living -- and even emulating -- as Robert Redfield (1930) did ~n
the same village. To stress a pOll1t, It IS true that Mozart was
impoverished, exploited, and in such poor health that he dltld
well helow the averaoe life expectancy of Nepalese today, hut
that is not the only thi~g worth noting about him.
Cultural relativism also has implications for development.
For if we want to measure other cultures by their own standards,
"development" takes on a very different d.i,mension. y'iewe~ in
this way, a given society may be already developed In ways
that "don't count" in the development game. And to play that
game succcssfully requires taking. into account the a~sets, a
society already possesses as well as ItS IIa?lhtles..Nepalese w<.:le
building (and planning) one of the great artIStiC CIVIlIzations 01 the
world at a time when it would be an overstatement to say that
British culture existed; astonishing feats of agncullllral
engineering on steep mountain slopes were hell1g accomplIshed
when Europeans were slaughtering each other 111 self-nghteous
Crusades -- the Hegelian slaughterbench of hlstur~ par
excellence: Development assistance may be necessar~,. nut 1\
needs to be given WIth a more hlstoncally II1formed humlhty ana
accepted with a stronger sense of prevlous accomplIshments.
In addition to "anthropological romanticism" we need to
consider the possibility of "reverse romanticism" -- that Nepalese
planners, in trying to measure their socIety solely by ~he cntena
of the World Bank, the IMF, or USAID, are romanllclzll1g the
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West. At the least we must acknowledge the spate of problems
that has followed in the wake of modernization there. This is a
modern version of what the sociologist Veblen (1915) identified
as the privilege of historical backwardness. That is, there is a
penalty for taking the lead, and those that follow can avoid the
leader's mistakes. It is worth asking why it is that increasing
numbers of tourists come to Nepal. The reason has to do with
more than the beautiful mountains. The reason is that Nepal has
retained something the West has lost in the process of becoming
"developed," and we come here, among other places, looking for
it. That the quest may be frequently misgui'ded and romantic is a
reflection on the wayward wanderer, not on Nepal.
What, then, does anthropology have to ofter Nepal? One
thing it can do is what it has always done -- cultural history,
ethnography, symbolic and materialist analysis, and the like. But
isn't this irrelevant to "development"? To argue yes is to argue
that people are nothing more than so many producers and
consumers of calories, or income (it does not matter which, since
both should be increased.) But surely the nature of a group's
basic culturel identity -- to cite just one example -- is as important
as anything else in detelmining its future. I therefore suggest that
a book like Mary Slusser's Nepal Mandaln -- at one level arcane
cultural history -- may have at least as much relevance to
development in the long run as many small--scale studies of, say,
agricultural productive, because the fonner helps clarify what a
people are and have been -- necessary and insufficient preludes to
determining what they will become.
Dr. Chaitanya Mishra has asserted (1984) that there is
little point in a book devoted to such an exotic topic as spirit
possession in the face of widespread disease and malnutrition. I
disagree with his assessment on two grounds: one is that it is
intellectual.imperialism. That is, I believe that in development as
with any other topic one should start with concerns most
important to people "on the ground," and spirit possession
certainly qualifies in this regard. This is my anthropological hias
to take local·peoples' views seriously. But a second reason is
simply that health conditions cannot be improved until local
healing practices are well understood. An example from Khumhu
illustrates this point. The Khunde Hospital is one of the most
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modem, well-equipped, superbl~ staffed hospitals in rural Nepal.
But the Australian anthropologist John Drape r reports that the
hospital sees fewer patients now then it did 15 years ago. Why?
Becau se a large panoply of traditional healer s eXist to whom
Sherpas, in many cases and for complicated reasons, prefer to go
for their ailments. Thus, whIle at first glance It may seem mel ely
exotic or "roma ntic" to study traditional healer s, In facl no
advancement in the health of Nepal 's citizens wIll be possIb le
until their indige nous medic al practi ces. and belIef s are
understood. In the first place, successful public health plannIng
requires such knowledge; and in the second, It IS at least an open,
empirical question whether people are better served by traditIOnal
practitioners than we may assume.
My final example of "romanticism" is the much-maligned
"ethno graphi c approa ch." As I have already damne d FurerHaime ndorf, let me now praise him. HIS monog raph, The
Sherpas of Nepal (published in 1964, itwas the firs.t ethnography
of a Nepal ese group) contai ns a section descn bIng the CIVIC:
public-spirited institutions of Sherpa vIllages In Khumbu. Onl;;
such institution is that of the by now well-known shmg nawa,. or
forest wardens, whose job it was to enforc e the ban on cutting
green trees for firewood. When Sagarmatha National Park was
established, or one might say imposed, some 12 years after the
publication of Furer- Haime ndorf' s ?Ook,lh~r~ was Virtually no
input from the citizens who would lIve WithIn ItS boundary. N,or
did the bureau crats who establ ished It bother to read FUll;;lHaime ndorf' s ethnography. Had they done so, they might hav~
been spared some of the difficulties that have pla~ued them ~vel
since, particularly with regard to vastly Inflated fIrewood. PllC~S
and consequent raping of local forest lands. In 1982 the Nat~onal
Park belatedly recognized the value of the shmg nawa and made a
half-h earted attemp t to reinsta te them. But to hiS credit the
ethno graph er had got it right the fIrst time: and good
ethnographies have many such "relevant" contnbutlOns to make
to development. The problem with ethnographIes IS not so much
that they are romantic, but that they are unread. One of our
primary goals should be to see that our work -- ethnographic or
otherwise -- is read and used by those who make or Implement
p,olicy.
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Finally, I would like to close by arguing that there is still
anothe r contri bution we anthro pologi sts and sociol ogists can
make. In additio n to shedd ing light on the kinds of practices,
beliefs, and institu tions mentioned above, anthro pology has a
grand and glorious theoretical tradition which gives a large-scale,
long-r ange perspe ctive on human ity. The princi ples of
evolut ionary and world -wide cultur al variability can help us
escape from the myopi a of minut e field studie s. Nepal ese
anthro pologi sts must read case studies from other developing
societies to understand the lessons others have to teach and to put
them into a larger theore tical and compa rative frame .
Anthropology as a discipline, then, gives us the conceptual tools
to explain contemporary change. We already have all the answers
we need; what we need are the right questions.
What are the implications of this for our agenda?
One implic ation is that we need to look beyon d our
masses of statistics, our impeccable methodological formats, and
our mount ains of ethnog raphic facts, at the broade r issues.
Rather than simply producing ever-l arger cohorts of what Dr.
Chaitanya M ishra has elsewhere so aptly termed "bikas wizards,"
who sprout like weeds around every well-funded project or the
latest develo pment fad, anthro pology and sociol ogy need to
produ ce people with some critical vision of the big piclure. This
will require a willingness to exami ne, for example, the large
structural impediments Mishra astutely describes in his article in
this volume, as oppos ed to merely contin uing the desult ory
tinkering with anachronistic systems characteristic of so mu<.:h
developmental social science resear<.:h and action.
There is a clear and presen t dange r, theref ore, in
anthro pology and sociol ogy being co-opt ed by develo pment
agencies and organizations, in our becom ing compl iant social
techni cians in the servic e of bureau crats rather than critical
practitioners of our crafts. It is as tempting in Nepal as it is in the
United States to put money only Into "appli ed" research -projec ts that promi se immediate results. But in doing so we
neglec t basic resear ch, which in the long run may be more
important and fruitful. The line between "basic " and "appli ed"
research, or between "romantic" and "relevant" research, can he
all too facilely drawn.
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Theory cannot be neglected hecause it determines what
kinds of questions we will ask. For example, If human society IS
a seamless web, thcn we should not have to choose between
studies of "kinship and marria!)e, reli/?ion and social control,"
which Bista wants to deemphasize, or Ignore "Ideology, values,
and norms" in favor of "poverty, ecology.. plannll1g, resource
management", as Bhattachan suggests. Topics lIke marnage and
religion, or ideology and values, cannot he excluded from such
vital topics as poverty and resource managemcnt, bccause the
former represent fundamental categories through wh,l,ch peopl~
live and perceive thc world and, If It come~ to that, develop.
We cannot afford to ignore Max Weber s .mslght, endUring
legacy, and monumental schol.arshlp sho~lI1g that these are
crucial variables in the process of modcmlzallon.
Anthropology and sociology need to be concerned with
the general questions and the universal problems that have
II1splred the mll1ds of ItS best praClltlOners. It IS not Just a malleI
of anthropology's micro-studies vs. sociology's macro-studIes; It
is a mattcr of confrontmg tImeless Issues and searchmg lor
theoretical principles vs. grindmg out .chl~squares that some
ministry or international agency needs to JustIfy Its eXistence. We
need far more of the kind of historical, analytical, and theorcllcal
framework which Mishra's essay in this volume reprcsents. To
avoid being either mystified or minimized, dcvclopment must he
undcrstood in larger contexts.
To produce pcople with this kind of vision we need to
expose our studenl~ to the great Ideas and cross-cultural data that
are the backbone of the field. Of course we nccd to be Nepaloriented, but neither can we ignore, simply hecause they are not
Nepalese, the classic studies that have been done elsewhere 111 the
world. To take one example: Colin Turnbull's classIc
ethnography of the pygmies of ccntral Africa shows how they
have achieved a remarkable and productive symbiotIC adaptation
to the rain forest. It illustrates the larger generalIzatIOn that the
hunting and gathering period of human eXistence provlded}he
best-fed and healthIest humans 111 the history of our planet. 1 hat.
may sound like more romanticism, but it is only a prosaic fact 01
the evolution of our species. Anyone who reads Tumbull' s book
is compelled to wonder uncomfortably what "development" co.uld
possibly mean in the context of Bantu VIllages. But lew
development planners in Nepal Will have senously conSIdered
that rather than add the huntll1g-and-gathenng Raute -- a slmJiar
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group -- to the rolls of marginalized and immiserated peasants, it
ml/?ht be better to leave them alone -- which happens to be also
their own stated performance. We ignore such options because of
our bourgeois and ethnocentric assumptions (both Nepalese and
Amencan) that permanent houses and mdoor plumhing are
necessary for the good life, and that anyone who wanders
throu!)h the forests hunting monkeys is automatically
underaeveloped. That this option may be the most unlikely-to-beaccepted suggestIOn of all lime should not deter us from making
n. Anthropology is a subversive science.
At the other end of the scale one needs to look critically at
examples of successful develorment elsewhere. The Punjab IS a
claSSIC case of the successful II1stallatlOn of Green Revolution
agricultural technology. It is also a war-torn, divided society.
ThIS IS not an argument that stahllIty should take precedence ovcr
other considerations -- indeed, successful development may he
mherenlly destabllIzll1g. But It does II1dlcate that we should not
allow spectacular technology to blind us to its painful
repercussIOns.
What I recommend, therefore, is that in our training wc
keep track of world-WIde developments in our fields, adding 10
our arsenal those that will aid Nepal. I also recommend that when
setting our research priorities we take into account the sheer bu Ik
of anthrorologists and sociologists who now do research in
Nepal. Given the enor'!10us quantity of sociologists and
anthropologists, both foreIgn and Nepalese, now willing, eager,
and able to do research m Nepal, It IS not necessary to choose
between "basic" and "applied' research, even if that distinction
were more sensible than it seems to first .glance. With the
anthropologist populatIOn approachll1g a densny of one in every
VIllage, there IS room for all sorts of studies. I I' s(>meone wants 10
study spirit possession, or the history of a temple, or the origins
of landlessness~ or resource management, the only wise
reSLnCllOn IS that n be done by well-trained people sensitive to the
developmental implications of their interests. Fortunately Ihe
Central Department of Sociology and Anthropology is now
producmg such scholars.
Let a hundred flowers bloom. In the era of development,
we need not fear a shortage of scholars who will fasten their
sights on it.
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MIGRATION, ADAPTATION AND SOCIO-CULTURAL
CHANGE: THE CASE OF THE THAKALIS IN POKHARA' 1

Ram Bahadur Chhetri
Introduction
The purpose of the present paper is to discuss adaptation,
cultural continuity, and change among the immigrant Thakalis in
Pokhara, Nepal. The Thakali community has attracted
considerable attention in recent years (Bhanachan 1980, ChhetIi
1980, Furer-Haimendrof 1966, 1981; Gauchan ar.d Vinding
1977; Iijima 1963; Manzardo and Sharma 1975; Messerschmidt
1975; Vinding 1984). However, studies dealing specifically with
adaptation and change among the migrant Thakali groups in
various parts of Nepal are lacking 2 . Migration is not a new
phenomenon for the Thakalis. In the past most of them were
involved in a process which may be charactcrized as cyclic or
circulatory migration 3 . This brought them into contact with other
communities in the lowland villages, towns, and cities of Nepal,
and thereby initiated among them a process of social and cultural
change and adaptation.
Some important arguments emerge from the discussion
that follows which may be pointed out in the beginning. First it is
argued that adaptation is a two way process, i.e., it involves an
interaction between the immigrants and the host society. In this
process both parties undergo adaptational changes, although one
of them may change more than the other, which leads many of us
to view the process of adaptation from the migrant's point of
view only. Second, the process of adaptation may OClt necessarily
lead to the assimilation of the in-migrants in the host culture and
society. This becomes more true when the host society itself is
multi-ethnic in character (as is Pokhara) and also when 10migrants in question mostly share the same social, cultural,
linguistic and religious backgrounds (as in the case of lhe
Thakalis in Pokhara) and originate from the same geographIcal
• This article was published earlier in a slightly
different form in Contributions to Nepalese Studies,
13(3) : 239-59.
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region. Therefore, even though social and cultural changes may
be observed in culture-contact situations, this does not
necessarily lead to the creation of a fully homogeneous social and
cultural setting in the place in question. This tells us why the
:'breakdown hypothesis" (Nair 1978:3) and the "melting pot"
Ideas do not hold well as viable theoretical concepts in discussing
social change.
Instead, what may be observed is adjustment, or
adaptation, which ma~ be defined as a process whereby a
grou£'s or community s social, cultural and economic life is
modified to suit the needs of the new setting. In the discussion
below, an attempt is made to answer two malO questions: (a) To
what extent have changes taken place in the socio-cultural
institutions, values, and norms of the migrant Thakalis in
Pokhara? and (b) In what respects are the migrants adapted or
adjusted? In the process of answering these questions, it will be
shown that the "integration" of the migrants into the urban setting
is mainly on the basiS of their common economic interests while,
at the same time, maintaining their distinct identity in terms of
social and cultural life.
A third line of enquiry is: How does adaptational change
among the migrant Thakalis affect the Thakali community at large
in their native habitat? This question is relevant because the
migrant Thakalis have maintained close and continuous contact
with their kinsfolk in Thak Khola. Another question is: How
does the migrant Thakali society evolve over generations? And a
final question, basically related to the ones above, is: How do the
Thakalis in Thak and outside (in the Hills and in the Tarai) differ
from each other over time? This paper, based on two field
expeditions among the Thakalis in Pokhara and Thak Khola,
attempts to answer these questions.
The Thakalis are culturally a Tibetan group' of people 4 .
They are divided into four exogamous and patnlineal clans:
Gauchan, Tulachan, Sherchan and Bhattachan. Their mother
tongue, known as 'Tamhaang Kura", is a dialect of the Ti betoBurman language family. The Thakalis are of course also fluent
in Nepali which is the official/national language of Nepal.
Originall y, Thakalis belonged to a small area known as
Thak Khola or Thak Satsae (Thak 10 Short) surrounding the Kali
Gandaki river in the district of Mustang in Dhaulagiri zone in
west Nepal (See Map). In Thak, the Thakalis had a mixed
economy consisting of agriculture, pastoralism and trade.
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However, they were not highly dependent on agriculture and
pastoralism although these were very important parts of their
economy. The location of Thak in one of the important trade
routes across the Himalayas, on the other hand, "led the Thakali
to specialize in long-distance trade" (Blaikie, Cameron and
Seddon 1982: 150). The conferring of the title of Subbas on some
prominent Thakalis by the Nepal government in 1869
(Messerschmidt and Gurung 1974:201), and then the granting of
customs contracts, increased Thakali control over the then
important salt and wool trade between Tibet, Nepal and India.
Their trade relations with Tibet helped them to attain a relatively
high standard of living which otherwise would not have been
possible through agriculture and animal husbandry alone. In the
past, the Thakalis were, in fact, acting as a link in the barter trade
between Nepal and Tibet -- bringing in salt and wool from Tibet
in exchange for cereals. This trade later closed down for two
reasons:.cl) the availability of less expensivesalt from India, and
(2) political changes 10 Tibet, resultmg from Its Chmese takeover
in the early 1950s4 .
The years between the abolishment of the CUSLOms
contract system and the political change in Tibet presumably
provided the Thakalis with the much needed time for adaptation
to the new economic realities -- and the search for a new
economic niche in the Hill and the Tarai region to the south. The
migrations of the Thakalis in the beginning could be
characterized as exploratory. It was purely. circulatory and/or
seasonal. In the second stage. however, It became a semlpelmanent move: still seasonal but many of them now had some
kind of "winter living p,lace" in the lowlands. In this stage many
Thakalis established' Bhaltis" (inns and restaurants) along the
trails during the winter months and many of them are seen going
through thiS transItIOnal stage even today. In the third stage,
many Thakalis moved out of Thak permanently. ThiS ume, .they
also had kinsmen already settled 111 the lowland towns rrnd Clues,
who presumably were not only the motivators but also the ones
who provided the newcomers wilh necessary hel p 10 the
beginning to get settled down.
.
lijima (1963) gives an anecdote .which sheds light on .the
views of the Thakalis 10 the past With regard to mlgratmg
southwardS, especially to the plams:
"around 1930 Anangman Sherchan, a member of a prominent
Thakali family, was appointed Treasury Officer of the central
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govern ment and assigned to the Tarai, the 'Land of Awal'
(the land of malaria fever) in southern Nepal. His family
members and other Thakalis bid him a tearful farewell, certain
that they would never see him again if he went to this 'fearful
land'. Contra ry to their expectations, Anangman Sherchan
returned to Thakkhola safely."
(1963:46)
Implicit in lijima 's description is the questionable point
that Thaka lis had not traveled to the south before this date.
Nevertheless, the anecdote corroborates the fact that the Thakalis
(as did other hill people) in the past used to think that movin
south was not a safe thing to do. But once the southward moveg
started, the Thakalis seem to have migrated in streams, often
leaving the villages in Thak almost deserted.
Furer-Haimendorf, who had visited Thak in 1962, visited
the area again after fourteen years and observed "The majority of
the 1baka lis of Tukche [a one time important village in Thak] had
moved to Pokha ra a!ld other places in the middle ranges, and
Tukch e had the appearance of a dying town" (1981: 177). The
situation is not as grave as depicted by Furer-Haimendorf, but the
fact remains that Thakalis (who once were reluctant even to visit
the southe rn plains as sugge sted by lijima 's anecd ote 6 ) are
proliferating to all comers of Nepal.
A look at the 1981 census reveals that today Thakalis are found
allov er Nepal. It should be cautio ned, however, that census
figures (see Table I) do not give us the total Thakali population in
Mepal. They only show Thaka lis who in the 1981 censu s
reported Thakali as their mother tongue. This is inlportant for
discussion of adaptation and socio-cultural change and, therefothe
re,
will be taken up later. At this point, howev er, I want to
empha size the fact that Thaka lis are seen as a very mobil e
community. Of the total Thakali speakers in Nepal only 46% are
registered in Dhaulagiri Zone, theIr native homeland. This figure
could declin e furthe r if the exact numbe r of Thaka lis were
known, which may be ap{'roximately ten thousand. The fact that
Gauch an (1980:20-27) gIves the numbe r of Thaka lis living in
only 14 districts as 5,330 in 1978 is an indication of the reality.
Also, the 1978 demographic survey of Pokhara Town Panchayat
showed 606 Thakalis in the town while the 1981 census showed
only 223 Thaka li speakers. Thus we have suffic ient reason to
belIeve that the actual number of Thakalis in Nepal is more than
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Thak Khola (from Furer-H aLmen dorf. 1975)
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the number who reportedly Thakali as their mother tongue in the
1981 census.
Table 1: Distribution of the speakers of Thakali as mother tongue
. diff<erent Zo nes 0 f Nib
m
eoa DV rural an d ur ban res!'d ence 1981
Urban
Zones
Total
Rural
%
%
%
0.11
41
Mechi
0.78
6
47
0.89
127
2.40
37
0.70
Koshi
164
3.10
0.17
359
6.79
9
Sagarmatha
6.96
368
362
6.84
Janakpur
362
6.84
2.17
99
1.87
Bagmati
214
4.04
115
31
0.59
Narayani
554
523
9.89
10.48
4.22
7.54
223
Gandaki
622
11.76
399
2438 46.10
Dhaulagiri
2438
46.10
4.97
3.74
1.23
Lumbini
263
198
65
42
Rapti
42
0.79
0.79
II
0.20
Bheri
1.45
66
1.25
77
Kamali
1.27
67
1.27
67
I
0.c12
40
0.76
41
Seti
0.78
0.04
28
2
Mahakali
30
0.57
0.53
484
9.15
5289 100.00
4805 90.85
Total:
Source: Census of Nepal 1981.
From Table I it becomes evident that Thakalis have
migrated and settled in different places in the Hills and Tarai
region of Nepal: mostly urban areas, but some rural areas as
well. Pokhara is one such place where their number is gradually
increasing. Pokhara is the administrative center of the Western
Development Region as well as the Zonal and District
headquarters of Gandaki Zone and Kaski district, respectively.
Pokhara is also a municipality in it's own right. Besides the
various government offices, there are a number of banks, modem
hotels, small scale industries, educational institutions, hospitals,
and various other modern institutions. The heterogeneous
population of the city is comprised of people from a number of
castes and communities, such as Brahman, Chhetri, Newar,
Gurung, Thakali, Magar and many others including recently
resettled Tibetan refugees (Table 2).
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' Distribution of Pokhara (197 8).
. P
T able 2: Commumtv
oouIatIon
Name of Community
Pooulation
%
Brahman and Chhetri
17,489
48.30
Newar
6,386
17.60
Gurung
4,320
11.90
.Pariyar
3,184
8.80
.Magar
1,507
4.20
Thakali
606
1.70
Muslim',
426
1.20
Lama
3z5
0.90
Tamang
176
0.50
Others
1,767
4.90
Total
~6,f8lJ

roo:oO

Source of data: Demogr~hic Survey of Pokhara Nagar
Panchayat, 1978. Carried"'rJut by the Nagar Panchayat and
Prithwi Narayan Campus, Pokhara.
Pokhara serves as a link between Kathmandu and the
adjoining districts, as it is the terminus of the Prithwi Highway.
Furthermore, the Siddhartha Highway, which links India and the
interior of Nepal, also ends there. It also serves as a stopover for
Thakali traders who come down from Thak Khola as well as
others who come from villages around Pokhara on their way to
Kathmandl\, Bhairahawa. and elsewhere. In fact, Pokhara is the
nearest market center for the hill people in the region. Thakalis,
who are ~&ll known for trading and business skill, have thus
found Pokhara oile of the better places to resettle.
Mi~ration and Adaptation: Back~round
As the process of migration comes into prominence,
studies of diffusion of cultures, acculturation, assimilation,
integrlLtion, adjustment, adaptation, etc., in relation to migrants
lx<gm to draw more and more attention. Talking about the rapid
increllse in migration studies by anthropologists during the
secWld balftlf the 20th century, Graves and Graves state that "a
weAlth, Of desctjptive material from all over the world is now
ll~aUable, providing a comparative perspective on the adaptive
stratellies. which the actors in this modem drama display" (Graves
and Graves: 1974: 117). Migrations are not isolated events and
are generally associated with some kind of economic, social and
cultural change to which people make an adjustment and/or
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adaptatio... Migration brings together at the destination
populations with different SOCial and cultural background, th us
mitiating a rrocess of change in the social, economic, religious
and cultura lives of the people in question in order to make
adaptations and/or adjustments vis-a-VIs each other.
Pokhara, where the present study was made, has been
one of the fastest growing towns in Nepal. This becomes evident
if we look at the populatIOn figures for the town over the years
(Table 3). In a period of about 30 years the absolute increase in
the town's population was 42,887, or a growth of II42%. The
rapid growth of Pokhara could be attributed partly to the
reclassification of the town area (i.e., annexation) and partly to
natural growth. But by looking closely at the way thiS urban
center has been expanding, it becomes evident thatm-migration
substantially contributes to the growth of population in the town.
Between 1961 and 1981 there were some annexations. The city
increased from 11 wards in 1961 to 18 wards in 1981. But most
of the annexed wards also had immigrants, settled in different
localities, giving birth to a number of oazaars. Thus the argument
here is that unless there was a continuous inflow of migrants into
the area the city would not have grown to the present size. The
figures in Table 4 also support this argument. The number of
Thakali families settling in Pokhara has been increasing dunng
recent years. The in-migrants, however, belong to various
communities, and the Thakalis are just one of them.
· Ch ange ((grow th)·10 P 0 kh ara, 1961 -1981
T a ble 3 : P
opuIauon
Census/Survey

Population

Absolute
Change

% Change

T able 4 : M·.lgrauon S!ream 0 fThakaIi s to Pokhara (Until 1980)
Period
# tamilies
# tamilies settlea
leaving Thak
in Pokhara
Betore lY4j
6
1944 - 1952
10
1953 - 1962
16
13
1963 - 1972
16
18
1980 - present
2
9
~ourc.e: Field survey 1980. Fifty household heads were
.
mtervlewed 10 the field survey.

~

~e. mai~ reasons for ~igration in Nepal seem to be the
economic dlspanty between regIOns created by a rapidly changing
man-la~d rallo, the low productivity of soils, the lack of
alter~atlve employment opportunities in the hills, and the
perceived economic and social advantages in the lowlands by the
migrants. Migration in Nepal is not a new phenomenon. Rana
and Thapa state aptly that it is "practically as old as the history of
its [Nepal's] colonization by people from the north as well as the
sOUlh" (I97~:45) However, most of the internal migratory
movements 10 the past, at least from the Himalayas, were
se~onal, cyclical, or c;rculatory. The people from the Himalayan
regIOn mIgrated down to the south during the winter months to
escape from the harsh weather and went back to their homes once
the winter. snow started melting. This kind of circulatory
movement IS not typiCal of the Thakalis only. Similar seasonal
movements have been noted for the Sherpas of Nepal (Furer-.
Hmmendorf 1981), the various Bhotiya (Himalayan) people of
India (Bhandari 1981: 213-214) and several other groups of
people in Nepal.

1952-54

3755

---

---

1961

5413

1658

44.15

1971

20611

15198

280.77

1978*

36189

15578

7.5.58

1981

46642

26031

126.29

Thus, various push and pull factors have been
responsible in gearing the process of migration in the country
(Shrest.ha 1979). The various reasons given for migration by the
Thakahs In Pokhara have been summarized in Table 5.

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics Pocketbook.
* Demographic Survey of Pokhara Town Panchayat jointly
conducted by P.N. Campus and the Nagar Panchayat.

Besides the reasons summarized above some families also
expressed their subjective judgment toward the social life in
Thak. They believe that the society in Thak was "backward".

i.f
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With respect to the causes of migration and the process of
adaptation, we can also talk of thefole of family and kinship,
frequency of visits to the destination before finally settling down,
and also whether the move was direct or in phases (fable 6).
*Table 5: Reasons for miJ!,ration
Factors
Stated reasons fQr mQvin~ Qut Qf Thak
Environment (severe winters)
Lack of cultivable land
Lack of occupation
Lack of medical facilities
Lack of educational facilities
Lack of transportation facilities
Stated reasons fQr mQvjn~ to Pokhara
A center fQr trade and business
Presence of relatives
Nearer to Thak
Modem amenities (education,
medicine, etc.)
Emplovment

Number or
responses*
II
4
33
23
19
7

33
10
12
27
2

*Source: Field survey 1980. N=50. Some people gave more than
one reason. Thus the total adds up to more than 50.
The role of the family and relatives is seen to be important
in the process of migration as wen as adaptation. Generally, {he
migrant families living in an urban area tend tQ motivate their
relati ves to move to the place of their new settlement. This is
more true in a situatiQn where relatives frQm the origin keep
visiting the migrant relatives in the urban center and vice versa. It
is the case in Pokhara, where 88% of the Thakali migrants
acknowledged visits of relatives from Thak. It was also found
that most of the Thakali families had CQme directly to Pokhara
after leaving Thak. Seventy-eight percent of the families said that
they migrated directly to Pokhara, while only 22% stated that
they had lived either in Baglung, Syangja or Butwal after leaving
Thak before they fmally migrated to Pokhara.

Ta bl e 6 Sleps 0 f mQveb units and decision
Variables
By step
%
FreQuency Qf earlier
~
2
4
None
At least twice
9
18
Several times

Not by

SteP %

4
5
30

g
10
60

Unit Qf mQve
Alone
with family

2
9

4
18

8
31

16
62

DecisiQn -malcin~
Self
Parent/Grandparents

3
8

6
16

24
15

48
-30

Source: FJeld Survey 1980. N = 50.
F~equency of visits is taken as a prQxy for assessing the
level of mformatlOn. Th.e assumption is that the greater the
number of VISits the more mformation a persQn will have. A clQse
look at the migratory process (see Table 6) then helps us assume
that manx of the Thakali families had a fairly high level Qf
mformauon about pQkhara before settling down there. Even
among those Thakalis who moved in phases, 18% had visited
Pokhara more than twice befQre they came to Ii ve there
pe~anently. Because of the better information they had about the
destmatlOn, mQst of them (78% in this case) must have selected
pQkhara for settlement right in their first mQve. This must have
helped the Thakalis in the process Qf their adaptation in the urban
settmg.

AdaptatiQn and Cultural CQntinuity and Change
Gi~en the mQtivation for migratiQn to Pokhara, how are
!he Thakalis there adapted to urb~ life? 'The Thakali community
IS a dynamiC communIty, ac~vely mteractmg with the host society
rather t~an passively submlltmg to the sociQ-cultural forces of
change m the urban life. The notion of adaptatiQn as used here
would be in line with
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"a growing consensus among anthropologists. that the nature
of man is best described as neither totally active nor passIVe
but interactive. Operating within the many constraints which
his physical and social environments impose, he seeks to
overcome the problems confronting him by choosing among
perceived available options"
(Graves and Graves 1974:117)
Any migrant community in an urban setting tends to fOlm
a group in itself. Viewed from the structural-funclional
perspective, it shows itself as a separate system, but at the same
time forms a part of the whole urban system. MIgrant
communities may show marked differences in certain social and
cultural patterns from the host society. But nonetheless: they are
found to be involved in the process of adaptalIon, adJustment,
integration, acculturation -- i.e., socio-cultural change in general.
Adaptations of migrants in an urban setting might lie
discussed by using different sets of indices and/or variables, such
as residential settlement, housing, occupational adaptation,
occupational mobility, family life-cycle change, ~ocial adaptation,
cultural adaptation and attachment to the ongIn (Lee and KIm
1981:233). I use the following indices to deal with the adaptation
of the Thakalis in Pokhara: (I) Occupational mobility, (2)
Participation in Association, (3) Extent of contact with other
communities, (4) Internalization of the culture of the host SOCIety,
(5) Preference for neighbourhood, and (6) Exposure vs.
enclosure of the community. Let us now dISCUSS each Index In
the context of the migrant Thakali families in Pokhara.
OccupatiQn: Originally, the Thakalis in Thak were an
agropastoral community (Manzardo and Sharma 1975; FurerHaimendorf 1966, 1974). They were also involved in the salt,
wool, and grain barter trade, but this was not the primary
occupation for a majority of the Thakalis now in Pokhara. More
than 91 % of the migrants said that their primary occupatIOn
before migration was agriculture, while less than 9% had
business or trade as their primary occupation. However, tQday
80% of the migrant Thakali families in pQkhara have taken tQ
business as their primary occupatiQn. Business in the case of the
Thakalis includes running hotels and restaurants, retatl busll1ess

in clothes, food items and other sundry gQods, and working as
contractors for various governmental and non-governmental
building and construction works. Only 12% have continued with
agriculture and the other 8% have taken to government service Qr
jobs.
When asked about a change in occupation, most of the
migrants pointed out that business as an occupation was much
easier and also more profitable than agriculture. They were alsQ
questiQned whether they faced any problems due to the change in
occupation in the new urban setting. Only 34% gave a positive
answer while 66% of them sai9 that they had no problems right
from the beginning. For those who reported having faced
problems, the nature of the problems were financial, which were
solved with relative ease (as repQrted) with the help of relatives or
other Thakalis in Pokhara. The help was mostly in the fQrm QJ
Dhikurs, which is a form of rotating credit 7 . It is thus seen that
the Thakalis adapted with relative ease to the new econQmic
structure of the urban setting partly due to help frQm their
community members.
It may be noted that the Thakalis are a close knit and very
cohesive group of people. They help their fellow Thakalis in
times of need. Another characteristic of this community is that
even in adQpting SQme kind of sQcial mQbility/change, they do it
at the group level. Some have called this "contest mQbility"
(SehermerhQIl1, 1978:54). Among the Thakalis "there seems tQ
be not only a willingness tQ accept sQeial reform, but a desire tQ
embrace it as a community, rather than as individuals" (ManzardQ
and Sharma, 1975). This kind of group mobility has presumahly
helped them to adapt rather easily to the new urban selling.
ParticipatiQn in Associations' Participation in the socioeconomic and political associations and/or institutions at the
group level as well as at the societa.llevel may also be an index of
the level of adaptation or adjustment reached by a migrant
community in the urban setting. The Thakalis in Pokhara are all
members of the Pokhara Thakali Samnj Sudhar Samiti (PTSSS)8
or Pokhara Thakali Social Reform Committee, which is an
institution parallel to the "13 Mukhiya" system back in Thak. The
PTSSS is a socio-political organization representing only the
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Thakalis in Pokhara confederated with the feeling of collectivity
and co-fraternity (PTSSS Constitution, 1971, my translation
from the Nepali text). Similar Thakali Samaj Sudhar Samitis exist
in other urban centers like Kathmandu and Bhairahawa also. The
associational clustering of the Thakalis through this institution
has enabled them to perpetuate the culture of their place of origin
and at the same time it has also made it possible for them to adapt
to the new ways of life. This is done by introducing refolms in
the socio-cultural practices in accordance with the exigencies of
the new situations. Important reforms introduced by the PTSSS
are the banning of "marriage by capture" (which according to
elderly informants used to be a common form in Thak, which is
also reflected in the proceedings of the Lha Phewa festival),
consumption of yak-meat, and the shortening of the .deathmourning period from 49 to 13 days. This has made the Thakalis
acceptable to the Hindu society and also helped them to adapt in
Pokhara.
Besides, the Thakalis also become members of the
various dhikurs (rotating credit associations.) These help the
Thakalis to sort out their social as well as economic problems and
thereby make it easier for economic adaptation. This association,
though a continuity of the dhikurs in Thak, has also been subject
to adaptational change. The traditional dhikuri system had a
welfare motive -- to provide economic supportto needy Thakalis.
This rotating credit association (Messerschmidt, 1978: 141165)used to function on the basis of the principle of a lottery
while today, in urban areas, it is run by the written tender system
wherein the highest bidder of interest on the dhikuri amounts gets
it. It then serves the interest of businessmen rather than the poor
and needy ones. Thus we see an instance of the continuation of a
traditional institution with changes in its principles and motives as
demanded by new urban situations. It is also an example of an
institution (a cultural element in general) given to the host society
by an in-migrant group. Membership in the Thakali dhikuns used
to be open only to Thakalis in the past. But now by opening up
the membership to others, the Thakalis have been able to
establish economic ties with people from other communities in
the urban center. This again is a timely step towards adaptation
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made by the Thakalis to widen their economic relations and
networks.
Besides participating in the in-group organizations and/or
associations, Thakalis are also participating in other social,
political, economic and educational institutions in Pokhara.
Within a short period, some Thakalis have even gained the status
of social workers and politicians in Pokhara. Their extremely
resilient and adaptive stance has also given Thakalis a
considerable political advantage. This is exemplified by the fact
that recently a Thakali was elected as the Pradhan Pancha
(Mayor) of Pokhara Town. More interesting is the fact that one of
two representatives in the Rastriya Panchayat (National
Legislature) from Kaski district (1981 - 1985) was a Thakali,
who even became an Assistant Minister for Communication in the
National Cabinet for some time. Baglung, another district where
the Thakalis first came as migrants, also has a Thakali as one of
its representatives in the national legislature. These instances
reflect not only the adaptive nature of Thakali social life in Nepal
generally but also the confidence of people in the host society far
more easily than many other people./'
Interaction within the group and outside the group: To
ascertain the extent of contact or interaction of Thakalis within the
community as well as with the outsiders, respondents were asked
how often they had participated in such activities as picnics,
visiting each other for meals, visiting friends, pujas and other
religious occasions, weaning, scared thread ceremonlCS,
marriages, mourning and meetings during the past year. Tahle 7
summarizes the findings. The in-group interaction is more
frequent for the migrant Thakalis with regarcVto most of the
indices except the sacred thread ceremony. The Thakahs do not
have a sacred thread ceremony (an initiation rite of high Hindu
castes) in their culture and thus the in-group participation in this
context is zero.
With regard to their participation in activities with pelJ~le
from other communities, a different picture emerges. Except lor
such activities as visiting friends, attending marriages, and
meetings, their out-group participation is relatively less frequent.
This indicates that the Thakalis are socially well··adapted in the
host society.
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Table 7: Extent of Group Interaction for the Thakalis by Sociocultural Activities during 1987.
Activities

None

Within the Thakali CommunilY
Picnics
(10)
5
Visits for meals
(4)
2
Visiting friends
3
(6)

Poojas
Religious festivals
Weaning Ceremonies
Sacred thread

Marriages
Death mourning

Social meetings

1
1
7
50
6
9
8

Twice

Once

(2)
(2)
(14 )
(100)
( 12)
( 18)
(16 )

More than
Twice

5
2
3
3
3
2

( 10)
(4 )
(6)
(6 )
(6 )
(4)

21
13
6
14
14
4

(42)
(26)
( 12)
(28)
(28)
(8)

19
33
38
32
32
37

5
4
4

( 10)
(8)

5
4
7

(10)
(8 )
( 14)

34
33
31

3

(6)
(2)
(4)
(10)
(4)

7

8
9

(14)
(16)
(18)

9

(18)

6

10
12
24
16
16
20
16
28

(8)

(38)

(66)
(76)
(64)
(64)
(74)
(68)

(66)
(62)

Outside the Community

Picnics
Visits for meals

30
29

Visiting friends
Pooja,
Religious festivals

15
20
26
23
21
14
39
22

Weaning Ceremonies
Sacred thread
Marriages
Death mourning

Social meetings

(60)
(58)
(30)
(40)
(52)
(46)
(42)
(28)
(78)
(44)

I

2
5
2
4
7
4

2

( 14)

6

(12)
(6)
(12)

(8)

4
2

(8)
(4)

5

(10)

(8)

(4)

3

(20)
(24)
(48)
(32)
(32)
(40)
(32)

9

(56)
(IX)

21

(42)

Source: Field survey 1980. (Figures in the parentheses are
percentages.)
Internalization of the culture of the host society:
Generally. a migrant community tends to face a situation of
conflict between its traditional values and norms and those
presented by the host society. In the course of adjusting or
adapting. what results is "continuity as will as change". i.e.,
while some norms and values continue to persist olherS get
replaced by new ones. For example. the Thakalis gave up
dressing in Tibetan fashion because this tended to replace them
with the Bhote community. generally regarded as inferior by
caste Hindus. They have now adapted the Nepali dress pattem as
well as the "Western" patterns (cf. Furer-Haimendorf 1966).
Two more important changes are summarized by FurerHaimendorf: "Just as at the end of the 19th century Yak eating
was proscribed. so in more recent years the custom of maniage

by capture was formally banned by the headmen of the Thak
Satsae" (Furer-Haimendorf 1966: 148). The Thakalis adopted the
"Kanyadan" (formal giving away of the daughters) torm of
marriage which is common among the caste Hindus. In the
course of adapting to the urban setting by internalizing the culture
of the host society. the Thakalis have "Hinduized" to the extent of
claiming the SLlltuS of Thakuri (a ruling caste) in the traditional
caste hierarchy of the Hindus.
Another important change among the Thakalis has been in
terms of the mourning period observed after death. This change
was again effected by a resolution of the PTSSS. By reducing the
number of days for observing mourning after death from 49 days
to 13. they not only reduced the cost of performing various rites
(because fewer days means fewer rites). but also have moved
towards Hinduizing it. However. differences still exist. Among
orthodox Hindus in Nepal. mourning and pollution-avoidance are
observed by agnate kinsmen of the deceased for 13 days whereas
among the Thakalis even "brothers observe but one day's
mourning" (Furer-Haimendorf 1966:150).
Thakalis in Pokhara also have learned the languages of
the dominant linguistic group in their locality IOdex of
internalization of the culture of the host society by the migrants. It
is interesting to note that 58% of the migrant Thakalis said that
they speak Newari or Gurung or both in addition to their own
mother tongue and the Nepali language which of course is
spoken by all. This shows how easily Thakalis adjust to other
groups of people in the heterogeneous urban society of Pokhara
and elsewhere.
Performance for Neighbourhood: Migrants in urban
centers generally tend to prefer living in a locality where they
have people belonging to their own community or culture (Nair
1978. Punekar 1974). "But in the case of the Pokhara Thakalis in
Pokhara. a different tendency is observed.
They live in "mixed settlements" distributed in different
areas of the town. Table 8 shows the distribution of Thakali~ in
different wards of Pokhara. In some of the wards the
predominant caste or community is that of Newars while in
others it is either the Brahmans. Chhetris. Gurungs or Magars.
But the Thakalis seem to be happy in whatever locality they live.
This becomes clear from the negative answers given by most of
them to the question - "Have you ever thought of leaving this
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locality?" Again on being asked about their preference for the
type of neighbourhood, 84% of them asserted that they preferred
a neighbourhood of mixed settlement, i.e. where there are people
belonging to different communities. Only 10% of the familIes
said that they prefer to live only among the Thakalis, and the
remaining 6% said that they were in between the two extremes.
The reasons given for their preferences were equally
interesting. More than 60% of the families pointed out that a
mixed settlement was congenial for the exchange of ideas and
cultures, for business and for a beller understanding of each
others way of life. Some of them (22%) were of the view that
people belonging to different castes and communities have
different roles to play in the social, economic and cultural life and
therefore it is deSirable to live among people belonging to
different castes and communities.
. 0 fThakai is in Pokhara bv Ward, I980
Table 8: D'ISln'b uUon
Wards
I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
Total

Thakali
Population
122
66
13
41

-

13
64
31
148
28
13
3
11

1
52
606

Total
Population
3545
1723
2044
1567
1603
2475
3975
1864
2133
1760
1758
1915
1818
1843
2428
3712
36189

Percent of
Thakalis
3.44
3.83
0.63
2.61
0.00
0.52
. 1.61
1.66
6.93
1.59
0.73
0.15
0.60
0.00
0.04
1.40
1.70

Source: Demographic survey of Pokhara Nagar Panchayat 1978,
jointly conducted by the Nagar Panchayat and Prithwi Narayan
Campus, Pokhara.

Enclosure and Exposure' Total enclosure and exposure
are two extreme states to which no known community exactly
corresponds. We may, however, talk in terms of the degree of
enclosure and exposure of a community. A particular society or
community may exhibit the characteristics of an open or exposed
society in certain aspects and an enclosed one in others.
Enclosure and exposure of a community in relation to others may
be analyzed by the use of various indicators such as endogamy
and exogamy, ecological concentration, associational clustering,
rigidity, clarity of group definition, etc.

In terms of marriage practice, the Thakalis practice clan
exogamy and community endogamy. In Pokhara it was found
that 96% of marriages were within the same community. FUlther,
it was also found that 50% of the Thakali males had wives from
Thak Khola, 34% from Pokhara, and the remaining 16% had
wives from Kathmandu, Bhairahawa or Baglung (other places
having substantial number of Thakali migrants).
As mentioned above, community exogamy is not socially
sanctioned among the Thakalis. A few boys and girls who
violated the rule of endogamy have found it difficult to get the
relation socially sanctioned. Thus we see that from the point of
view of endogamy or exogamy the migrant Thakalis are more of
an enclosed group. Strict adherence to the principle of community
endogamy among the older generation of Thakalis expresses their
inherent feeling towards maintaining group homogeneity in terms
of culture, language, etc. But whether the rule of community
endogamy can be maintained strictly for long is a pertinent
question in this case. A change already on the way is the
preference for exogamous marriages among some of the younger
generation of Thakalis. In the survey on Thakali youth, only 55%
of them reported that endogamy should be maintained. A
difference of opinion with regard to upholding a traditional
cultural practice is clearly visible here.
With regard to the index of ecological concentration, we
saw above (Table 8) that Thakalis prefer to live among people
from different communities. They are dispersed in different
wards of the town. The nature of their primary occupation also
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demands this, and the Thaka-lis seem to be happy in whatever
locality they are living.
AssocjatjQnal clusterin~: Thakali migrants dQ nQt have
many clubs Qr sQcieties Qf their own in Pokhara. The only
community level institution, as mentIOned already, IS the PTSSS,
in which membership is restricted to the peQple from the fQur
Thakali clans, viz. Chyoki (Gauchan), Saiki (Tulachan), Dhimfen
(Sherchan) and Bhurki (Bhattachan). Another institution is a
revolving-credit Qrganization known as Dhl~ur. These
institutions have provided grQup support fQr Thakall migrants 111
times of need and thereby hel ped them to adapt.
Group definitiQn: The Thakali claim Qf a Thakuri origin is
popular, shQwing that they have a desire to assimilate themselves
into the caste Hindu social structure (Blsta, 1967; FurerHaimendorf 1974). This is, however, not the whole truth. The
group delinition amQng the Thakalis is very distinct. They have a
"we" concept for themselves as against "they" feelings ~or nQnThakalis. The way the Thakalis define theIr own group IS ~Qrth
nQting here. They refer to themselves as Tamhaa'!g, which IS
defined as a socially accepted child of a man belong1l1g to one Qf
the fQur patrilineal clans (Gauchan and Vinding, 1977:97).
One interesting question which arose from the survey
among the Thakali9 youth asks: To what extent will the Thakali
identity be maintained in the future? Many young and educated
Thakalis are gradually giving up learning their mQther tQngue.
The survey Qn the yQuths shQwed that only 25% CQuid speak
Thakali fluently. This indicates that the census data Qn the Thakah
community is not reliable lO . Besides, and this is the impQrtant
pQint, it indicates that the group bQundary amQng the Thakahs
may blur over time.
Another point to be noted here is the terms and conditiQns
set fQrth for membership in the PTSSS, which IS not open tQ
Qutsiders Qr non-Thakalis. When asked "Is membership open tQ
others besides Thakalis?" all the migrants gave a negative
answer. When further asked tQ give reasQns fQr the restrictiQns,
mQst Qf them invariably pQinted Qut that "they" dQ not belQng to
the Thakali community and have different customs and traditiQns.

To get an idea of the rigidity Qf their group definitiQn,
migrants were also asked to give their opinions Qn similarities
and differences Qf food habits, dress, life-cycle ceremQnies.
festivals, religious ceremQnies and place and method of wQrship
between themselves and the nQn-Thakalis in pQkhara. Except fQr
dress and fQod habits, mQre than 85% of the migrants pQinted Qut
that they had marked differences with peQple from other
communities. In spite Qf the perceived diffcrences, hQwever, Ihe
Thakalis feel adapted tQ the urban setting in general.
SummaI:)' and ImplicatiQns
From the abQve discussiQn we see tbatthe Thakalis an: an
enclosed community in terms of the indH.:es of endQgamy vs.
exogamy and their "group" definitiQn. As far as the cultural and
religious aspects are cQnccrned. the Thakal is tend tQ shQW an
enclQsed and isolated character. But when the sQciQ-econQmie
matters come to the frQnt, they tend to be Qpen and shQwing a
desire to adapt tQ sQcio-economic life in the urban center. It may
further be added that the Thakali migrants in pQkhara culturally
form a clQse knit sQciety whercas sQciQ·cconQmically they fQrm a
part of the tQtal urban society.
We also see that migrant Thakalis are preserving some
aspects of their indigenQus culture with some adaplatiQnal
changes. This has been made pQssible by such institutiQns as the
PTSSS and the Dhikuri, which have themselvcs continued to
exist with some mQdifications in the urban setting. MQreover,
their integration into the urban setting has been made pQssi ble
because Qf their pQsitive attitude towards changes. Most of the
Thakalis were explicit in stating that necessary changes in the
traditiQnal culturalnQrms and practices shQuld be m~de from time
to time tQ meet the challenges Qf the new setting. Whereas the
structure Qf Thakali culture has been maintained, many Qf the
functions of their sQcial institutiQns have changed.
The process Qf adaptatiQn and sociQ -cultural change as
discussed abQve is Qccurring in variQus aspeclS Qf Thakali life.
while culturally Thakalis continue as a separate grQup. With the
passage Qf time and generatiQns, this situation might change.
Already the younger generatiQn of Thakalis born Qutside Thak
KhQla, i.e., in the towns and cities Qf Nepal, shQW a tendency tQ
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give up learning their mother tongue. In the course of time, the
Thakali community in the urban centers might become less
distinctive than it is today from other communities living in the
same socio-economic and cultural setting. And it would not be
surprising if in the future we find marked differences in terms of
culture, language and religion between the Thakalis in Thak and
those who have moved out from their original homeland.
The discussions above have two major implications: one
for the Thakali community and the other for the theories of
migration and adaptation in general. As for the Thakalis, there are
practical implications. The above discussion of how the Thakalis
persist and change as a result of migration shows the direction
they are heading towards, knowledge of which might help them
plan their future strategies.
With regards to theories of migration and adaptation, this
paper points out the need for a two-way approach to adaptation.
Most studies on migration, adaptation and socio-cultural change
tend to look at adaptation of migrants as a one-way process. They
show how far the migrants have undergone changes to adapt to
their new setting. This is a valid approach but is inadequate.
There is a need to look at the process of adaptation as a two way
process wherein the migrants are not only undergoing changes
but are at the same time introducing some changes in the total
cultural system at the site of their settlement. In the case of the
Thakalis, the migrants have contributed an economic organization
to the host society by introducing the Dhikuri credit system.
There is a need in the study 'of migration to take a closer look at
the bilateral character of the process of migrant adaptation: the
changes occurring not only to the migrants as they adapt to a new
setting but also the changes taking place within the society of
destination effected by the new settlers. This paper has
demonstrated the heuristic value of adaptational studies of
migrants, which might enable us to have a better understanding
of the process in general.
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NOTES

I. This paper is based on field work carried out between 1980
and 1984. the Initial research was carried out in early
1980 for an M.A. Thesis at the University of Pune. More
data was collected later (November 1980-February 1981)
while conducting field work as a Research Assistant at the
Research Center for Nepal and Asian Studies (CNAS),
Tribhuvan University. The information was updated in
1983-1984 while on deputation at CNAS as a Researcher
working for the Mustang Integrated Research Progra~. I
am thankful to CNAS for the research opportunlues given
tome.
In the process of writing this paper helpful comments and
constructive suggestions have been received from Drs.
A.G. Dewey, R.W. Gardner, P. Bion Griffin, Harka
Gurung, Pitamber Sharma, and P.c. Smith. I am grateful
to all of them.
2. For a socio-economic study of migrant Thakalis in Pokhara,
see Bhattachan (1980) while for an ethnographic study
among the same people, see Chhetri (1980). Manzardo
and Sharma (1975) discuss the role of the PTSSS III
social reforms among the Thakali community. Studies
from other urban centers have yet to appear.
3. There is an extensive body of theoretical and empirical
literature on circulation, but it is beyond the scope of this
paper to review them here. For an updated treatment of
the conceptual and analytical distinctions between
circulation and migration, refer to the recent works by
Chapman and Prothero (1985) and Prothero and
Chapman (1985).
4. For a comprehensive introduction of the Thak.alis, see Bisla
(1967), Iijima (1960) and Gauchan and Vmdmg (1977).
The definition of the "Thakali" is provided by Gauchan
and Vinding only.
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5. Details on the abolition of the customs contract system an;
given in Furer-Haimendorf (1975) and Messerschmidt
and Gurung (1974).
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NATIVE STRATEGIES FOR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Om Prasad Gurung
I

This paper describes interrelationships among pasture,
animal husbandry, and agriculture in Tara village in Baglung
District, with emphasis on rittithiti (local management) system. I
hypothesized that native strategies of natural resource
management are effective and practical, and this hypothesis has
been substantiated with the help of primary data, mostly
qualitative, collected from the field by applying ethnographic
research methods.
II

Tara village lies between 6,000 and 3,000 ft., northwest
of Baglung Bazaar, capital of Baglung District, in western Nepal.
The village is bordered by Argal village panchayat in the east,
Pandavakhani in the west, Hila in the south and Barangja and
Ruma of Myagdi district in the nonh. There are altogether 497
households. The LOtal population is 3,152 and the total area of the
village panchayat is 3,649 hectares I. The Tarakhola stream
meanders through the heart of the village and cuts the village
exactly in half. Along both sides of the stream there are scattered
settlements. The climate is temperate and characterized by cold,
frost, snowfall and fog in the winter and heavy rainfall and cool
wind in summer.
III

The ethnic composition of the village consists of Magars,
Brahmans, 'Chhetris, Thakalis, Kamis, Sarkis and Damais. The
Magars are said to be the oldest inhabitants in the village and to
have established most of the social customs in the village.
The village is considered the richest in natural resources
in Baglung District. The forest and pasture, lands and water have
been exploited by village people through the ages. The forest has

provided thc villagers fodder, fuel wood, timber, nellIe fiber, and
wild grecn vegetables. The major forest type includes gobresalla
(Pinus wallichiana), ar~hulo (quercus fenestrata), banjh
(Quercus JI1cana), katus (CatanopSlS JI1dlca), Chilaune (Schima
walhchl), Kharus (Quercus semecarpifolia) and utis (Nepal
alder). The village IS also nch JI1 wild al1lmals and fowls. Mineral
resources also exist in the village. In the past, the villagcrs were
diligent millers of Iron and ~opper, but this is no longer true
LOday. However,. quan'Yll1g ot stone and slate is a very common
praclice JI1 the village. Except in a fcw cases, water is not uscd
for ilTigation. There is a lack of irrigated land in most pans of the
village. The cold water of the stream provides fish and facilitates
the growth of wild grecn vegetables along thc banks.
IV

AgricuIture is the main component. of the village
economy, and It IS largely supplemented by al1lmal husbandry.
Em ployment outSide the village IS rare. Because the vi lIage is
qUite Isolated, the villagers were not alluned to the opportunities
that soldlenng offered and were not recruited. Very few arc
servlllg Inlndla and they are mostly labourers. Because of this
fact, the village people must depend on agriculture and animal
husbandry for subsistence.
.
Ecologicallyand climatically Tara is not very suitable for
agncultural prodUCUVlty. Although, the average landholding size
per houschold IS relatively larger \2.9 hectares) JI1 Tara than in
many hill villages of Nepal, agricultural productivity is barely
enough to feed her growing population. Types of arable land
JI1cludes maJl1ly the Slln, char and panch, [third, fourth and fifth
class] which are less productive, and require more manure to
ma. ke them ferule. All the arable landsare pakhobari (dry land).
Jrllgated land IS only 3.6 hectares III the enure panchayal.
Accordllll; to the Village people, they are able LO grow 6.5 muris
of maJor 100dgraJns (approximately 400 kg) in one hal (0.0677
hectare) of cultivated land, if the manure of two to three large
ruminants is utilized.
V

Animals' contributions to the agricultural economy of
Nepalese hill villages are remarkable. Animals are regarded as a
source of socia-economic status. Besides their manure, draft
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service and dairy products, animals contribute extra income to
village people. Every villager understands the economic value of
their animals. A village proverb says, tangmuni milho,
puchharmuni pilho, which means "animals like buffalo and cattle
have milk under their belly and manure under the tails." In other
words, such animals are useful simultaneously in several ways.
Because of this fact the village people place much emphasis on
animal raising and keep as many animals as they can. The
panchayat records of Tara show the total population of different
livestock as follows: buffalo 2.587; cattle 1,952; sheep 1,591,
and goalS 953. The total population of all types of livestock is
7,093. which comes to 14.25 per household or 2.24 per head in
the village panchayal. Magars also raise pigs in small numbers
and fowls in large numbers, but these animals are not being
considered in the present study since they playa very small role
in agricultural productivity.
VI
Feed supply is the most pervasive constraint on livestock
production in many hill villages of Nepal. Because the village
people depend heavily on the forest for fodder, most researchers
allege the depletion of Nepal's forest resources and consequent
soil erosion is due to the encroachment of the over population and
overgrazing of uncontrolled number of livestock in forest areas
(cf. Pandey: 1969, 1983; Miller: 1984; New Era: 1980; Naston:
1983; Bose and Ojha: 1968). Although the population growth
and uncontrolled number of livestock have certainly caused a
decline in natural resources and soil erosion has been a ma jor
problem in many hill villages of Nepal, the situation in Tara is ilOt
lhat bad. Because the village people have their own ri,i,hi,i
system of grazing management, this has served as a control
mechanism for resource managemenl. This is why the Tara
village panchayat has been selected for the present study purpose.
The feed resources for livestock in Tara also primarily
come from the forest. The forest has provided the animals both
forage and pasturage. Kalus, pha/a11l, banjh, kharus and arkhou/o
are the main fodder trees in the village. The leaves of gobresolla,
chi/aune, bi/aune and utis are used for animal bedding. The crop
residues of rice, wheat and barley, and millet straw and maize

stalks are also used as animal fodder during winter seasons. But
by and large the animals depend on grazing all the year round.
VII
As in the mountain regions, Tara village has no open
grazing lands or kharkas. There are few marginal lands where
animals graze during the winter season. In Tara the grazing lands
includ mainly the forest. The animals graze under the shadow of
trees. In the village almost all the herders have a rich knowledge
of ethnobotany. This suggests the intimate relationship between
the peasants and the world of the plants. They know some of the
poisonous plants (like angeri, guras and pore, trees of the
rhododendron family) harmful to domesticated animais and they
have native veterinary medicines. Jiro Kawakita (1964:30) also
found a similar situation among the Magars of Sikha-Ghara of
Nepal.
In Tara almost all the grazing lands lie at the elevation
between 7,000 feet and 9,000 feet. The local people call the
grazing land Lekh/dhuris. There are more than twelve main
grazing lands each having a local name such as Lamu, Thulduri,
Fagus, Dhunre, Madam, Malrani, Argathum, Tinchule, Julpe,
Thundu, Sangdor and Naibeli. The Lekh/dhuris include a board
range of area which have been supporting a large number of
village livestock for several years; if managed as in the present,
they can continue to support future livestock at the same level.
Previously all these Lekh/dhuris were under the control of village
heads (mukhiyas), but now they are under the control of the
panchayat.
The Lekh/dhuris are located on slopes and sometimes
steep cliffs. There is enough drinking water in all Lekh/dhuris,
and they are all rich in grasses. The geographical formation of
these Lekh/dhuris is such that animals can enter them from only a
few main passes (mukhyaghanti). From these main passes the
animals are driven out for grazing. These main passes make it
easy to keep the area open and closed for proper management.
VIII
Each household, except for a few Kamis, Sarkis and
Damais, who still depend more on their traditional occupations of
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smithing, cobblering and tailoring than on animal husbandry and
cultivatIng lands, send their animals to graze in the lekh/dhuris.
Almost air the animals are herded in the lekh/dhuris. Only the best
milking animals are stall-fed, because milking animals need more
care. The labour rcquirements for animals depend on the sizc and
types of thc animals. Generally one herder is nceded for 8 to I()
buffalo or 15 to 20 cattle. Fewer buffalo can be hcrded, because
buffalo are less adaptive to difficult mountain slopes than cattle,
and one always has to go after the buffalo to prevent them from
falling down difficult slopes. Moreover, buffalo have a higher
productive value than cattle, so more attention should be paid for
their care. Because of this, a given number of buffalo need more
herders than the same number of callie.

IX
The grazing cycles are somewhat different for buffalo and
cattle. The buffalo are driven out to lekh/dhuris from the first of
Jeth (May/June) and graze their till the last of Bhadra
(August/September). The cattle are sent to lekh/dhuris from the
first of Ashad (mid-June) and graze therc till thc last of Asoj
(September/October). The sheep and goats graze in nearby lowci·
pastures. They are sent out to pasture each morning and brought
back to pens each evening, because predators, like wolves, foxes
and leopards, always threaten them. They must be kept under
constant watch during the day and closely confined at night. Thus
grazing is limited to areas relatively close to night pens.
From Asoj (September/October) to Karlik (October!
November) the buffalo and cattle move to agricultural farms to
manure the field for winter crops. From Mangsir (November!
December) to Chait (MarchlApnl) the animals are kept in stalls,
called goths, where they are provided trce fodder and crop
residues. During this period the animals are driven out to nearhy
pasture lands such as pakho, bhir or private pasture lands such as
khabari and fallow lands, and brought back to the gOfhs. In the
month of Baisakh (April/May), the animals graze in the
agricultural farms to manure the tields for the next summer crops.
During this month the animals enjoy barely and wheat straw
(loshkhuwani) in the field. By the month of Jeth (May/June), the
animals again move to lekh/dhuris for grazing. In this way the
animals' grazing cycle is completed.

X

Resource management strategies playa vital role in the
agrarian hill societies of Nepal. There is a symbiotic relationship
between agriculture and natural resources. Unless natural
resources are properly managed, the agricultural productivity will
be less than optimal.

In spite of the great contribution of natural resources to
agricultural economies, natural resources are declining annually
throughout the hills of Nepal. No doubt great efforts have been
made by the government and other agencies for better resource
management through technical developments. But the emphasis
on technical aspects alone is not enough for proper resource
management, and social measures adopted by village
communities should also be equally taken into consideration.
The existing condition of natural resources, as already
stated, is not that bad in Tara village. For many years,
generations of village people have heavily depended on natural
resources for their agricultural economy. They are aware that the
agricultural economy of the village is directly or indirectly related
to the quality and quantity of natural resource availability. They
say,jabasamm£l ban tabasamma dhan ("to the extent that there IS
forest, there is wealth.") Because of this general awareness,
village people have contributed to pasture and forest management
by adopting various old established procedures, such as grazIng
on rotational basis, fencing the major passes of graZIng lands,
and imposing fines if someone violates the communal rules for
grazing. Hence Tara village provides a useful example of local
resource management practices.
Although the village panchayat has taken over all
responsibilities of village heads (mukhiyas), the mukhi."as still
playa major role in various communal activities in many hill
villages of Nepal. Tara village also is no exception. Legally the
forest is under the control of the panchayat, but It does not
interfere in pasture/forest management and other communal
activities. On the day of Shripanchami (one of the Hindu fesllvals
which falls sometime on the last week of January and sometImes
on the ftrst week of February), all the heads from each household
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gather together in one common place, customarily at the house of
the village head, and make various decisions with regard to
resource use for that year. On the same day the date of fencing
the pasture/forest and opening the forest/pasture is fixed.
Traditionally the first of Baisakh is fixed for fencing the forest
and the first of Jeth is fixed for opening the fences. The people
reported that the forest/pasture areas are such that there are few
manageable open passes and if these could be fenced, animals
could not enter them from anywhere. Labour for fencing is
compulsory for each household, and those who do not
contribute. whether because of negligence or because of
engagement in other activities. must pay fines, which ranged
from one rupee to five rupees in the early days (now usually five
rupees). The total of such collected fines is generally spent for
communal feasts.
After completing the fence they perform a puja (ritual)
called bansorakni. sacrificing chicken and lambs to please the
forest gods and goddesses which otherwise might cause trouble
to animals. The participation in this puja is compulsory for each
household. They also perform Gauripuja and Bhimsenpuja.
sacrificing chickens to protect livestock from evils in the jungle.
After performing pujas the messenger (katuwal of the village)
declares the opening of fences. Only then do the people start to
move towards the lekhldhuris with their domesticated herds.
The number of domesticated animals is not restricted. but
the grazing seasons are restricted. The number of grazing animals
averages from 8 to 10 J;ler household. The lekh/dhuris are not
grazed more than three Umes a year. One lekh is grazed for 10 to
15 days. All the lekh/dhuris are not opened together; opening and
closing is done on a rotational basis. This practice has been
helpful for pasture/forest management.
All types of livestock are not grazed together in one
particular grazing land. The village people are quite familiar with
the habit and nature of each type of domesticated animal. so they
graze the animals separately. Buffaloes are slow browsers and
less adaptive to difficult environments. so they are grazed in
slopes and plain areas under the shadow of trees. Cattle are
grazed in steeper areas, whereas sheeps and goats graze in nearby
pasture/forest areas. These practices seem quite reasonable and
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useful. First. they help to J;lrovide fresh pasturage for all types of
animals. and second. grazIng separately on rotational basis docs
not result in erosion and deforestation caused by uninterrupted
grazIng.
The pasture and forest are also used by the people of
other neighbouring village panchayats. But they can graze the
animals only in limited numbers. and for that they are leVIed
grazing fees called shatal. The rale of grazing fees was one rupee
per head of livestock in early days. but now the rate is live
rupees. It is collected by the herders and spent for siddhapuja and
sometimes for communal feasts.
Opening and closing the fences is done by herders
themselves. They decide when and which lekh/dhuris should he
opened first. Besides. the herders burn some of the rough
pasture/forest patches in winter in order to rem.ove undesi~able
and unpalatable shrubs and bushes.. ThIS pracuce allows j n:sh
pasturage to grow for the next grazIng season. The herders are
usually guided by the vIllage head for all these activIties. These
old established traditional social measures adopted by vIllage
communities still function as a social control mechanIsm lor
foresllpasture management in Tara village.
XI
Agriculture is the main stay of the village economy in the
hills of Nepal. However. it is based. to a greater extent than IS
realized by many planers and experts. on the quality and quantity
of natural resource availability. Agricullure depends on the use of
manure. and production of manure depends on the size and types
of domestication of animals. In the same way the size and types
of domesticated animals are largely determined by availability of
pasture/forest resources for feeding. Therefore more attention
should be paid to resource management. Village people should be
entrusted with resource management. because they themselves
are capable of managing their resources through several social
practices. which could be adopted in other hill villages. If their
traditional social measures are not taken into account. the
technical assistance provided by the government for resource
management will be futile. In the same way the policy and
programmes introduced by the government for resource
management will be merely theoretical.
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These conclusions have their basis in macro-level
information. Such information, despite providing a national
picture of poverty in border terms, is unable to explain the micro
variations. In the context to extreme geo-cultural variations,
"poverty" in Nepal is a micro phenomenon as well. A solution in
such a context is thus possible only through micro planning,
which needs micro-level studies. This paper is the product of one
such micro-level study carried out in a small Tarai village known
as Vishasaya in Nawalparasi district
Questionnaire survey. interview. and observation were
the basic techniques of information collection. The total number
of households in the village is 291. Information related to social
characteristics such as ethnicity, family size. educational status of
family members, sources of income. sectors of expenditure.
other survival strategies, migration status, etc.• have been

..
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collected through questionnaire survey. Village-based
information was gathered through interview and observation.
Field study was conducted in June of 1985.
This paper is organized as follows. The second section
following this introduction gives a short account of the area
studied and its demographic profile. The third section deals with
the nature of village poverty. The causes and processes of
poverty are dealt with in the fourth section. The fifth section
concludes the paper with some recommendations.
II

Study Locale
Golghat is a small Tarai village in western Nepal located
at the northwest corner of the Nawalparasi district. It is an
agrarian settlement consisting of both land-owning and landless
households. A great majority of its population is immigrant It is
surrounded by thin forest at its northern, southern, and western
boundaries. A local stream irrigates its farmland for summer
paddy cultivation. However, it remains dry from winter to fall.
The abundance of forest cover as a food source has encouraged
almost all the land-owning households to keep one or more draft
animals. Some keep milch buffalo, cows and goats as well.
Paddy and wheat are the major crops along with a little cultivation
of mustard and lentils.
Before 2028 B.S. (1971) Golghat was a settlement of
only ten indigenous households, locally known as Tharus. After
this period it experienced an influx of migrants and now has a
total of 30 households. Of the original ten, only six remain. The
other four indigenous households have been displaced by
immigrants and their (the immigrants') purchase of the land.
Among the 24 immigrant households, one is a Newar, two are
Chhetris, five are Kamis (blacksmiths), and the rest are
Brahmans.
Golghat currently has a population of 206, of which 109
of them are males and the remaining 97 are females. Nineteen
individuals are below 15 years of age, nine are above 65, and
109 are in between.

III

Nature of Poverty
A. Definition of the Concept
This pap'er defines poverty in two basic ways: "bare
survival" and "productive survival." The "bare suryival"
definition has been further divided into two different levels in
order of scv~rity. The first is "bare economic survival." At this
Icvel, household poverty has been determined throuph a
comparison of annlual income 2 with annual need of "simple lood"
and "simple cloth ing."3 At the second level annual income is
compared also witl'l annual need to mect regular and contingent
necessities. 4 The productive survival dimension of poverty has
been measured on the basis of household expenditures on
medicine and education.
B. Poverty at the Level of Bare Economic Survival
Questionnairc SUf'/cys have explored 26 household'~
whose agricultural incornes 5 were insufl'icient to meet '~nc
determined minimum levcl for (simple) food and clothing. ',"inc
of the 26 households' i.ncomes were insuffici'ent <lUe to
landlessness. In tlle remaining 17 land-owning hou.';eholds, eigln
have incomes that are above fifty percent of the minimum lev<::l.
Only three households in the community aprJeared to howe
agricultural income sufficient to meet this mlllirrmm level of food
and clothing.
23 of the 29 households, however, also earr. some
income from non-agricultural sources. Livestock raising,
busrness,. service m Nepal or India, sale ~f faggots, preparing
construcllon wood on contract, share-croppmg, ethl1lc occupation
such as blacksmithing, etc.. agticultural labor and interest are the
sources of income outside one's own fa.rming in and around the
community. For the six other househ'~)lds, agricultural income
accounts for their total 1I1come. 21 01 the 23 households with
additional non-agl;cultural income earn insufficient agricultural
income to meet determined food and clothing needs. Five of
those without non-agricultural income are also from the same
group. Only two households with non-agricultL al income have
sufficient agricultural income to meet the determined minimum
level.
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TABLEr
Number of households by their Agricultural al1ld Total Income
sufficient or insufficient to meet their Determined Minimum
Expenditure Needs based on Bare Economic Survival and Actual
Expenditure Needs, on both Bare Economic Survival and Bare
Social SurvivaJ*
SeclO"

of,,~ Type, of

A~ricullural Incollle*·

foul Income ••

Surf.

losuff.

TOIal

SuP:.

Insuff.

TOlal

Economic Sunllval Nece.'i;l'ille.<;;
~etual ~pendlture on iSare

)

26

29

9

20

29

Economic Survival Nece.<;silJes

7

22

29

i5

14

29

--

--

--

10

20

29

--

--

--

7

22

29

E;tpendJlurc
JJeternu~~

Income

nununum on tJ.are

Actual expenditure on

Economic and estimated SOCial
Survival minimum of regular
needs.
~clua:.

annual,

e,1q)Cn~lIture

on

Bare Econom.ic Survival
needs. estimated Social
Survival expenditure of
regular needs, and lasl year's

actual expenditure on

conungenl Social Survival
needs
Here Income and expendllure mean annual Income and expendllure.

••

These are defined

In

c

the text.

Non-agricultural income accounts for the total income of
all nine landless households. It even accounts for more than 50
percent of the total income of seven households with agricultural
income. Despite this sharing of non-agricultural income among
23 households, its contribution to their economic living is not
satisfactory. Therefore, the total income of only nine households
seems sufficient w meet the determined minimum level of food
and clothing.
Actual expenditure patterns are less than the calculated
minimum level for survival. None of the households appeared to
have spent the minimum level on food and clothing. 6 This
difference is less observable on clothing, though the actual
pattern of clothing is different. The villagers, chiefly the male and
female heads, purchase a set 'of relatively good cotton clothes (or
sometimes synthetic, the product of Hetauda Textile factory) to
wear at ceremonies and festivals. Such items cost almost 1.5

times the determined amount, so that they meet their financial
deficit through item reduction. Daughters-in-law are provided
with only two sets of saris, blouses and a shawl without
underskirt. patuka and chura-oori. They have to meet these needs
from what they get from their parents. Similarly children may not
be provided with full clothes. Landless households get also some
thanga tharas (torn cloths) from their neighbors.
Only one of the households includes lentils (pulse)
regularly in its daily diet. Only five households have one ml~ch
buffalo each to supply milk for infants. (Two sell some of It.)
Farm grown vegetables of land-owning households meet their
vegetable needs for about four months. For a few days of spnng
wild trees' sprouts fulfill that need. For the other months, landowning households and landless households almost always have
to take their meals with rasa. (boiled water seasoned With salt and
probably with chilli, spices, and fermented vegetables). This
pattern of food consumption is one of the reasons for a reductIon
in quantity from what has been determmed. ThIS difference
appears rather pronounced in those meals which are composed of
bread. 7 Despite this minimum level of consum~tIon, the
agricultural income of only seven households and total mcome of
fifteen households seems sufficient to meet the actual expenditure
need on bare economic survival necessities.
C. Poverty at the Level of Bare Social Survival

The villagers also have to spend money on community
based worship, religious ceremonies, and festIvals, on gifts to
married daughters, on appeasing ghosts and sorcerers, and on
smoking, oil and spices -- the regular needs whIch are very baSIC
for their social survival. If the minimum annual expcndlture 8 on
these needs is added to the bare economic survival expenditure,
the total income of only 10 households seems sufficient to meet
the actual annual expenditure.
However, the gravity of the need to repair their houses,
sheds and pens, to purchase draft. animals, etc., cannot be
subtracted from their need on bare SOCial SUrviVal. Last year 15 of
the 29 households had to spend in one sector or another of these
expenditures. If these expenditures are included with those
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mentioned above, only seven households have income sufficient
to mect these necessities.
D. Productive Survival Dimension of Poverty
The information on the bare survival definition of poverty
is itself indicative of its nature at the level of productive survival.
However. the level of education of the villagers and their medical
behavior has been noted in the following:
(i) Poverty and Education

Of the 192 members, 92 (48 percent) are literate, of
which 48 (25 percent) are regular students, 29 (15 percent)
arc dropouts and 15 (8 percent) are literate without schooling.
44 of the ,,8 regular students, 5 of the 29 dropouts, and 37 of
the 100 illiterate arc below 15 years of age.
Adult illiteracy may be attributed (among other things) to
the unavailability of schools in the adults' locales during their
school age. Child illiteracy, parents' support of maximum
education of regular students and the causes of dropouts are
quite useful in relating education to poverty. 17 of the 37
illiterate children arc not of school age, and eleven have not
attended even the free primary school. This is for two basic
reasons. First, their parent's inability to provide has for<.:ed
them to remain without clothing. Second, some of the eleven
children have to assist their parents in collecting faggots to
sell. Nine children have not attended the school because of
reasons not specified.
No householders in the village are optimistic enough to
encourage their children to pursue higher education. The
unavailability of facilities in the area and their inability to
support their children appeared to be the two reasons for their
pessimism. Although 20 households have children at some
level of education, only four have planned to encourage their
children to obtain a high school level education. Seven others
have just hoped for it. and the remaining nine have planned to
make their children only literate. Their reasons are financial or
based on labor need.

(ii) Poverty and Medical Behavior

Exorcism is the principle way of medical treatment.
Unsuccessful child delivery cases, fracture of limbs and other
such illnesses are, however, treated by hospitalization by all
the households. The relationship between poverty and
medical behavior can be especially seen in the cases of infant
mortality and its causes. Twelve of the studied households
together have experienced the death of 23 children. Two of
them were accidental, nine (of the immigrants before
migration) were due to the lack of hospital facilities. The
remaining 12 were caused either by the lack of money for
medicine or by the lack of money and hospital facilities.
E. Other Survival Strategies and Poverty
The above information shows the villagers' income
insufficient not only to lead a productive life but also to meet the
basic income and social necessities of survival. Therefore, they
have to follow survival strategies such as the assumption of debt,
the selling of land, and eating tubers for their bare survival. 12
households in the community are in debt. Two of the landless
households are in debt because they had to arrange death
ceremonies of family heads. One household is in debt due to the
hospitalization of a delivery case. Seven households are in debt to
meet the regular requirements of social survival. Of the remaining
three, two have invested in the pmchase of goats and bullocks
and one has also bought goats to meet food and clothing needs.
From 1978 (2035 B.S.) onward, seven households in the
community sold some amount of land. Their being in debt -caused by the death of a family member for one household, death
of a bullock for another one, insufficient income to meet food and
clothing for four others, and to bribe officials for the remaining
one -- was the cause of land sale by all households. Similarly, in
the three months from spring to early fall, eight households (all
landless) meet their income deficit through the consumption of
wild roots and fruits. This does not mean that land-owning
households do not assume debt at all; however, it is an option for
them. For the landless it is a requirement even though it is less
prestigious socially.
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IV
Causes and Patterns Qf Increases Qf PQverty
At times indebtedness, land sale, etc., may themselves be

~egarded as causes Qf pQverty. But mQre impQrtantly, they are

Just the survival strategies behind which are SQme Qther causes.
ImmigratiQn, insignificant level Qf nQn-agricultural SQurces Qf
IOCQme Qr emplQyment, and pQpulatiQn growth are the majQr
causes Qf pQverty amQng the villagers. The pattern Qf pQpulatlQn
growth a1SQ affects its pattern.
A. ImmigratiQn
The reSQurce base shared by Qnly len indigenQus
hQusehQlds befQre immigratiQn nQW has tQ be shared by 30
hQusehQlds. At 2020 B.S. eight Qf the ten inrligenQus hQusehQlds
had a ~Qld Qver 26.6 bigha (I bigha = 20 kathas Qr 0.67 hectare)
Qf culuvated land. TWQ hQusehQlds were landless. Of the tQtal
land Qne hQusehQld alQne had Qwned 10 bighas. This land has
since been divided amQng 22 hQusehQlds. One Qf these 22
hQ~sehQlds emerged through family separatiQn frQm Qne
IOdlgenQus hQusehQld and lives in anQther cQmmunity sharing
1.6 big has from the tQtal land. AnQther Qne, excluded from
inter/JretatiQn in the abQve sectiQn has Qnly 2 kathas Qf land. The
rema.1OlOg land (24.8 kathas) is nQw shared by 20 hQuseholds.
The bi~ landQwner Qf 2028 has nQt IQst his previous
status, and retalOS eIght blghas even tQday. Five hQusehQlds Qwn
less than ten kathas, ten Qwn between ten kathas and Qne bigha,
and the remalOlOg fQur Qwn up tQ 2.5 bighas. One nQtable pQint
is that Qnly three indigenQus hQusehQlds have any land at present.
Five landQwners Qf 2028 B.S. nQw have nQ land at all. FQur of
them have mi~rated and Qne lives in the cQmmunity with,Qther
landless familIes. The cause Qf this displacement and the small
landhQlding size is migratiQn.
B. Insignificant Level Qf EmplQyment OppQrtunities and SQurces
Qf IncQme Outside One's Own Farming.
Raising livestock, business, preparing cQnstructiQn WQod
Qn CQntract. sharecropping, ethnic occupatiQn, agriculturallabQr,

interest, etc.• are the incQme SQurces Qutside the villagers' own
farming. 23 hQuseholds have SQme incQme frQm these sources.
21 Qf the 30 total hQusehQlds Qwn 33 head Qf callIe and
buffalQ. Of thQse 21, sixteen alsQ Qwn 181 gQats. Catlle and
buffalQ arc specifically fQr tractiQn. Only tWQ households earn a
little incQme through milk sale. GQats, hQwever, ha~e business
value fQr all sixteen hQusehQlds. Last year. eight hQuseholds sold
some gQats for income.
NQ villager can affQrd a large scale business. One sells tea
within the village and anQther sells liquorin Parasi Bazaar. One
member in the community was said tQ have earned 1800 rupees
annually through teaching the IQcal children. NQ otbers are
employed in any service within epa!. It is from employment in
India that seven househQlds provide a significant prQportion of
their household budget. However. this is not more than a
reOection of local poveny.
Two-firths of the hQusehold incQme of five landless
househQlds results from faggot sales. Similarly, four of them
eam some income through the preparation of cQnstruction wood.
Since public forests are the sources of faggot and timber these arc
risky occupations for the villagers. They always have to be alert
in order to escape notice of the eyes of forest guards. For the
nation it is one of the processes of deforestation.
The overall size of landholding is indicati ve of the low
prospect of share-cropping in the community. Three households
have taken land on lease, but all under one bigha. Jobs to prepare
farms fQr rice cultivation, to transplant the paddy and its
weeding, tQ harvest the paddy and to prepare farm fields for
mustard and wheat cultivation are the mQst hopeful areas of
employment for mQst of the hQuseholds. Twelve households
(eight landless) have some engagement in these activities, but
because of the seasonal nature of these activities. year-rQund
involvement is not pQssible.
The traditional occupation Qf the blacksmith hQusehQlds
in the study area is cQnfined now to the repair Qf agricultural
tools. Because of zero sales of metal ware, two of such
households have clQsed their anvil cQmpletely. Even in the three
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remaining households, none have earned more than 150 rupees
annually through this business. The only carpenter and mason in
the community reports to have an occasional engagement making
plows and cots for neighbors or for the community school. He
cannot get regular employment in these activities around the area.
I

As far as interest is concerned, two of the landless
households have 9,000 rupees and 1,200 rupees, respectively, in
bank deposits. For both these households this money was
surplus from the land which they had to sell for debt payment.
Only one member of the community is an industrial laborer.
There are no other sources of income to the villagers.
C. Population Growth and Patterns of Increase of Poverty
The increase of households in the community is indicative
itself of the incidence of population growth and its effect on
poverty. To trace the pattern of the increases of poverty through
population growth, however, the number of heirs to property
must be noted. It has been reported that there were 63 heirs to
share the property of the fathers of these 29 households. Now
there are already 56 heirs in the new generation to share their own
property. Most of their parents are still having children. This
pattern of property division at a stagnant level of the rural
economy is no more than an indication of an acceleration of rural
poverty.

v
Conclusinn and Recommendations
The villagers have to meet their bare survival necessities
either through debt or the sale of their landed property. Massive
immigration into the community, non-availability of productive
employment, and population growth have been the major causes
of such a poor economic condition. To alleviate this condition the
following recommendations can be put forward:
(a) Further immigration should be controlled. This is,
however, a problem on the national level. Most of the Tarai
villages might have the .same experience. To this extent the
problem of immigration in Tarai villages can be resolved only
though the improvement of the economy of the hill region.

But under the feudal agrarian structure with its philosophy of
class co-ordination, the improvement of the rural economy is
in itself a question.
(b) Related to the first problem is the growth of population:
control of population growth is not possible merely through
the distribution of contraceptives. It requires an increase in
the level of education and the provision of economic security
in old age.
(c) To the extent that the solution of the problem of poverty
can be alleviated from within the community has a high
prospect of income from livestock raising. Therefore the
establishment of animal health facilities together with
productive loan programs, even to the landless, may help to
augment the villagers' income at the cost of public forest. A
perennial irrigation facility may increase the productivity of
the land of the landowning households.
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NOTES

I. There are, in fact, 30 households in the village. In the process
of data collection, information from one household
concerning economic variables appeared not to be
reliable. Therefore it is excluded from interpretatIOn In the
text.
2. This income includes that from one's own farming, sharecropping, livestock raising, business, caste occupation
(blacksmithing), service in Nepal or India, wage labor,
carpentry and masonry, load carrying, sales of faggots,
and preparing construction wood on contract and Interest.
This is the total annual income of the households.
3. The operational definition of simple food and simple clothing
in this paper is presented in the AppendiX. On the baSIS 0 f
this definition, the annual need of each household has
been computed. But children below weaning a~e, and
other members outside the home wIth their own Income
fot survival, have been excluded in this computation.
4. Here regular expenditure needs include e~penditures on
public or private worship, including gifts to .maffled
daughters, shamans and ghosts, kerosene; smokIn~; and
additional expenditures on festivals. SimIlarly, contingent
expenditure needs include those of the performance of
marriage and death ceremomes, of the construction and.
repair of houses, sheds and pens, and of the purchase 01
bulIock or buffalo at the death of the existing one.
5. This income includes only that from one's own farming!
6. Annual need of actual expenditure on food for households is
computed from what they need for one particular meal.
These expenditures are then converted Into monetary
value on the basis of their local price. Two meals a day
are taken into account. Also, the monthly expenditure on
oil and seasonal expenditures on vegetables are included.
Since the use of lentils (pulse) for alI the households
except one is insignificant, these figures exclude the pnce

of lentils for all the other households. Similarly, because
of the irregularity in the use of vegetables and because of
no exactness of the price of vegetables grown in their
own farm, the price of farm grown vegetables has also
been excluded. Actual expenditures on clothing are
determined from what has been spent for the last year
(from one Tij to another Tij).
7. Dried bread made of wheat. This bread is mostly taken
without lentils or vegetables.
8. No households have kept actual records of expenditures on
these matters. Therefore the villagers' estimated minimum
expenditures need has been taken into account.
APPENDIX

Simple Mea!
For operational purposes, 500 grams of Thapachini
(Mota) rice and 50 grams of Masur lentils (pulse) for a hardworking adult and 250 grams of rice and 50 grams of lentils for a
child (below 15 years) is regarded as a simple meal in this study.
Since 500 grams of such rice costs 2.25 rupees and 50 grams of
such lentils costs 0.40 rupees in the local market a simple meal
costs 2.90 rupees for an adult male and 1.52 rupees for a child.
In addition 2 kgs. of salt per household per month has been
included.
Simple Clothin!:
Keeping in consideration that people of that area have to
work in rain as well as in scorching heat, a yearly allowance of
various items of clothing and their local price on the basis of
culturalIy allowed but lower quality materials (for examples no
villagers wear the .!mr.a cloths except at mourning) for adult male,
adult female, and male and female child is determined in the
following table:
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APPENDIX
Clothes Items required and their price

REFERENCES
ARTEP

1974
hems

Numbers

reQuired
for
female
adult

blouse
2
Cholo
1
(for winter)
sari
3
patoka
1
(waist band)
shawl
1
ban£le, dori
TOTAL FOR ADULT FEMALEIYEAR

Price/Piece (low quality
material)
15 (includes. finishing)
25 (includes finishing)

National Planning Commission (NPC)
1981
The Sixth Plan 1980-85 (A Summary). Kathmandu.
1983

40 (Indian)
42 (kora)
25
14
Rs.257

for
adult
male

Shirt
3
kadlad
3
1
cap
underwear
4
TOTAL FOR ADULT MALElYEAR

25 (includes finishing)
15
5
9 (includes finishing)
Rs. 161

loc

frock
2
female
child
TOTAL FOR FEMALE CHILDIYEAR

30 (includes finishing)

for
shirt
2
male
shorts
2
child
TOTAL FOR MALE CH1LDIYEAR

18 (includes finishing)
15 (includes finishing)

Rs.6O

Rs.66

A Challenge to Nepal: Growth and Employment.
Bangkok.

A Survey of Employment, 1nco.me Distribution and

Consumption Pattern in Nepal, 1977.
1984

Principles ofthe Seventh Plan.
Upadhyaya, Mukunda P.
1984
An Evaluation of Koshi Hill Area Rural Development
Program. Kathmandu: CEDA.
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were teachers, journalists and physicians tended to select their
fathers' occupations. This indicates that educated parents had a
strong influence over the occupational direction of their children.

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH OCCUPATIONAL
SOCIALIZATION IN RURAL NEPAL

. In the occupational socialization process, education plays
a vital role sll1ee 1l may serve as a passport for an II1dlvidual to
move towards the upper stratum of social stratification. If an
indi vidual is able to acquire more education. there is a greater
probability that he will be able to obtain a white collar job. But
the majority of Nepali rural youths lack education and as a result
they arc compelled to remain in "blue-collar jobs." This may be
due to the poor econom ie condition of their parents.

Kiran Dutra Upadhyay
A country's future development is shouldered by the
youth, especially in Nepal, where the majority of the populace is
young and lives in rural areas. However, rural youth are not
being provided with the opportunity to realize their potential.
Youth is a transitional period in the personality development
process and bridges the stages of childhood and adulthood; it is
the period when individuals shape their future careers. Because
1985 was declared "International Youth Year", Nepal should
examine the plight of its rural youth, their occupational
aspirations and expectations.
First and foremost, this paper aims to operationalize the
term occupational socialization. In this study, occupational
socialization embraces both occupational aspirations and
expectations. Socialization is the process by which the individual
learns to conform to the norms of his social group, acquires a
status, plays a corresponding role. and emerges with a
personali ty.
Occupational aspiration pertains to the kind or type of
work the youth wants to have, whereas occupational expectation
refers to the kind or type of work the youth expects to have in
regards to economic resources and other opportunities.
Occupational aspiration and expectation were categorized as
"blue-collar job" or "white-collar job" based on the nature of the
work. The youth who hoped for skilled jobs, professional work,
labour on and off the farm were categorized under "blue-collar
job." Those who would desire and expect official jobs were
categorised under "white-collar job."
In Nepalese society, the occupation of the parents has a
great influence on the children. The parents' influence on children
was also observed in the developed society. In the regard,
Nelson (1960:313) opined that American children whose parents

In this regard, Cabriles' study (1978:43) showcd that in
the Philippines a financial problem was the major reason fur
dropping out of school. Other factors, listed in order uf
frequency, were lack of interest. poor health, changino
residences and getting married.
"

o

Gasson (1968:317-326) has stresscd that there is a stronu
tendency for the sons of farmers to work in jobs rdated I~
agriculture. The following paragraph tries io analyze the
proportion ot the youth on the baSIS ol two populatIOn censuses,
1971 and 1981 respectively.
Table I presents Nepal's population by 5 year age
groups. From Table I, it may be inferred tbat the majority of the
population is in the age group under 24 years. This study is
concerned only with the responses from people whose age
ranged from 10 to 25 years. In other words, the presentation is
concerned only with the age categOlies 10-14 years, 15-19 years
and 20-24 years. Accordll1g to the 1971 census, these groups
constitute 11.2,9.1 and 8.4 per cent, respectively, of the total
population of Nepal. which comes to 28.7 per cent. Similarly,
according to the 1981 census these groups constitute 11.4.8.8
and 8.9 per cent respectively, which comes to 29.1 percent. In
both cases, the youths occupy more than one-forth of the total
population of the country, and tbe number in these groups has
lI1creased. An individual's career begins sometime during this
period. Hence, a wise look in these age groups is crucial for
policy makers. If these youths do not get adequate opportunities
to become better educated and better skilled, they remain
unproductive, unemployed,. or under-employed, and forced to
remain only in blue-collarjobs.
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Table - I: Population of Nepal by A2e Group Accordin2
t 0 PIt"
opu a 10 n Census of 1971 and 1981
Census of 1981
Age Group
Census of 1971
Percent
Nmnber
Percent
Nmnber
1,634,110
14.1
2,314,505
15.4
Under 5 years
2,190,446
14.6
1,743,253
15.1
5-9 years
1,707,021
11.4
1,297,215
11.2
10-14 years
1,328,401
8.8
1,047,459
9.1
15-19 years
8.9
1,335,098
969,675
8.4
20-24 years
8.1
1,161,670
7.7
25-29 years
930,287
975,401
6.5
811,401
7.0
30-34 years
884,572
5.9
744,788
6.4
35-39 years
609,461
752,788
5.0
40-44 years
5.3
4.0
618,805
4.1
461,098
45-49 years
400,834
531,322
3.6
50-54 years
3.5
365,749
2.4
257,699
2.2
55-59 years
367,495
2.5
60-64 years
294,230
2.5
3.1
188,583
1.3
354,473'
65-69 years
156,786
1.0
70-74 years
66,393
0.4
75-79 years
50,231
0.3
80-84 years
0.2
85 years and above
27573
Total

11 555983

100.0

15022839

100.0

'65 years and above

Ginzberg perceived a person's development process in
three stages, namely: (a) fantasy choice, the latency p~riod (si~ to
eleven); (b) tentative choice, adolescence; and (c) realistic chOIce,
late teens to early twenties. Super (Ohlson 1964:337) reinforced
Ginzberg's point when he said that the "maturation of an
individual's abilities, interest and aptitude, his opportumty for
testing, and his self-concept influence his career development." It _
is the nation's responsibility to provide youth opportunitIes to
make them productive citizens.
The rural areas have in-school, out-of-school and noschooling youths who experience different degrees of the
socialization process guiding them in their development. They
look at themselves in different ways. It is a fact that rural youths
of developing countries are reminded daily that the best road

leads to town. They consider imported commodities to be
symbols of high status. The emergence and enthusiasm of this
vast potential youth population, if employed in profitable ways,
can make Nepal much more prosperous than it now is.
Considering these basic truths, it has become a challenging job
for planners and policy makers to channel the energy of these
rural youths for the country's future development. Keeping this
view in mind, this study aims to examine the occupational
socialization process of rural youths.
Place and Population of the Study
This study was conducted in Ramahat District of Nepal,
which lies on the South-Central belt of the country in the Central
Development Region in Narayani ZOne. There were 52 village
panchayats in the district with approximately 57,300 farm
households. Only nine panchayats had high schools, and of
those, three were randomly selected: Santa pur, Pipra Bhalohiya
and Potihahi Dharahari. From the three different sample village
panchayalS, a proportionate sample of 122 youths (10 per cent)
was drawn randomly.
Hypothesis of the Study
The null hypothesis was that the youth's preference for an
occupation is not associated with their demographic-socioeconomic characteristics or with their family background.
Method of Analysis
The data was classified and analyzed in terms of their
statistical meaning and significance taking into consideration the
objective. The Chi-square test(X2) was computed. The
hypothesis was accepted or rejected at 0.05 level of significance,
presented in Table 2.
Presentation
The chi-square independence revealed that marital status
of youths was significantly related to occupational socialization.
It showed that the majority of those who were married, as
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compared to those who were single, aspired for and expected
blue-collar jobs. It is safe to presume that the single youths,
having less responsibilities in the family, had more possibility of
achieving higher education and that they have more mobility than
the married youths, and thus they had more knowledge about
jobs. These may be some of the reasons why they could aspire to
and expect to get more white-collar jobs. Married youths had
greater responsibilities to their families and remain engaged in
either farming or labour in the village.
The position of siblings in a family was found highly
associated with the youth's occupational socialization. The
majority of the eldest did not aspire for white-collar jobs as
compared to their middle and younger relatives.
The chi-square test revealed that caste of the youth was
highly related to occupational aspiration and expectation
(Occupational socialization). It is safe to presume that the youths
who belonged to the higher castes had greater exposure to
alternative occupations, and therefore aspired for white-collar
jobs.
Statistically, those who had at least middle and high
school education aspired for white-collar jobs. Here the
relationship was direct and positive. The youths who had high
and middle school educations could expect white-collar jobs
because of their exposure to education and employment
opportunities.
The chi-square results also revealed that the tenure status
and size of farm land of parents significantly affected
occupational socialization. Children of owner-cultivators with
large land holdings could expect white-collar jobs more than
youths whose parents were tenants and had small land holdings.
It was obvious that land-owning parents wished to give their
children as much education as they could afford. This was made
possible because of an adequate annual income. As a result of the
better educational possibilities, their children could aspire for
white-collar jobs.
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Income of parenls was considered one of the major
factors. This factor was highly associated with occupational
socialization. This relationship was found to be direct and
positive. It is safe to predict that parents' income was sufficient to
support their families and to educate their children.
From this high income group a few did not aspire for
white-collar jobs, which may be due to their academic
weaknesses, easy way of life, bad companionship, etc. The
middle and low income groups have suffered fl'om a depressed
economy and with the problem of food threshold. Almost all the
children of the low-income group aspired for blue-collar jobs.
This finding resembles the findings of Strauss (1964:257-266)
that children from low-income families differ in their occupational
choice from those who come from familics with high income.
In the case of level of schooling of parents it was found
that the parents' educational status was highly significant to the
youth's occupational socialization. Children from middle and
high school educated parents tended to aspire for white-collar
jobs, whereas children of literate and semi-literate parents could
expect blue-collar jobs.
From this finding, it is inferred that education is closely
related with occupational socialization. Children from educatcd
parents have exposure to more occupational choices.
In the same manner, the chi-square test revealed that
occupations of parents were highly associated with the youths'
occupational aspiration. However, in the case of occupational
expectation, only the father's occupation was found highly
associated. Among parents who were full-time farmcrs, the
majority of their children aspired for blue-collar jobs as well as
white-collar jobs.
From the findings, it is safe to presume that the children
of farmers who were given higher education expected whitecollar jobs. Another reason may be that the children did not like
to engage in farming due to the hard manual work it demanded.
As far as the question of Nepalese rural women's occupation is
concerned, women from the well-to-do families do not work
outside because of their social status and also because it is not
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crucial for them. Besides, rural emp loyment opportunities (except
house chores and labour work) are not available for Nepalese
women, and these are neither suitable nor crucial for them. This
may b~ one o.~ the reasons why their children aspire for bluecollar Jobs. ThiS may also explain why the motlJ.er's occupation
was not related to youth's occupationotl socialization.
. The number of children in the family was found highly
associated With the youth's occupaltional socialization (both
aspiration and expectation). Youths from small families could
aspire for white-collar jobs as controlsted with children from
medium and large families. The rationale behind this positive and
direct finding may be the accessibility of education for children
coming from small families. For their parents it may be
manageable to provide better education to their children from their
limited economic resources, and thus increase chances for their
children getting white-collar jobs.
Parents' influence on the educat ional aspiration and
expectation of their children was found to be one of the very
Important vanables for influencing their chil dren to aspire as well
as expect white-collar jobs. In other words, statistically these two
van abies were found highly significa.nt to the youths'
occ~pational socialization. This relationship was direct and
positive.
Parents who could encourage their children to pursue
educnion motivated their children to aspire for' and expect whilCcollar jobs. It is inferred that their parents were in a better
position to understand the importance and role of education for
obtaining white-collar jobs. Another reason might be that the
parents who were in a position to afford their youth's education
mfluenced their children to pursue higher education. They knew
the prestige of those people who were in white-collar jobs
because of their education.
.
In the same line, another factor -- the parents' influence
on occupational aspiration and expectation for their youth -- was
also found highly significant to the youth's occupational
socialization. It was found that for those parents who influenced
their children for blue-collar jobs, the majority of children
likewise aspired for and expected blue-collar jobs. Similarly, if
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the parents could influence their children for white-collar jobs,
the children could aspire for and expect white-collar jobs.

ascending to a higher stratum and for the social mobility of an
individual.

The rationale behind such behavior is obvious. Because
the parents were in a blue-collar job, their children were exposed
to such work, and similarly with the children whose parents were
in a white-collar job. This confirms the findings of Melecio
(1976) that there exists a strong relationship between the youths'
perceiving the parents' occupational aspirations for them and their
occupational choices.

In the Nepalese context, the majority of rural youths are
either non-schooling or out-of-schooling. Because they are of
school-going age, efforts should be made to get them back to
school; and if that is not possible, then it is crucial to devise
special vocational programmes for them. In this regard, it will he
good to impart skills for employment and income generating
actlvllies sueh as woodworkIng, masonry, plumbing, and other
farm related training. The development of the country is possihlc
only when the youth's developed skills can be utilized.

The youth's occupational socialization processes
(aspirations and expectations) were influenced by almost all the
independent variables which have been taken into consideration
in this study except their age, sex, religion, and occupation of the
mother. The above findings reject the null hypothesis that the
occupational socialization of the rural youths were not associated
with their demographic-socio-economic factors and family
backgrounds. Hence, there is a crucial need to prepare a
constructi ve plan to provide opportunities of socio-educational
services which could tap the potentialities of youths, a great
majority of whom are in rural areas. Of course, it is a challenging
job for policy-makers, planners and other authorities in this field.
Policy Recommendations' Before implementing any rural
youth programme, certain points need to be considered and
determined: what needs to be done, where to begin, and how to
divide responsibilities. The new programme must begin on a
small scale and expand with an increase in trained personnel.
What people at the local level want may be entirely different from
what national policy-makers think they need. The felt needs of
rural youths can be the most important consideration and the best
starting point in determining the direction and content of a rural
youth programme. Programmes based on village needs will
create cooperation and enthusiasm with villagers in working for
their upliftment.
It is crucial to tap the youths' potentialities by providing
them with education and other opportunities, so that they may be
in a position to change their socio-educational and economic
environment. It is a fact that education serves as a passport for
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DEVELOPMENT AND UNDERDEVELOPMENT:
A PRELIMINARY SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE)

Chaitanya Mishra
Introduction
The notion of development, despite its universal currency
and exhortatory potential, in some ways reminds one of the story
of the elephant and the six blind men. "Development" is
somehow holy, uplifting and attractive. It is, however, also
mysterious. The object is subjectively perceived and the totality
of subjectivities does not add ul? to an objective description
and/or assessment. Instead the totality becomes more and more
grotesque, unfamiliar and abstract. A goal which is itself
mysterious, in turn, inspires a mode of practice which is
essentially misleading.
On the other hand, a valid conceptualization of the
"developmental problem," would enable us to a) shed the
mystery embedded in the notions of development and
underdevelopment; b) assess current developmental practice more
objectively; and c) sift alternative potential bases for
development. Put another way, a valid conceptualization of the
"developmental problem" would help us enumerate and analyze
constraints against and options for what might be an adequate
design for future development.
It is one of the more general central arguments of this
paper that a valid conceptualization of the "development problem"
can be approximated by analyzing a set of three structural
processes: those related to the capitalistic world-system -- the
capitalistic world-economy in particular, the internal class
relationships within a given sub-world economy, and the form of
utilization of political-economic resource. It should be
emphasized that these parameters are distinct only analytically;
these are parts of a historical process, united within a historical
whole. These parameters can be made more specific and theIr
mutual relationships unraveled only as part of an effort geared at
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a reconstruction of history. Time, in this sense, is the fourth
"process" we need to explicitly consider.
What do we mean when we say that we are
underdeveloped? Is the underdevelopment we talk about a
characteristic feature of families, communities, regions, classes,
the state organization or of the nation-state as a whole? What is
the genesis and later history of this underdevelopment? Has
underdevelopment been a perennial and constant feature of our
national history? Are we experiencing a further development of
underdevelopment or are we in a steady state, a "low-equilibrium
trap"? What roles have the international economic ensembles
played in our developmental history? What has been the role of
the various classes of our society in our developmental history?
What kind of development have we been talking about in any
case? Where do the developmental politics and programmes the
state has been laying out in the past fit in this context? Finally,
where do we go from here?
Clearly, this is a very tall order and it sounds arrogant to
seek sketchy and preliminary answers to these questions. But I
audaciously ask these questions because they are fundamental
ones which cannot be left unanswered. The majority of us spend
most of our time bogged down in details of programme and
project administration, text book teaching, small-scale empirical,
"disciplinary," or sectoral research and the like, with little time
out to consider larger issues. Journalists and ideologues as
groups are exceptions -- they have done a much better job of it.
I would like to begin by providing a brief answer to the
first question raised above. Underdevelopment in Nepal (as in
many other third would economies) should be seen as a process
which may be characterized by a) increasing incorporation within
the capitalist world-and regional-system in terms of labour,
commodities and capitaUfinance; b) increasing loss of capacity to
reproduce indigenous means of subsistence-production,
combined with a diminishing or very low capacity to carry out
expanded reproduction; c) emergence and growth of the
comprador bourgeoisie (wh.ose interests are closely tied with
world and regional capitalism) and the state class which contains
nationalist components but which cannot lead a national

transformation because of its strong political alliance with the
feudal and other traditional -- i.e., precapitalist -- structures and
its fast-growing economic and financial ties with the comprador
bourgeoisie; d) considerable to serious problems of familial,
community-based, regional and national integration arising out of
peripheralization and marginalization on the one hand and on the
other, the successful resistance kept up by the state, the feudal
elements and the comprador bourgeoisie to mass-based politicaldevelopmental forms. As noted earlier, we must go back to
history to sketch L1e manifestations of these processes.
The Processes of Capitalism
Before we go back to our history it may be necessary to
provide a brief note on the essence of the capitalist worldprocess. Founded on the ruins of European feudalism, capitalism
is a relatively recent human experience; it is less than 350 years
old. It has undergone changes during its lifespan; the phases it
has gone through in historical sequence are roughly labeled
"mercantile," "competitive," and "monopolistic." These phases
are marked by important variations, but the commonality is of far
greater significance for the present discussion. Capitalism is a
political-economic system which thrives on the creation of
commodities and on incessant expanded accumulation. The
essence of the capitalist process is disarmingly simple: the
creation of commodities leads to the generation of profit, a part of
which is reinvested to produce further commodities and so on.
The cycle is repeated and expanded over and over again until a
given market is near-saturated.
This was how capitalism began its tenure in certain
European towns and cities. The capitalistic production system,
however, was so efficient that it overran or dominated all other
production systems -- and together with it, local and national
institutions -- almost over all of Europe in the next half-century.
The successes of the system, in course of a relatively short span
of time, produced its own problem -- the saturation of the market.
The resulting demand and supply bottlenecks were then
overcome with trans-continental leaps. The era that we know as
colonial thus began to take shape. (To be sure, long dIstance
trade and "rich man's trade" in which traders traversed great
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distances to procure unusual and therefore high priced items -- as
well as more mundane commodities, i.e. salt -- has a history
much older than capitalism. But these are instances of primitive
accumulation and conspicuous consumption. These exchanges -primarily barter exchanges -- did not lead to expanded
accumulation.) The capitalist economic system thus encroached
upon and incorporated lesser cities, towns and villages and
families, communities, ethnic groups, tribes and natives in the
colonies. Inevitably, many groups werc pushed out: various pn;capitalist production systems and social and political institutions
based upon such systems of production, less efficient producers
(in terms of the rate and expansion of the creation of exchange
and surplus values), communities, institutions, class and status
groups, and entire states. Social institutions like family,
marriage, education, work/employment, along with sociobiological processes (e.g., birth and death) were transformed or
modified and adapted to the exigencies of the capitalist frame.
However, the capitalist system not only pushed out, transformcd,
or modified traditional, i.e., precapitalist, institutions, but also
created the threc major institutions of our everyday life at the
present: 1) the core capitalist (devcloped), semiperipheral and
peripheral (underdeveloped) world areas, 2) the class-bascd
nature of the society, and 3) the global interstate system.
The characteristic features of underdevelopment outlined
earlier are endemic, to a greater or lesser degree, to all world
peripheral formations and constitute a unique and inevitable
creation of the capitalist world-economy. Thus, the pcripheral
formations are entirely normal outgrowths of the inner law of
capitalist developmcnt -- that of expanded accumulation -- at the
world scale. The creation of what came to be known as the third
world is really what Lenin meant when he spoke of the widening
of the capitalist economy. The continual development of
capitalism is contingent on the creation of such peripheries -- it
could not prosper without it. This is simply because of the fact
that bereft of the continuous creation of peripheries -- which can
provide cheaper natural resources and labour power as well as
capital/finance and form outl,ets for the commodities produced -the rate of accumulation of profit, the engine of the capitalist
mode of production, would tend to fall. In the case the capitalist
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political economic formation would lose its vitality and crumble
rather quickly. If, by now, the fourth- and fifth-worlds have
come into existence, these are evidcnces of the continuing
viability of the core as well as semiperipheral and peripheral
capitalist formations to widen and deepen (Lenin, once again) the
peripheralization of the "primitive," i.e., precapitalist, economies
in and around them.
The capitalist encroachment is essentially "economic" -accumulation is of paramount importance. But to the extent that
political and military controls are neccssary to ensure unhindered
accumulation, such are sought to be established, as in the cases
of the multitude of Asian, African and South American colonies.
Such controls are established not only in the colonies proper but
also in the immediately outlying regions which would, in any
case, be under current economic penetration -- for greater
accumulative security. The outlying regions, in general, are
formed out of relatively weak, small and pliable neighbors who
may, depending upon the geostrategic context, be out in the
position of a buffer against other capitalist or otherwise powerful
precapitalist formations, e.g., feudal empires. While colonialism
proper is dead -- not in small measure due to the rise of
nationalism in the colonies but also because the political and
economic costs associated with the colonies were too high and
also because there were softer option's -- monopoly capitalism
keeps the essence of the capitalist process alive through a variety
of means. Thus the whole series of the present-day Asian (and
many other) marginal peripheral formation were shaped and
reshaped in many ways: hegemony -- nuclear and convcntional
military-political terrors, military organizations and treaties,
invasions, military assistance, anti-"terrorist" offensives,
delineation of encompassing security frontiers and spheres of
influence, security council resolutions and vetoes etc.;
neocolonialism -- trade, monopolies, market extension, aid, loan,
capital/financial and debt arrangements, etc.; and finally, the
creation of comprador alliances. Thus the shaping and reshaping
of the interstate system and the development of
underdevelopment in peripheral formations in general and the
periphery at the margins in particular, e.g., Laos, Cambodia,
Bhutan, Sikkim (?), Sri Lanka, Tibet (?), Nepal, Afghanistan (?).
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Indeed, the shaping and reshaping of such states has been a
global routine in the last 350 years. It is no coincidence either that
capitalism is just about that age.

feudal landed interests and the comprador bourgeoisie which, as
we shall see, are largely offshoots of this process of
peripheralization, is the main link through which this process is
sustained and underdevelopment reproduced.

The Onset of Underdevelopment

The Past and the Present· ca 1700-1884

It is difficult to locate the onset of underdevelopment in
Nepal precisely. A number of "guideposts," however, lead me to
locate its beginning during the middle of the 1880s. As most
other historical markers, this is only an approximation. If the
marker makes sense, we have lived through exactly one century
-- five generations -- of this long, drawn-out crisis. To many,
and because of the long time-frame envisaged, this will look like
a prelude to a too dilute version of the stage of underdevelopment
in which we currently find ourselves. To some, it may also look
like an effort geared, if innocently, to defuse the seriousness of
the present situation. Apart from underscoring our general
tendency to expcrience time in a manner in which the present
always looms larger than the past (attributable to a mystification
of history which then hides or altogether severs the "living" from
the "dead"), I will try to bridge the gap between the "two views"
by means of the following arguments: There is little doubt that
under-development has developed further in recent years. I
would put the cutoff date for "recent years" at 1949-1950. Within
the last 35 years, further movements definitely indicate an
intensification of underdevelopment. Hence the urgency: a sense
of the immediacy of underdevelopment; a "need" to telescope the
"developmental problem." I think it is, nonetheless, historically
more valid to look at current underdevelopment as part of a larger
history of peripheralization. One should be able to see an
intensification of an overall trend without denying a past for it.
Underdevelopment in Nepal, therefore, has a long history whose
roots lie in the continuous, if uneven, process of
peripheralization. If it was the world capitalist power, the British
Empire, under whose auspices peripheralization and
underdevelopment marched ahead before 1947, the Indian
dominant alliance has been the immediate motive force in this
process in the more recent past as well as at present. The Nepali
state alliance, composed of the state class, i.e., the proponents of
the various formal political-organizational systems we have
created and lived under. the town-hased "middle class," the

Let us consider our history ca. 1700-1884: the period of
the creation of "Modern Nepal" and the period immediately
preceding it, which from now on we shall refer to as "prcperipheralized Nepal." As in all precapitalist economies the world
over there were immense variations in political-economic forms
here: The precapitalist world is a world of seclusion, variation,
and the stuff of romantic uniqueness: precapitaJist economies are
not based on expansion and ever-encompassing levels of
integration. At the very least, four economic zones could he
discerned; the Himalayan region, the eastern and central hills: the
western hills and the Tara!. The four zones differed suhstanlJally
not only with respect to primary production hut also with respeci
to the resource base, the nature of landholding nghts.
oroanization of labour, fiscal system, degree of monetization,
expansivencss of the market, class differentiation, relations of
production, and so on. Towns located along the relallvely
densely populated Mahabharat range, and the more sparsely
populated nonhern and southern horders, added to the van at Ion.
At this point, however, it is neccssary to establish a
"modal" picture, even at the expense of some prec!slon. The
precapitalist economies withll1 the early pre-penpherallzed Nepal
may be said to be variations on tribute-payll1g-cum-feudal modes
of production. Two further points, nonetheless, have to be kept
in mind while reading the pre-peripheral history. FIrst, we do not
have a clean survey of the political-economy of the Nepali state
for the period. Therefore, we shall have to reconstr~ct one from
patchy and selective information available. Second, It should also
be remembered that the political-economic system dunng the pl'<;peripheral period was itself dynamic due, malOly, to .tour
influences; the changing fortunes of the Nepal-Tibet trade. the
decline of the Moghul er;Jpire and the nse of the lesser
feudatories; the upheavals and reorgal11zallons Immediately
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preceding and following the forging of the Nepali state; and,
most importantly, the rise of the East India Company.
The predominant productive activity was agriculture,
including a fair spread of slash-and-bum agriculture both in the
hills and the Tarai. The Himalayan region, the 24 Nepal-Tibet
trade route areas in particular, the Kathmandu Valley and a few
other small areas had been thriving on entrepot, or long-distance
trade, for over one millenium -- an almost universal economic
mode in a region lying between two different
geographicallcivilizational areas. The Kathmandu Valley had been
enjoying a highly developed agrarian-artisan-trading culture al
least from the seventh century onwards. There were few other
urban areas, however, and non-sexlnon-age division of labour
was rudimentary. Thejajmllni system, so entrenched in the plains
of India, had a rather weak base in the hills. During the beginning
of the 19th century, approximately four-fifths of the total state
revenue was comprised of land revenues. Of the total state
revenue of Rs. (I.e.) 1.7 million in 1853, 68 percent had accrued
from land revenues. Fines, customs duties and sale of sakhuwa
(sal) timber contributed only small amounts to the state funds.
Much was spent on the upkeep of the military. Non-state
resources -- i.e., community, family -- played a predominant part
not only in public construction projects but also in the military
effort: by way of procuring provisions, and construction of trails,
culverts and bridges. In part because war preparations diverted a
large amount of resources, the state as well as the rulers were
almost always short of men and materials, and occasionally
borrowed cash from private citizens, often traders. The early stale
allowance practiced swadeshi not merely because of Prithvi
Narayan Shah's injunctions against luxuries and imports, but
also because a) the community and household political-economic
structure was not geared to the creation of large surpluses for the
use of the state alliance, b) the mercantilism of the East India
Company had acquired neither the economic nor the political edge
to enforce itself on the Nepali state, and c) artisans and traders
formed an important component of the Nepali state alliance.
The unification and the incipient penetration of mercantile
capitalism produced a number of very important consequences
for the Nepali society and state. It took a long time (more than

II,
one-hundred years) to unfold. Furthermore, the changes were
much more extensive during the last half-century than dUl;ng the
preceding years. The first consequence of unification was to
speed up the process the disintegration of the communal politicaleconomic formations, particularly in the central and eastern hills
and the enhancement of a tributary mode. Under the pre-existing
communal mode, land could not be bought, sold, mortgaged,
kept idle or sub-tenanted; it was a community property to be used
by house-holds of that community. The much-repeatcd "self
sufficiency of the hills" was essentially anchorcd in this
supremacy of the community over local h0useholds, and over
other communities and the state. This strength manifested itself in
the strength of village-Icvel self-help groups, a highly integrated
-- although rudimentary exccpt in the Tarai -- division of labor,
conservation, i.e., optimum use combined wilh reproduction and
development of resources, and community leadership. The
usurpation by the state of the right to productive assets -primarily land but also forests and, in some cases, irrigalion
water -- combined with the separation of the households (and
individuals) from the community, apart from weakening the
community strengths mentioned above, also led to the creation of
rich and poor households. In the relatively cushionless setting of
the hill/mountain, the usurpation effectively signaled and
strengthening of the forces of marginalization and immisel;zation
there. This was also the beginning of "overpopulation" and
ecological deterioration as also of emigration. To put it
differently, the central and eastern hills were following the
western hills and some of the Himalayan regions where land was
privatized and had entered the domain of the market at the latest
by the middle of the 18th century. Privatization of land received a
major push during the 1854-J 868 period when revenue
settlements were revised throughout the kingdom and fresh
records of individual rights in land were compiled.
If the process of the disintegration of the communal mode
and the corresponding strengthening of the tributary mode was
hastened in the central and the eastern hills after unification. a
very different mode was being born in the Tarai. This was the
feUdal mode, and constituted the second consequence of
unification. The feudal mode gained ascendancy side by side wilh
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the annexation of the Tarai areas. Extensive tracts of forest and
agriculture land came under the personal ownership of members
of ruling house, high state -- including military -- officials,
ecclesiastes, local functionaries as well as local "big men." Most
of the feudally-organized holdings were also held under the rentfree birta tenure. Exploited largely with the labour of migrants
from the adjoining Indian plains who had been pauperized in their
native regions through the Company's policies on cropping,
marketing and industrial establishments and land tenure -including the infamous Permanent Settlement on795 -- the Tarai
resources increased the national production many fold. No less
significant, however, was the fact that the agrarian structure there
was fcudaHy organized.
The feudal organization of the ownership of resources
had three highly significant consequences. First, it increased the
power of the state by a) enriching the rulers and putting much
greater resources at the disposal of the state, b) firmly
incorporating the local feudal lords within the state alliance
heretofore made up of the ruling houses and the bureaucraticmilitary complex, c) enabling it to extend its political
administrative arms across the territory.
Second, it worked effectively against the politicaleconomic integration of the hill/mountain region on the one hand
and the Tarai on the other. It was this bifurcation in the social
organization of production (that is, the operation of the
communal-tributary mode in the mountain/hill versus the feudal
mode in the Tarai) more than any other factor which produced a
largely regionally divided nation. The self-sufficiency of the hills,
the defense-related rules which hindered easy travell
transportation (including passport requirement and restricti ve
regulations on the use of trails) and the malarial climate of the
Tarai -- the three most frequently mentioned reasons for the lack
of hill/mountain and Tarai integration -- merely fulfilled the
subsidiary conditions. The feudal organization of the ownership
of the resources in the Tarai also led to the development of an
outward bound ("extroverted") economy which became
integrated not at the national level, but beyond it -- the produce of
the Tarai land and the hill labour power showed a tendency to be
integrated within the British Indian and not the Nepali political-

economic space. The hill labour power and the Tarai land -- in
their separaIe yet similar ways -- helpcd to generate surplus value
for the NepalI state allIance and for the British Indian/empire. The
Implications of this bifurcation will be drawn out in the next
section.
The third consequence of unification was the further
strengthening of the state by the exercising of monopoly rights in
forest ~roducts.' wild animals, minerals, specific cash crops, and
In captive trading of essential commodities in specific internal
markets. The. state discouraged Nepali traders from selling up
shops In India and Instead established export centres inside
Nepali territory and collected export duties. While income
through such monopolics and statc trading was used almost
. wholly. to sustail~ the military buildup in earlier periods
(approxlmatel~, belor~ 1838), the enlargemcnt of the state trading
system, combined wllh on the one hand the extensive revenue
farming, and on the other the absence of wars, meant that a largc
proportion of the income thus generated began to be ve7-y
personalIzed by the members of the state alliance. A very rough
eSUmate indicates that each Rana prime minister appropriated
roughly 25-30 percent of the annual state revenue. Jang
Bahadur's annual salary for 1863 was approximately Rs. (I.C.)
100 thousand. A soldier's annual salary the same year ranged
between Rs. 22 to Rs. 100.
The fourth conscqucnce relatcd more closely to the
development of the mercantile form in India. This was manifested
by India in the import of hill labour and Tarai products and also
by Nepal in the import of the Indian northern-plains labour power
in the feudally organized Tarai and the commodities. including
luxunes, for the use of the members of the state alliance. The
persistence of the Company in trying to open up the Nepali
market, beginning with the 1766 Kinloch expedition. was so
dogged and resolute that it is rather surprising that the Nepali
state could blockade itself for as long as it did. The first interstate
trade statistic, for an unknown year in the first decade of the 19th
century, gives a total figure of Rs. (I.e.) 435 thousand. The
figure had reached Rs. (I.C.) 9.8 million by 1879. The value of
exports during this period was four to five times as much as tht:
'~ value of imports. While this information should elate those who

'.
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compute our trade balance statistics -- a~d those who pl~n for the
deficit -- it really ought not to; the InJlIal penod of contact
between primitive economies and capitalist economics has been to
the former's advantage the world over. The difference between
accumulation, expanded accumulation, and systematic unequal
exchange inexorably tip the balance in favour of the. capItalIst
mode. The imporlance of the trade fIgures lIes malllly 111 the fact
that they indicate an increasing, yet roughly plateaued,
penetration of capitalism in the Nepali political economy.
Limited commodity transaction went hand in hand with
the incipient impon of the choicest Nepali labour pow~r. Thatt.he
initial Nepali labour power was utIlized not dIrectly lor
production but for "secU1~ty," i.e., ~olitical-military pene~ration in
the case of the aggressive and nSlllg Company/EmpIre, only
twists but does not change the overall power of capital to draw in
labour. Mercantile capitalism was beginning to extend itself 10
include Nepal within its organization of production. But the scale
of impolt of labour power was, nevertheless, small. The NepaiJ
state alliance right up to the middle-1880s did not allow open
recruitment of Nepalis in the British Indian army.. A vanety of
punishments, including the death penalty.' were .glven to those
who were found to have JOined the Bnllsh Indian army. The
recruits' families back home were systematically harassed.
Nonetheless, the Company did have some success in recruitment.
And just as importantly, the immiserization of the hills had only
made its first appearances.
The Pasl and the Present: 1885-1949
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go~ernm~nt to allow it unhindered access to Nepali labour power
of Its ch.OIce. Indeed, he actively encouraged it and even accepted
the BntIsh request not to recruit the Gurungs and the Magars in
the Nepali army. The breeding ground for the "Gurkha" labour
power, which had first been limited to a few locations in
Himachal Pradesh and had later spread to Utter Pradesh, Bihar,
Bengal and Assam, now covered the territory of "independent"
NepaL The Gurungs, Magars, Rais, and Limbus were in the
prime list of the British not only because these were the nonHinduisd components of the Nepali population; but also because
they were available in increasingly larger numbers, in large
measure due to the (by now) fast-paced weakening of the
~om~unal organization of .resource use and the consequent
ImmlsenzaUon of a substantial proponion of the households in
the central and the eastern hills.

As is well known, the recruits poured in. More than
27,OOO soldiers were hired between 1886 and 1904. Roughly
2oo thousand -- 20 percent of the adult male population in the
country -- were drawn to India during the first intercapitalist
global war (better known as World War One). Approximately the
same number participated in the second global war. The exodus
hurt agriculture and the food supply considerably. It also hun the
raising of land revenues. Beginning 1919, the British staned to
compensate this loss of revenue to the comprador state class by
maklllg an annual present qf.one million rupees. The amount,
expt'ctedly, was doubled following World War Two. In addition,
the Rana prime minister was awarded a gift of 1,750,000 pounds
for his help.

We now arrive at the 1885-1949 juncture. The processes
set in motion 200 years to 60 years back finally matured by 1885.
Competitive capitalism was at its peak and metropolItan Bntaln
was the world hegemone. Political-economic processes at the
home front almost fully corresponded with the world order.
Nepal henceforlh would serve as a bona fide mem bel' of the
periphery. The shorlcomings and inefficiencies of the mercanlile
mode were obliterated and the resistance offered by the state
alliance was all but withdrawn.

The British Indian officials were very happy that they
could force open recruitment. Indeed, the British concern for this
"free trade" was so palpable by 1884 that commodity trade with
Nepal was regarded by the government of India as a question of
altogether minor impoI1ance compared to the power of obtaining
Gurkha recruits. It was noted for a long time that the British were
prepared to make considerable concessions to the Nepali state
class for allowing this "access"

Prime Minister Bir Shamsher inaugurated his regime by
acquiescing to the long-standing demand of the British Indian

Marginalization in the Nepali hills and the demand for
labour by capital in parls of India resulted in another strong
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migratory "stream." Between 1891 and 1931 there was a fivefold in~re~ in the number of Nepali migrants to Sikkim. Tea
plantatlon~ In West Bengal (Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri) and forest
clearance In Assam attracted a huge body of Nepali migrants. A
large number of "B~adurs" was also created during this period
who took on the duties of publIc and pnvate security maintenance
and daily wage labour.
To be sure, Prime Minister Bir Shamsher as well as the
later rellimes must hav.e been happy with the export of labour
power I~ as much as It brought in a very large sum of cash
Income I.n the country by way. of remittances, etc., but also
because. I~ absolved th~ .s~te alliance of the responsibility of
reorgamzIng and stabilIzIng the hill economy. The feudal
ownership of the Tarai resources, on the other hand, meant that
the expanse of the Tarai could accommodate a relatively small
number of tbe marginalized hill dwellers. Thus while the
marginal quality of the hill areas was continually reproduced in
more and more aggravated forms, the immiserized hill dwellers
and the resources of the Tarai could not be integrated within the
national perimeter.
. Ind~ed, . the. state class was actively pushing in the
opposite dl~ectIon In four major ways. The first avenue, the
export of hill labour power, has been discussed above. The
second avenue was trade, both exports and imports. The trade
figures shot up from Rs. 9.8 million in 1879-80 to Rs. 30 million
in 1890-91. In I?OO-Ol, 11913-14, ~nd 1920-21, the figures
were R:s. 39.9 million, Rs. 63.8 millIon and Rs. 87.9 million,
resl'ectIvely. The huge. export expansion became possible due (in
a?dltlon to the b~urcatlon of the organization of production in the
hill and the TaraI, as discussed above), mainly to: a) the increased
tempo of fore~t clearan~e in the Tarai; b) the expansion of
cultivated area m the TaraI -- almost the entire mid-western Tarai
was cultivated during this period; c) the increase in ·the scale of
cultivation of cash crops e.g., opium, jute, indigo, tobacco,
sugarcane; and d) the construction of railway lines across the
Nepali border. The expansion of import, on the other hand, was
~~d on: a) the enlargement of the state alliance; b) the increase
In Income through export; c) the increase in the rate of
consumption of high-elasticity imported luxuries; d) the sudden
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incr~ase in the flow of cash in the hills -- i.e., the stirrings of a
remlu.an~ econ.OI~y; and e) the onset of the disintegration of the

organIzatiOn of mdigenous manufactures and crafts at the national
:-cale. The massive increase in income was hoarded, used to buy
Imported cotton goods, metalware, glass ware, cigarettes, gold
and preci<:lUs stones, to build large homes as well as humongous
and luxunous palaces (including in the distant countryside bitra
locations), to the creation and sustenance of a huge body of
servants and retainers, to the buying of property, and in
hoardings and investments, in India and a number of other world
areas, including some of the capitalist metropolitan locations.
. The expansion of the Indian railway line just across the
Nepali border between 1885-1910 gave a great impetus to this
trade. Nepali timber, the primary source of wood for the
construction of railway lines all along northeast India, helped
capitalism to open up the Nepali market for other commodities. A
preliminary version of an outward-bound and expanded capital
recyclement regime was played out. It is, nonetheless, interesting
to note that the state alliance, ever fearful of the British military
mvolv.ement m Nepal, was wary of fully opening up. Time and
agaIn It rejected offers/requests to lay down railway lines inside
Nepal and link it up with the British Indian railway system.
However, as the trade figures bear out, this resistance was weak
as far as commerce was concerned.
The state alliance systematically discouraged household
crafts and artisans and traders by allowing imports of everyday
consumption commodities on large scales. Household crafts and
cottage industries in the hills wee badly hit in particular by the
flow of cotton goods and metalware. Raw cotton, extensively
cultivated in almost all parts of the hills, lost to machineproduced, cheaper cloth. The skills required to cultivate and
process it slowly disappeared throughout the hills. The cash
needed to buy cloth, on the other hand, compelled an increasingly
larger proportion of hill households to seek seasonal, or
"permanent," manual jobs in Indian towns and cities. The rapid
expansion of the Indian industrial economy after the World War
I, in conjunction with the lilieralization of imports following the
1923 treaty, further undercut the basis of craft and industries in

•
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Nepal. Imports boomed -- including from Japan and Europe -- so
rapidly that Nepal devalued its currency by 1932.
The 1923 treaty did produce one positive impact on
Nepal, however. The guarantee of formal independence, coup!ed
with a general support received from the Bntlsh Indian
government, gave Chandra Shamsher the confidence he needed
to carry out several mildly anti-feudal measures. The most well
known of such measures was the abolition of (the almost wholly
domestic) slavery at state expense and the resettlement of the
slaves in Amlekhganj in the central Tarai. The treaty ~Iso. gave
him the confidence to lay down the Raxaul-Amlekhganj railroad
and to construct the Bhainse-Kathmandu ropeway line. These
acts of further opening-up, of course, led to the increase in the
scale of both exports and imports. The post-World War One
period in general and the post-1923 treaty. period in partic~lar
(which, in addition, also saw the establishment of the first
college, the first state-sponsored irrigation canal) appeared to
provide a lukewarm trend towards state support to natIOnal
accumulation, although it was along the feudal line. Juddha
Shamsher's efforts along these lines were stronger and qUite
admirable. The mid-1930's formed a period during which an
ideology of inward-looking and indigenous national development
gained some ground for the first time after Prithvi Narayan Shah.
The institution of Udyog Panshad (IndustnaIJDevelopmental
Board), the promulgation of the Company Law,. the
establishmcnt of the Nepal Bank Limited, the jute and vanous
other industrial establishments, could have led, in course of time,
to the creation of a dynamic national bourgeoisie. The point here,
however, is that the 1923 grant of independence was the most
important precondition for the potential generation of an
independent national bourgeoisie which. would have been
inherently exploitative and iniquitous but which would also have
more or less successfully guarded the state agamst outSide
capitalist onslaughts by itself engaging in inward-oriented,
expanded accumulation.
The loss of British hegemony following the first intercapitalist war, the birth of the Soviet Union, the Great Depression
and the global processes leading to the second round of the world
war provided much incentive to anti-colonial movements in the
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colonies. The Indian independence movement was a product of
this setting, with industrialists, traders and middle class gentries
as its leaders -- precisely a conglomeration which stood to gain
most from inheriting the capitalist infrastructure and by
establishing a necessarily compromised version of national
bourgeoisdom. The major opposition groups within Nepal -excluding groups which were patently reactIOnary -- had a slml~ar
class basis (apart from the obvIOUS absence of md ustnal
entrepreneurs) and had imbibed a similar ideology. As it turned
out later, the ideology internalized by the opposition groups did
not serve Nepal's national interest we!!. This, because the
ideology was based on faulty reading~ of a) th~ world and
regional capitalist process; b) the natIOnalism of India;. c) the nse
of communism and the establishment of a commul1lst state m
China; d) Nepal's place in the politi«al-economic-military
processes in the region; and e) the precise extent of the
development of underdevelopment in Nepal and of the processes
leading to it.
The Past and the Present· 1950-1985
We now arrive at our most recent period in history, 19501985. The onset of the period was itself interesting -- and
instructive -- in many ways. Apart from the United Kingdom and
India with whom we established diplomatic relations was the
basti;n of world capitalism, the United States, which was
beginning its tenure as the global hegemone. In 1950, as a
frontline slate against commUl1lsm, we began our history as an
aid-receiving nation. The Nepali labour power formed part of the
global military might in defense of Capltaltsm and was used
alternately as a primitive rapid deployment force, a regular front
line battalion, and as an anti-guerrilla operauons squad agamst
anti-imperialist, nationalist force. The Indian state that had fully
supported the Ranas for a couple of ~ears after its independence
suddenly switched Sides, followmg. the eJ.llergence of a
communist state up north, and clamped Its seclmty frontier up to
the Himalayas, thus incorporating Nepal Wlthll1 ItS military
perimeter. Tribhuvan Airport and Tnbhuvan Highway were
constructed by the fledgling IndianAir Force and Indian. Army,
respectively. The Indian Army contmued to operate the highway
long afterwards. In addition, the Indian state, which "preferred"
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to deal on monopolistic terms with neighbours and other third
world states, enforced a trade treaty which would necessarily
narrow Nepal's resource base and make it increasingly more
dependent on India. Combined with the "Friendship Treaty"
which was exclusively directed against Nepal's only other
neighbor, China, Nepal took shape as a near-full-fledged
hegemony of the Indian state and the Indian mercantile
bourgeoisie. In an immediate sense, these were parts of the costs
Nepal had to bear for the 1950-51 "revolution".
The 1950-1985 period was characterized by several
elements: a) nationwide, deeper peripheralization through
outward-bound flow of resource including commodity, labour
power and capital vis-a-vis India and the world capitalist
economy; b) immiserization of a very large proportion, probably
more than three-fourths of the hill households and two-fifths of
the Tarai households; c) a nationwide political coalition of
medium and large landed interests and state class interests; d) a
very fast growing incorporation of the mercantile bourgeoisie into
the state alliance; e) an enlargement of the state alliance,
particularly in the towns and district capitals; f) an expansion of
the effective scope of the state alliance in the formal political,
political-economic and social sectors; g) the diminution of the
household and the village-ethnic commun.ity; h) multiplication of
misconceived, ineffectual a,nti-poverty state programmes; j)
improvements in the transport-communication, education and
health sectors which, nonetheless, have largely augmented
underdevelopment; and k) an almost total inability to chart a
course toward an inward-bound production recyclement -capitalistic or otherwise -- and an expanded accumulation regime
integrated at the national level.

If it is ironic that Nepal's political dependence increased
after the 1950-51 "democratic rp.vJlution," the degree of
economic openness and dependence was even more so. Although
it is a historical rule of the capitalist world-system that
economically primitive states lose out not at the beginning of the
precapitalist-capitalist exchange relationship but only later
(loosely, in the medium run), ironically it needed the "revolution"
and the resulting "democratic" setup for Nepal to be in the red in
commodity transactions. The volume of interstate commodity

trade reached Rs. (I.e.) 265 million in 1956-57, from Rs. (I.C.)
88 million of 1920-21. The figure jumped more than four times
during the next 10 years and reached Rs. (N.C.) 1157 million in
1966-67. It almost tripled again in 1976-77 at Rs. (N.C.) 3173
million. It more than doubled in the next five years (1981-82) and
reached Rs. (N.e.) 6429 million. Imports as a percentage of
GDP went up from 9 percent to 15 percent between 1969-70 and
1979-80 (all figures are at current prices). The composition of
interstate commodity trade, on the other hand, continued to
reinforce underdevelopment by emphasizing the export of
primary goods, principally food items and non-fuel raw
materials, which accounted for more than' three-fourths of all
exports for 1981-82. Imports were mainly composed of
manufactured products, fuel, chemicals, and food items. The
interstate commodity trade balance is so lopsided by now that the
value of merchandise exports for 1981-82 was only one-third of
the value of merchandise imports. The balance of interstate
payments as a whole turned red for the first time in 1983 despiLc
the fairly large incomes from tourism, remittance by migrant
labourers in India and elsewhere, and interstate grants and loans.
The dependence of ihe state on import duties was very high and
growing; these formed 25- 34 percent of the total annual revenue
of the central governmcnt ever since the 1970s. What this also
means of course is that there is less scope now for national
expanded accumulation than before. At the same time, it also
means that the existing national resource recyclement regime is
rapidly getting weaker.
Hence the increasing deterioration of the ecosystem and
of the food, feed and fuel chain and unemployment and underemployment on the one hand and "overpopulation" on the other.
The emigration and remittance regimes -- processes as
intimately connected to the capitalist world-system as the import
and export of commodities (what are commodities but
embodiments of labour!) -- have been strengthened in the last 35
years. More than 4 percent of the total population was emigre in
1961. There is a large quantity of circumstantial evidence which
indicates that both Nepali and Indian census systematically underenumerate Nepal-India migrants. The actual proportion of India-
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bound Nepali migrants may be much larger not only for 1961 but
also for the later years.
Probably much more important, both in terms of the
number of households involved and the scale of remittance, is
seasonal migration of labour to India. A number of independent
studies on the western and eastern hills report very high rates of
seasonal labour migration to India. In general, it appears that 1520 percent of all households in the hills/mountains may have one
or more family members in India for 2-5 months per year as
seasonal labourers. The majority of the migrants -- whether
seasonal or semi-permanent/permanent -- are young adult males,
even excluding those in the Indian and British armies and those in
"security duty" in Brunei, Singapore and other semi-peripheral
capitalist areas.
The emigre households, in continual pressure to change
their structure and lifecycle in keeping with the (uncertain and
fluctuating) demand for labour in India or outside (or in the
TarailKathmandu Valley for that matter), have deformed
themselves vis-a-vis the local organizations of production; that is,
the effective structure of the household, the sexual division of
labour, the demand for children (including the sex-specific
demand for children), work socialization and mode of resource
ownership and use have become geared more to the IndianlTarai
market than to the local setting. This is particularly salient in the
western region of Nepal which has historically been exposec;l
longer and more intensively to capitalist influences and thus
intimately peripheralized. Recycling of local resources is the
poorest there and thus the earlier and much faster rate oJ
deterioration of the ecosystem. Contradictions between the longstanding institution of private property and the social and
communal nature of production have also contributed to
ecological deterioration, e.g., the fast-disappearing common
lands, pastures, as also to "overpopulation" and chronic and
serious food scarcity there.
The outflow of capital is very difficult to document -mostly because it is deliberately hidden or camouflaged. Three
avenues of leakage, however, may be identified. The first is the
profit Indian citizens draw out of their industrial!
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commercial/agricultural/ financial/service-oriented investment in
Nepal. The scale of such investments is not known, but generally
acknowledged as large. Indian investment in Nepal has a long
history. The new expansIOn of Indian commerCial capital,
however, can most easily be seen in the wholesale and retail
trade/sm~ggling of "third country" goods from Nepal to India,
food gram wh olesale trade, and remittance through the sale of
skilled/semi-skilled labour power. Commercial capital, it should
be noted, IS recycled very fast and is repatriated at the same
speed. The second avenue of capital outflow is the hoarding!
mvestment/expendlture Nepalis make in India and other states.
This is another area where-information is lacking. The official
figure, for 1950, compiled by the Indian government, showed
that the IOtal hoarding/investment made by Nepalis was
equivalent to Rs. (I.e.) 44 million. Unofficial estimates,
however, are much larger. A fairly substantial proportion of the
bour~eOlsle, the Tarai landlords and the larger trading houses
promll1ent among them, own properties and investments in India.
It IS also probable that a few families own properties/investments
m other states and capitals. A large amount of potential capital
also flows out by way of educational, medical and other
expenditures visiting Nepalis make in India.
However, it is through systematic unequal exchange in
commodIly/labour transactions that capital flows are largely
deCided. We have already dwelled upon the power of the capital
over margmaltzed labours as well as the increase in commodity
transaction, especially import, on the part of Nepal. Unequal
exchange IS a mechanism of division of labour under which a
given political-economic set-up (whether a state or a region or a
sector) successively envelops the market of another politicaleconomic set-up because the productivity of the former, per unit
of labour, IS higher than that in the later (which is also another
way of saying that the wage rate is lower in the former than in the
later, per unit of production). It is not merely that it takes six
months of ~ard labour for an old man in Salyan to buy a pair of
Bombay mills pair of coats; the point is that it si;all take even
longer in the future. It should be emphasized that this is not a
one-shot penetration, but one which works over a long period. It
not only displaces the indigenous products, but inexorably works
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itself out to under mine the politic al-eco nomic bases of a
peripheral system. This is essentially the regimen under which
the multiplier/accelerator gets systematically exported from Nepal
to India or elsewhere. This is also why capitalism enforces "open
door econo mic policy" and glibly idolizes the "comp arativ e
advantage to the accrued from international trade:' ~d "global
partnership." This clearly was the longer run obJectlv~ .of the
1950 Indo-Nepal treaties, as far as the Indian bourgeOIsie was
conce rned. If India has becom e less blatan t about ItS sta.tesupported capitalism vis-a-vis Nepal, it is only because Indian
capitalism is coming of age, I.e., It IS beco~mg competitive at the
world level in some production sectors m some markets. It IS
interesting, nonetheless, that less than one percent of the total
Indian aid has gone to the industrial sector.
Development of Underdevelopment· Facts Levels. Constraints
and Options
The facts of the development of underdevelopment at the
present, as one of its historical-structural characteristics, are
manifold and multilayered. It should be noted that these are facets
only when underdevelopment is analyzed in a static frame; in
processualterms these "facets" further lead to an enhancement of
underdevelopment. The constraints under which the present s~te
alliance lives, and the options it exercises and/or falls to exercise,
consti tute an impor tant facet of the developm~nt of
underdevelopment. The state alliance cannot lead a coalit~on of
nation al bourg eoisie and engag e in an expan ded caplt~hst •
accum ulatio n regim e for severa l reasons: a) penph erahze d
extensively and intensively for more than one-hundred year~, tJ:e
national bourgeoisie -- the national industrial bo.urgeOlsle m
particular -- is a very weak force here; b) firms and mdustnes, at
least in the short run, cannot acqUire a competitive edge; c) the
existin g scale of interstate comm odity transactiQn c~nnbt be
drastically cut down -- and national accumulation subSidized -not only on account of local demand and interstatelinternational
pressure for sq,Pply but also.because a very large proportion of
the annual national state revenue -- varying between 25 percent
and 58 percen t in the last 20 y~ars -- a~crues from in.terstate
comm odity trade, the bulk of It from Important duties and
associated taxes; d)' the hill households, as well as the state as a
.
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whole, cannot forego the emigration and remittance routine; e) the
state alliance cannot afford large-scale proletarianization -- an
inevitable consequence of the capitalist accumulative process; and
f) because the compradoI' commercial bourgeoisie has become a
prominent component of the state alliance. Thus you have a boom
in impor ts, a boom on tradin g and smugg ling of imported
commodities but also an agrarian system which is unproductive
and appare ntly becom ing more so -- and an indust rial!
manufacturing base which shrinks more than it expands. Thus
you have emigrant households who feel happy over the fact that
the Nepali curren cy has been devalu ed agains t the Indian
cun·ency. Thus you have a land reform programme which ties the
landlord and the labourer in a relationship which slows down
effect ive landle ssness and rural prolet ariani zation but also
preclu des increa ses in agricu ltural produ ction, and which
legitimizes the vastly iniquitous distribution of landholding in the
hills and the Tarai, which, in tum, (as in a mini version of the
latifundia agrarian system) sustains the export of primary goods
and labour power, the imporl regimen, and the regional and
national class structure. Thus also there is an overemphasis on
the transport and communication infrastructure which along with
its beneficial aspects increasingly reinforces the image of Nepal
as an entity where porters, trucks and aeroplanes bound inside
the border -- particularly to the north -- are loaded to the full
while those which flow across the border and to the south are
three-fourths empty . Thus the lack of succes s of the wellintent ioned New Educa tion System Plan which neithe r
compr ehend s the relatio nship among class, produ ction and
education in our present set up nor is penetrating enough to be
wary of the optimistic forecasts on the expansion of the national
economy. Thus also you have immig ration into the Tarai,
emigration from the hills, immigration from north India and the
problems of citizenship and dual citizenship. Finally, you have
state- spons ored mono polies , i.e., corpo ration s, which
perennially run on the red.
Nor can the present state alliance pave the way f(lr a
socialized political-economy -- admilledly a much more farfet.ehed option, not only because it would obliterate the economic
basis for the preeminence of the present state alliance, the larger
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landlords and the comprador commercial bourgeoisie in
particular, but also because such an option would involve a
considerable devolution of authority to local governments and
thus be contrary to the larger scale processes of centralization -- a
necessary process for the particular form of state we run and the
interstate setting we live in -- witnessed since the late -1950s. It is
also far-fetched because it would be difficult to enforce, given the
highly capitalism-dependent nature of our economy on the one
hand and the world/regional capitalist system which, as already
discussed, thrives on the basis of continual expansion. Thus you
have an import-based commercial bourgeoisie which is
prospering and expanding very fast. You have feudal
organization in the Tarai which is weakening, in part due to the
success of the commercial bourgeoisie, but nonetheless on its
feet.
There are other options, e.g. expansive multinationalization, but these are even less "realistic." Given the
advanced stage of openness, peripheralization and dependence,
this may really not be an altogether unattractive economic option
on our part -- a production regime which is capitalist both in the
best and the worst senses but which would also expand the
accumulative base inside the national frontier -- minus the
remittances, royalties and interests. But this would have its own
costs as well, including proletarianization, break-up of feudal
relations and further internalization of domestic politics. In
addition, multinationals are necessarily extremely choosy abollt
markets, sectors and profits -- shout run at that -- and thus cannot
be expected to tie up the national economy.
Another facet of the development of underdevelopment
can be seen in the form of maintenance and change in the class
structure. The "Poorest 20" that we belong to, we nurse, and
continue to fortify the bases of, one of the highest degrees of
inequality in asset and income distribution in the world. The top
10 percent of the households earned as much as 47 percent of the
total national income. The bottom 44 percent of the population,
on the other hand, earned onl y 10 percen t of the total national
income. (Data refer to 1976-77.) Similarly, 10 percent of all
households owned 59 percent of all agricultural land area in 1972
-- seven years after the implementation of the much-celebrated
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.1964 L~nd Act. The rough but overall meaning of this
informatton IS clear; not only the marginalized masses but also the
bourgeoisie is .continually shortchanged through unequal
exchan¥e In vanous forms of interstate transactions, while the
state allIan~e In Nepal has been quite successful in creating newer
so~rces o.f Internal and exte~al sources of wealth/exploitation to
maIntaIn Its economic preemmence.
The contrasting generations of architecture in the
Kathmandu Valley provide an often overlooked manifestation of
!his development of underdevelopment. The trade-, crafts-, and
mtenslve. agnculture-based, integrated, developed and prcsperous
~ommumty-onented SOCial lIfe of the bahi slowly deteriorated as
It was sup~lanted b~ singular, splendent, isolated and forbidding
palaces b~llt accordIng to Greco-Roman (neoclassical European)
speclflcattons and financed through the outward-bound sale of
Taral merchandise and hill labour power. The new architecture
reflects a slight enlargement of the bourgeoisie ensconced in
much smaller but comfortable, indoor-plumbing homes with
g~lIs and h!gh walls topped by barbed wire and/or glass shards
wIth occaSIOnal plates which shout at strangers to beware of
exotic canine breeds.
Other facets of the development of underdevelopment
may be seen at the levels of the community and the household.
The community -- in however "remote/inaccessible" an area it
might be -- has been weakened a very great deal by now, largely
through the processes of privatization, peripheralization and
centralIzatIOn. It IS a much less cohesive/cooperative unit than
before because community resources have drastically shrunk in
the last 35 years, and also because it is increasingly dependent on
outside sources for its economics and politics, e.g., on district
headquarters, nearby towns Kathmandu, The Tarai, and Indian
towns and cities. Its role in running its current affairs and
planning for its future have been much reduced. Thus you have
the problem of "popular participation" at the community level; the
exhortation is becoming shriller precisely when the basis of
participation is being rapidly eroded. The household, as can be
expected, has not been immune to the development of
underdevelopment. As already noted, a substantial proportion of
the households, particularly in the hills, have deformed
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themselves vis-a-vis income generation, fertility, family
relationship and the like.
These process arc fairly well reOected in certain other
macro-economic indicators. A state which was one of the leading
exporters of rice till the early-1960s is systematically importing
foodgrain beginning in the 1980s. A state which had one of the
highest productivities in rain-fed South Asia till the mid-1960s
was along the bottom of the scale beginning in the mid-I970s.
Food production per-person has declined substantially. The
industrial sector, particularly manufacturing, has remained
retarded for a long period at an extremely low level. The
composition of intcr-state commodity transaction confirms the
long-standing predominance of primary goods on the export side
and that of fuel, transportation equipment and manufactured
products on the import side. The gross national product, per
person, increased only by 0.1 percent between 1965-83.
Surely, not all performances are poor. As already noted.
there have been definite improvements in certain sectors, e.g.,
transport and communication, literacy, and public health; no less
important is the provision of a nation-wide organizational frame
for political administration. However, improvements in these
sectors -- barring the public health sector -- have either enhanced
underdevelopment or have remained untied with the national
production systems.
Recapitulation
Let mc summarize the arguments made so far.
Development has very little to do with an abundance of resources
whether natural or financial, or with advanced or even
"appropriate" technology per se. We have generated a large
amount of resources through agriculture, forestry, small scale
industry, trade, remittance, and latterly, through foreign aid. But
these have not helped us develop. Development essentially has to
do with the social mode in which we reprocess whatever resource
we have and distribute the rewards for doing so within a socially
bounded unit and, in so doing, rccreate the capability to
reproduce the cyclc. The social unit may he a househC'ld, a
kinship group, community, tribe, a rcgional grouping, a nationstate, or even a group of nation-states. But to the extent that we

live in an interstate world system' -- itself a contribution of the
process which also generated development and
underdevelopment -- "development" often refers to the nationstate level and levels subsidiary to it.
Now there are various ways in which the resource
reprocessing-capability reproducing-resource reprocessing-cycle
can be damaged. Prolonged drougbts, blights, epidemics.
internal wars and the like are examples. Certainly, there are
histories of households and entire communities which have been
altogether wiped out by these disasters. But these disasters are
events which take place rather irregularly". More importantly,
almost all societies leam/invent mechanisms to soften the impact
of such events, e.g., storage of food items, various
prescriptive/ritual modes of re-establishment of amity between
warring groups etc. Indeed, some hunting-gathering groups
practice selective but systematic infanticide to keep the cycle
moving, however unpleasant that particular option might be. The
potentiality of systematic damage. nonetheless, is localized:
neighbouring hunting-gathering groups may not be required to
practice infanticide to keep their own cycle moving.
The advent and growth of capitalism, however, makes
damage control in the non-metropolitan areas extremely difficult,
if not altogether impossible. This is because capitalism thrives on
the basis of incessant expansion. The damage caused by core
capitalism to the cycles at the semipelipheral and peripheral areas
is regular, systematic, intensive (defined in terms of the degree of
damage suffered by the cycle at differel1l levels of organization of
production in a social unit) and extensive (defined in telms of the
damage suffered by the cycle in different sectors of production in
a social unit). Depending upon tbe guardedness (or openness) of
the social unit in question and the relative strength (or relative
;' weakness) of the capitalist system making efforts to expand, the
damage' becomes progressively larger. At times it becomes
irreversible. Progression and irreversibility of damage may occur
at various sectors -- manufacturing, agriculture, entire physical
ecology of a region, education -- and at various levels -household, community, state, continent. Monopoly capitalism
has the charm that, unlike colonial capitalism, it can damage the
cycle at various sectors and levels in the peripheral social units
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wit!J?ut necessa;ily expanding militarily, i.e., by lapsing fonnal
political .soverelgnty. Expansion operates through markets, of
commodities, labour power, skill, capital, finance, treaties and
above all, alliances. Hence the "strength" of the inter-state world
system. Hence, in a large measure, the development of the core
capitalist areas and its obverse -- the development of
underdevelopment -- in the semi-peripheral and peripheral areas.
Let us come back to the resource reprocessing-reward
distributing-capability reproducing-resource reprocessing- cycle
for a moment. A social unit is a viable entity to the extent that it
can keep the cycle moving. To the extent that it has not been able
to utilize each of ~ese three faculties within a well-integrated
frame at an optImal level, and over the long run, it is
u~developed. To the exten.t that it keeps the cycle moving by
UtlliZlOg each of these faculties at the maximal level over the short
run, it is overdeveloped: Finally, to the extent that it keeps the
cycle movlOg by enhanclOg each of these faculties within a wellintegrated frame over the long run, it is developed.
Underdevelopment, on the other hand, is a cycle which moves
only intermittently, or at a speed much slower than used to be
normal, or altogether stops, either because one or all of its
faculties are. impaired or because the integrative mechanisms
weaken or fatl alto!;ether due to its interaction with an alien cycle,
whIch IS runnlOg With enhanced faculties within an expanding yet
highly integrated frame.
States in the periphery can protect their own cycle from
the stl1!ctural violence .of the enhanced, well-integrated and
expandlOg world capitalist cycle only by following one of two
potions. The first option is the creation of a dynamic, i.e.
capitalist, national bourgeoisie who assume the responsibility to
restore the damage, breathe life into the severely weakened
faculties and fend off the much more powerful cycle by
themselves engaging in inward-oriented accumulation. The state,
in this context, would have to take on two other roles, that of
containing reactions against intensive internal exploitation from
th~ :working class and against the loss of prerogatives and
pnvileges from the state class, the feudals, the urban "middle
class" and the comprador bourgeoisie on the one hand and that of
controlling the onslaught of capitalism from the outside on the
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other. The other option is the creation of a socialized national
economy which, in the short run, would assume responsibility to
perform tasks very similar to those expected from the national
bourgeoisie. The state, in such a context, would have to take on
the role of containing the outbursts and· prolonged reactions of
almost all components of the present state alliance (because this
would involve a radical restructuring of the organization of
resource ownership, use and distribution of rewards) and also
control sustained and systematic assaults from the capitalist
world-and regional-system. Both options presume a national
boundedness as the first requisite: nationalism and development
are intrinsically tied; you cannot hope to cultivate one without
cultivating the other. This, indeed, is the essence of socialism in
the third world. Neither option, it should be emphasized, can
revitalize the cycle in the short run. Both options, on the other
hand presume a time-bound restructuring of the present Slate
alliance -- immediate restructuring in the case of the second
option and a phased, but still definitely time-bound, restructuring
in the case of the first option.
"Option," however, is a wrong expression in the present
context. It conveys a sense of autonomy of choice on the part of
the actor, in addition to a certain time-discretion. We have very
little left of either. Nonetheless, an option has to be exercised -with minimal loss of time -- not the least because the capitalist
world- and regional-economy is increasingly making us optionless; it is itself exercising options for us. As I have tried to show,
we began to lose the power to decide progressively back in 1885.
The cycle began to be damaged and so did our autonomy.
We are near optionless in another sense, too. The one
century-long peripheralization and maintenance of comprador
structures -- exacerbated beginning the late -1960s -- has left our
national bourgeoisie in shambles. The Tarai feudal lorJs who
could, under supporti ve circumstance, have transformed
themselves into a sizable and powerful first-generation national
bourgeoisie do not bear that potential any more. The possibility
of a viable capitalist, internally accumulative and exploitative
political-economic regime must, therefore, be regarded as nearly
foreclosed. The ensemble of the "options" currently being
exercised --IRDPs, "basic needs", etc., is not at all likely to
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breathe life into the enfeebled cycle. The "option," therefore, has
to lie with a socialized national political-economy. Repairing the
damage, nonetheless, will be a difficult, long, drawnout affair,
as the course of the damage itself was. Slogans merely chase
dreams.
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NOTES
I. A substantial portion of this paper "summarizes" an
incomplete monograph on a similar theme sponsored by
the Centre for Policy Research, New Delhi. Authors I
have freely borrowed from are Samir Amin, Mahesh
Chandra Regmi, Jahar Sen, Ludwig Stiller and Immanuel
Wallerstein. Others I have borrowed form include
Krishna Kant Adhikari, Giovanni Arrighi, Narollam
Banskola, Pranab Bardhan, Khem 'Bahadur Bi~ta, Piers
Blaikie, John Cameron, Brain Carson, Srikant DUll, Elik
Eckholm, Andre Gunder Frank, Frederick Gaige, Johan
GallUng, Harka Gurung, Francis B. Hamilton, Brain
Hodgson, Bhuwan Lal Joshi, Vaidya Bir Singh
Kansakar, Mahendra Lama, V.1. Lenin, Prakash Chandra
Lohani, Charles McDougal, Ferdinand Okada, H.A.
Oldfield, Devendra Raj Panday, Bhim Bahadur Pandey,
Sri Ram Poudyal, Pashupati SJB Rana, Ratna SJB Rana,
P.c. Rawat, Leo Rose, Khieu Samphan, David Seddon,
Francis Tucker, M.A. Zaman, K.H. Zevering. I have
also borrowed from reports prepared by the Central
Bureau of Statistics, Kathmandu, the Integrated
Development Systems, Kathmandu, the Ministry of Food
and Agriculture, Kathmandu, the National Planning
Commission, Kathmandu, and the World Bank,
Washington D.C. I have discussed specific ideas
incorporated in the paper with Shyam Bhurtel, Dol'
Bahadur Bista, Dilli Ram Dahal, James Fisher, Khadga
Bikram Shah and Ludwig Stiller. While I am grateful to
the above mentioned for their reactions, none of these
persons and neither the Centre for Policy Research nor
the Centre for Nepal and Asian Studies, the institution I
work for, are responsible for the ideas and the overall
construction presented here. This responsibilities lies with
the author alone.
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